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The Preface contains details about telephone support, warranty service, the
Bulletin Board Service, typegraphic conventions and more.

Customer Support Offices
Unite d states                For technical assistance, contact

Data I/0 Customer Resource Cen(er

EELTf86nei8g]°o42347-570o

For warranty service, contact your nearest Data I/0 Service Center below:

Canada

Po%t2a5IVfnfo°w]Ps°Rr:;ed°Nf.£:e
P.O. Box 97046
Redmond, WA 98073-9746

::i:Ph2%%e:88¥.6]£1Jffl
Telex:   152167

Data I/0 Northeastern United States
20 Cotton Road
Nashun, NH 03063

F:bep8h£F5e;036°dr8&89N€y5]o]nLy,
Fax:    603  880J)697

For teehnical assistance, contact:
Data I/0 Cus(omer Resource Center
Telephone:   800  247-5700
Fax:   206  882-1043

For warranty service, contact:
Data I/0 Canada

#¥sj?iE;:,Rfatg##v3°]2v2
Telephone:  416  678J)761
Fax:  416  678-7306

Data I/0 Califonda
1701 Fox Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

E:i:Ph4°o%e:4#]82]4837-9600
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United Kingdom         For technical assistance or warranty service, contact:
Data I/0 Limited
660 Eskdale Road
Winnersh, Wokingham
Berkshire RG115TS

E:L#°3n4ne:£77%440o||

Japan

Germany

Other European
Countries

Other Countries
Worldwide

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact:
Da(a Lro Japan
Sumitomoseimei HigashishinbaLshi Bldg. 8F

i±::f:¥j,:iFinii;;sl,
03 34326093 (Other)
Telex:   2522685 DATAI0 J

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact:
Data I/0 Electronic Sys(ems Vertriebs GmbH
Lochhammer Schlag 5a

Pei%3£o:reFfeckfi;nfe858o
Fax:   089 8585810

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact the office below and ask
for the number of your local Data I/0 representative:

Data UO Europe
World Trade Center

:otr#a#*XsfaasTerga7m,TheNetherlands
Telephone:  +31 (0)20 6622866
FaLx:   +31  (0)20 6624427

For technical assistance or warranty service, contact the office below and ask
for the number of your local Data I/0 representative:

Data I/0 Intercontinental
10525 Willows Road N.E.
P.O. Box 97046
Redmond, WA USA 98073-9746

I:|¥h2°£e8829fo4388]`
Telex:  4740166
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Technical Assistance

Call ing                               ::oh;|P#eprr:rvI:doemqpuj:ekr:£eanc;:ruatceaiai:Sat:tdaEcae;ep£=o#o :tiz:::ady:

•   Product version number

•   Product serial number (if available)

•   Detailed description of the problem you are experiencing

•   Error messages (if any)

•   Device manufacturer and part number (if device-related)

•   Product manual

For technical assistance, contact the appropriate Customer Support
office listed at the front of the Preface.

Electronic Mail You can also reach Data I/0 via electronic mail (ermail).  To help us
provide quick and accurate assistance, please include the information
listed above.  Also, include your name, phone number, and e-mail
address in your message, and send it to one of the following addresses:

techhe lp@Data-IO . COM

Or

{ apple I decwrl I rutgers I gatech I uunet } ! pilchuck ! techhelp

Note:    Select one of the fiv6 addresses lfeted_abgr!f in.braces..  For
example, y6u night send e-matt to the following address:
uunet ! pilchuck ! techhelp .

See your system administrator if you need more information on which
address to use.

Warranty Inf ormation
Data I/0 Corporation warrants this product against defects in
materials and workmanship at the time of delivery and thereafter for a
period of ninety (90) days.
The foregoing warranty and the manufacturers' warranties, if any, are
in lieu of all other warranties, expressed, implied or arising under law,
including, but not limitied to, the implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose.

Data I/0 maintains customer service offices throughout the world,
each staffed with factory-trained technicians to provide prompt, quality
service. For warranty service, contact the appropriate Customer
Support office listed at the front of the Preface.

Post User Manual X|
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Bulletin Board Service
From the Data I/0 Bulletin Board System (BBS) you can obtain a wide
range of information on Data I/0 products, including current product
descriptions, new revision information, technical support information,
helpful application notes, and other miscellaneous information.  In
addition, the BBS has a large collection of useful RE utilities you can
download.

The BBS message facility allows you to leave messages for the BBS
system operator, Customer Support personnel, or other customers.
Functions are available to provide device support information or to
request support for a particular device.

To lean more about the U.S. Data I/0 BBS, call 1-206-882-3211.
Multiple lines are available, all supporting 1200/24cO/9600/ 19200 baud
with U.S. Robotics Courier HST modems with V.42bis compatibility, set
to 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity.  Call 1-206ng616959 to contact
the BBS connected to a U.S. Robotics Dual/HST modem supporting
1200/2400/9600/ 19200 baud with V.32bis/V.42bis compatibility.
Online help files provide more information about the BBS and its
capabilities.

For your nearest Data I/0 Bulletin Board System outside the U.S.,
contact the appropriate Customer Support office listed at the front of
the Preface.

End User Registration and Address Change
If the end user for this product or your address has changed since the
Registration Card was mailed, please notify your nearest Customer
Support office as listed at the front of the Preface. This ensures that you
receive information about product enhancements. Be sure to include the
product serial number, if available.

xii Post User Manual
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Typographic Conventions
Throughout this manual different typographic conventions represent
different cases of input and output.

Keyb oard Keys

Key Combinations

Variable Input

Optional Input

Displayed Messages

Keyboard keys may be shown in boxes (for example, ill ) or as bolded
text.

#ethi¥tseikfg,{°Ejorsomekeyboards,theRefumkey)isrepresented

Key combinations, such as Control-Z, are shown as two key boxes
separated by a dash; for example, E - E] .

A key combination like E E - E] means to press and
release EE , then press E and H at the same time.

Variable input is italicized and should be replaced with the requested
information. For example, enter copy fi.Zc7f4me.frex means t)pe copy just
as you see it and replace /I.Jeiiame.kei# with the name of your file.

Optional items of a command are shown in brackets; for example

[apfr.O#I][aptr.Orfe]...[quft.O"]

Items separated by a vertical bar (for example, OR I OR I. . .) are
mutually exclusive; that is, only one of the options listed can be
specified.

Text that appears on the screen will be displayed in a typewriter-like
typeface; for example,
You   will   see   this   text   displayed   on   the   screen.
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Post Overview
TheFutureNetPostpackageprocessesdrawingfilesproducedbythe
FuturINet Schematic Designer (referred to as FutuieNet in this manual). The
prceessingperfchnedbyPostsoftwareallowsavarietyofCAEtcolstouse
FuturINet drawing files.   The Post package consists of the following tools:

•   Drawing preprocessor

•   design Rule check

•   Pinlist Generators

•   Netlist Generators

•   Parts List Generator

•   EDIF 2 0 0 Netlist writer

Each of these tools is outlined below, and discussed in detail in its own
drpter.  (The Netlist Writer is described in a separate manual.)

Post Tools

Drawing preprocessor    The Drawing preprocessor combines a set of FutureNet drawing files
into a single design database: the Drawing Connectivity Modd (DCM).
First, local connection data is determined for each FutureNet drawing
and appended to the drawing file. Then this local connection data is
used to create a global model of the design. The resulting neM file is a
netlist/pinlist data structure, which post processors use to selectively
report information about the design.

Design Rule check       ¥rsigbTeu±ghka:=:stsT:g¥r¥ufi::i;:tfrrf:f:e:::i:e::a:8t:rhs:Cks
unconnected pins, and signals that have only one connection. A report
is generated for each type of check requested. The reports aid in
checking the schematic drawings for correctness before proceeding
further with the design.

Post User Manual 1-1



Post Overview

Pinlist Generator

Netlist Writer

Parts List Generator

EDIF 2 0 0 Netlist
Writer

Using Post

EE

Design Rule Check performs some checks against basic electrical wiring
rules, but does not perform any functional verification of the design.

The Pinlist Generator uses the DCM file to produce a pinlist file in
ASCII format that lists the symbols for each drawing, the pins on the
symbols, and the signals to which the pins are connected. This
symboloriented information can be used by other programs, such as
simulators.

Two different pinlist programs are included with Post: an enhanced .
version that takes advantage of the latest features of FutureNet,
including property sheet generation using layered text; and a version
that provides backward compatibility by generating pinlists similar to
those generated by older versions of FutureNet, which are used by
some existing post processing tools.

The Netlist Writer uses the DCM file to produce a netlist file in ASCII
format that lists the names of the signals in the design and the pins to
which they are connected. This signaloriented information can be used
by other programs, such as printed circuit board layout and wire
wrapping tools.

As with the Pinlist Generator, two separate programs are provided
with the Netlist Generator, offering enhanced and
backwardly{ompatible netlists.

The Parts List Generator uses the neM file to produce a summary of all
the parts used in a design. The listing gives you information on the
quantity of each unique part needed to implement the design.

The EDIF 2 0 0 Netlist Writer uses the DCM file to produce a standard
EDIF 2  0  0 netlist.  This Netlist  Writer takes full advantage of the
latest features of FutureNet, including property sheet generation using
layered text.  This netlist can be used as input to other computer-aided
engineering and design tools.

Figure 1-1 shows the relationship of FutureNet to Post. It identifies the
process, the name used to invoke the process, and the default file
extension assigned to the various output files.

The Post programs can be run from the operating system command
line or in FutureNet from the Export menus.  This manual explains the
functions and operation of each program; for inforlnation on basic
operation for the command line and menus, see the Fztf«rcNcf LJscr
^dr»z«J. For more information on the Export menus, see the next
section, 'Export Menu."

1-2 Post User Manual
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ill
Fulur®Not

Schematic Designer

a Figure 1-1
psst Process Civerview

Export Menu

Figure 1-2
Export Menu

Futur®Net Post

11 .don
=

Drawing Preprocessor

Table 1-1
EXPORT Generate Reports Menu

Submenu
Se le ction                    Function

F3e port Generators

The Export menu (Figure 1-2) is accessed by entering rmoRT on the
FutureNet command line, or from the Command menu by selecting
EXPORT Generate Reports.  You can run each Post program either as
a stand-alone menu selection or as part of a consecutive processing
operation with the Export Manager.

Expor.t  Hamgcr
Cormect  Dtslgrl
ChtN=k  Design  llulcs
Generate  I'lnl lst
Generate  N€tl ist
Gcnel'ate  l]drts  List                     +
GCTrerate  EDIT  2  0  8  Netlist     +
LJser  connlands                                      +
Saue  Export Conr lgul.at len

Table 1-1 surrrmrizes the Export submenu selections.  The submenu
selections Export Manager, User Commands, and Save Export
Configuration are covered in this chapter.  The other submenu
selections are covered in the chapters for that program.

Program
Name       Chap ter

Export Manager        Specify processing order for programsand run consecutively

Conneet Design Create drawing connectivity model

CheckPeignRulesCheckdrawingagainstdesignru|es

Generatepin|ist        Generate a pirdist in ehanced orcompatible format

Generate Netlist Generate a netlist in enhanced or
compatible format

Generate parts List   Generate a parts list

Post User Manual

N / A         current

dcm          'The Drawing preprocessor"

drc            "Design Rule check"

3i::      ::Ec¥o¥:£leF[j¥tGae=totori„
net4           "Enhanced Netlist Generator"
netc           "Cbnqutible Nedist Genentor"

parts         'Parts List Generator"

1-3
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S ubm emu                                                                                               Program
Selection                     Function                                                           Name        Chapter

Generate EDIF
2  0 0Netlist

Generate a netlist in EDIF 2 0 0 format      edif FutureNet EDIE 2  0  0 Netlist
Writer User Manual

User com|nands       Define your own programs, specify           N/A         current
processing order for programs, and run
consecutively

Save Export
Configuration

Export Manager

Save state of Export menus as default       N/A         current
setup

Export Manager Dialog
Box

Figure 1-3
Export Manager Dialog Box

The Export Manager allows one-step processing of FutureNet
drawings, from creation of the drawing connectivity model to
generation of the Post reports you select.
In either case, you must choose the options for the individual Post
programs you want to run using the option selection dialog box for
that program.  To run several programs consecutively, do not select the
program button (for example, DCM); instead, select OK to return to the
main menu, and select options for the next program. Chce all options
have been entered, select Export Manager.

When you select Export Manager, the dialog box shown in Figure 1-3
appears.

Ex|)opt  llanagcr                                      I

Auai lable  Coirmands                                Coi"nds  to  Run
lIliDRCPIMCPIM4NETC

I    ffld->  I

NET4PARISEI)Ir
I   Rcnoue   IIIoK 1]

i.i I  cancel  I

The dialog box contains two data boxes.  The Available CommaLnds
data box lists the post processing programs and any user commands
defined in the User Commands, dialog box.  The Commands to Run
data box lists the programs selected for consecutive processing.

14 Post User Manual
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Adding Programs

Removing PrograLms

Rurming the
Consecutive Process

Post User Manual

Add the Post programs you want processed consecutively to the
Commands to Run data box by selecting them from the Available
Commands data box as follows:

1.   Highlight the program name in the Available Commands data box.

2.   Select Add->.

The selected program name is entered above the highlight bar in the
Commands to Run data box, and is removed from the Available
Commands data box.

Remove items from the Commands to Run list as follows:

1.   Highlight the program name in the Commands to Run data box

2.   Select Remove.

The selected program name is removed from the Commands to Run
list and restored to the Available Commands list.

Select the Run button in the Export Manager dialog box to run the
commands in the Commands to Run data box. The commands will run
in the order given by the Commands to Run data box.

On the Sun, the processes will run in the window that was used to run
FutureNet.  Output from the processes will be put into that window.
For this reason, it is recommended that FutureNet be run from a
Command Tool window to ease review of the output from the
processes.
On the PC, the screen will clear as FutureNet is temporarily closed and
a DOS shell is opened.  Output of the commands will appear on the
screen.  After the coi"nands have completed, or if an error is detected
in one of the processes, the message

Press any key to continue

is displayed.  Press any key to return to FuturINet.

Note:    Avoid using the Ctrl-C or Ctrl-Break ky sequences.  These may cause
FutureNet io frol, with possible loss of data.

Output files from the comrmnds that were run can be reviewed by
doing the following.

1.  Use the DOS command to open a DOS shell.

2.   Use any normal DOS tools to look at the files.

1-5
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Figure 14
User Commands Dialog Box

User Commands

Entering Command
Names and Tasks

User  ccrmands                                       I

User  CmnaTid  Hal.cs                                    Co..at.I  Task  Dcf lnltlon

Enter  User  CormaT.A

0

hter  Col.mnd  TaskUserConandtasks
I

Llser  C-Trds

Llnd I-ffl
I  Rcaeue  I I  Rcneue  I

H,K   I  I-H

The User Commands dialog box allows you to create your own
programs to add to the Available Commands list in the Export
Manager dialog box.  When you select User Commands, the dialog box
shown in Figure 14 appears.

The dialog box contains two sectiorLs: the User Command Names
section lists the command names, and the Command Task Definition
section defines the tasks required to accomplish the commands.  The
names can be any unique name that you want.  The tasks must be valid
command line operations for your operating system.  Any number of
tasks may be specified for a particular user command.  The tasks do not
need to be unique.  When a command is selected in the User
Commands data box, the corresponding tasks will appear in the User
Command Tasks data box.

The procedures for entering, modifying and removing command names
and tasks are the same.

Enter a command name or task as follows:

1.   Highiight (select) an entry in the data box (if previous entries exist).
The entry that you enter (in step 4 below) will appear directly above
this highlighted entry; if no entry is highlighted, the entry will
appear at the end of the list.

2.   Select the Enter User Command or Enter Command Task entry field.

3.   Type in the desired command name or task.

4.   Press  E]  to enter the text into the User Commands or User
Command Tasks data box.

1-6 Post User Manual
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Modifying
Command Names
and Tasks

Removing
Command Names
or Tasks

Rurming a User
Command

Save Export
Configuration

Post User Manual

a

Modify a command name or task as follows:

1.   Highlight the command name or task.

2.  Select Modify.  The selected command name or task is copied to the
•corresponding entry field.

3.   Edit the command.  Refer to the FwfwrcNef User MaHacz for
instructions on editing in entry fields.

4.  Press E , and the command name or task is corrected in the data
box.

Remove command names or tasks as follows:

1.  Highlight the program name in the data box.

2.   Select Remove.

Note:   When a command ruime is removed, all tasks that are associated with
that rurme are also removed.

Run a coinmand in the User Commands dialog box as follows:

1.  Select a command in the User Command data box.

2.   Select RUN to run the highlighted command.

After processing for the command is complete, you are returned to the
FutureNet workspace.  Exit FutureNet to examine the generated reports.

Note:   If you select OK to accept £_hinges r{iadf in_the Us_er_ Commqrqs
dinlog box, the changes will appear in the Export Manager dialog box.

From the Export Manager dirtog box, commands can also be run.

The settings of the Export menu can be saved for future use by using
the Save Export Configuration command from the Export menu.  This
command will save all settings in the Export menu to a configuration
file, fn.cfg.  If the file was detected when FutureNet is initialized, then
that file will be updated; otherwise, the file will be created in the
current directory.

When FutureNet is initiated, it searches for the fn.cfg file in the
following directories, in the following order:

1.   Current directory

2.  Directory from which FutureNet was run from

3.  The directories on the system path-using the PATH environment
variable.
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DravjngPreprocess_91 a)CM)
The Drawing Preprocessor reads the top-level drawings associated with
a design and builds a drawing connectivity model (DCM) of the design.
Lower-level drawing files can be incorporated into the DCM.  The
DCM is saved as a file (.dcm) for use by post processors.

DCM processing begins by searching for the drawing set specified by
the root and lower-level drawing files.  Each drawing file is checked to
ensure that current connectivity data is appended to the end of the file.
If a drawing has been edited since the Drawing Preprocessor was last
run, new connectivity data is generated for the drawing and appended
to the end of the file.

Processing continues by tracing all wires and buses in the drawings
and resolving their implicit and explicit connections.*  A connectivity
model is built with this information, and the results are written to a file
with a .dcm extension.

The drawing connectivity model can only be generated from drawings
in the DASH4 (any version) or later file format. Refer to the appendix
of the FwfwreNcf LJser M¢#rmJ that discusses conversion of DASH-2 or
DASH-3 drawings to the DASH4 or later format.

Running the Drawing Preprocessor
The Drawing Preprocessor can be run from the Export menu in
FutureNet, or from the operating system command line.  Basic menu
and command line operation is explained in the F#f#reNef User M¢riowz.

The Drawing Preprocessor uses FutureNet drawings as input files, with
the default drawing extension .dwg.  You do not need to specify
extensions for input files with .dwg extensions (for example, an input
file named test.dwg can be specified as test).  Extensions different from
the default FutureNet drawing extension must be specified.

*     The cor[ventions used to determine connection are described in the chapter titled
"undersfndi.ng fwtrreNct " I.# the FutureNet User Manual.
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Drawing Preprocessor (DCM)

Co-and Line

Menus

Figure 2-1
Typical Dialog BOx

Entering List Items

The output file containing the drawing connectivity model defaults to                |/
the name of the first root drawing file with a .dent extension.

The Drawing Preprocessor is started using the following command:

den inputjilena[mes options

An input filename is required.  If no input filename is given, the
program prompts for information.
In addition to the options described here for the Drawing Preprocessor,
there are some options that are common to FutureNet and the post
processors.  These options are described in detail, along with
information on placing command line options in command files, in the
FutureNet User Manual.

The Drawing Preprocessor is run from FutureNet by using the Export
menus.  Enter EXPORT on the FutureNet command line or select
EXPORT Generate Reports from the command menu, then select
Connect Design.

This section covers how to use the dialog boxes in the Connect Design
menu to set up options for the Drawing Preprocessor.  Basic menu
operations (for example, editing in entry fields, or selecting menus and
check boxes) are discussed in the I"fztrcNcf user Mdrzf"Z.

The following discussiohs refer to Figure 2-1.  Figure 2-1 is an example
of a Connect Design dialog box; other dialog boxes in the Connect
Design menu will operate similarly.

In the Connect Design dialog box, use the Enter entry field (shown
as Enter Top Level Drawing in the typical Connect Design dialog
box) to enter an item into the List data box beneath it  (shown as
Top Level Drawings) as follows:

1.   Select the Insert action button in the Editing Mode box.

2.   Highlight (select) an item in the List data box (if previous entries
exist). The item that you enter (in step 5 on the next page) will
appear directly above this highlighted item; if no item is
highlighted, the item will appear at the end of the list.

Post User Manual
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3.  Select the Enter entry field with the mouse.

4.  Type in the data needed.

5.  Press E to enter the data into the data hex.

Selecting Items from the
Directory Data Box

Editing List Items

Deleting List Items

Specifying a Directory and
Filename Filter

Post User Manual

a

Note:   You can also enter drawing files using the D±rectory data box as
descrived in the following section.

You can enter a filename from the Directory data box into the List
data box as follows:

1.  Select the Insert action button in the Editing Mode box.

2.   Highlight (select) an item in the List data box (if previous entries
exist). The item .that you select (in step 3 below) will appear directly
above this highlighted item; if no item is highlighted, the item will
appear at the end of the list.

3.   Select (click on) the desired item in the Directory data box.  The item
is copied to the List data box.

Edit a list item as follows:

1.   Select the Edit action button in the Editing Mode box.

2.   Select (click on) the item to be edited in the List data box.  The
highlighted item is copied to the Enter entry field.

3.   Edit the item (see the FwfztreNct LJse7' Ma#z"J for instructions on
editing in entry fields).

4.  Press  E to enter the correetions in the data box.

Delete items from the List data box as follows:

1.   Select the Delete action button in the Editing Mode box.

2.  Select (click on) the item to be deleted in the List data box.  The
highlighted item is ddeted.

Note:   After deleting ite!'ns, ixp:rned4tdy s_e±ct_ a 4ifferTt a?tiop.bu¥top (.either
Edit or Insert) fro7H the Editing Mode box.   Lcat#.ng the Delete
action button h{ghiighted may cause uowanted ddetious.

The Directory Spec. entry field allows you to enter a directory and file
specification that filters the information in the Directory data box
beneath it.  (You can also enter files from the Directory data box into
the List data box.  See earlier in this chapter.)

1.   Select the Directory Spec. entry field with the mouse.

2.   Type in a directory and file specification (wildcards are allowed).

3.  Press  H to filter the data into the data box.
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Option Summary
Table 2-1
Drawing Preprocessor Options

Table 2-1 summarizes the Drawing Preprocessor options.  Each option
is discussed further in the paragraphs that follow.

Connect Design                        Command
Task                                           Menu selection                        Line
Indude top-level
drawing file
Include lower-level
drawing file

Search directory for
drawhgs
Suppress func tional
block warnings
Suppress all messages

Include all lower-level
drawing files

Include all except specified
lower-level drawing files

Set up Top-level Drawings      -if.Je7M7#C

Set up Lower-level                     -lf.Je7Iat#e
Drawings

Set up Design Directories        -Pdirccfony

Set up options                        -t

Set up options                        -w

Set up Lower-level                    -X
Drawings

N/A -xftlemme

Drawing Preprocessor Options
The options specific to the Drawing Preprocessor are discussed below.
The menu selection is given on the left; and the command line
equivalent is on the right, with the option being discussed in bold text.

Specify Directories to
Search
Set Up Deslgn
Dlr®ctorles

den ifilenancts) -ppath+.„

Use this option to specify a directory search path for drawing files.
These directories are searched if a drawing file is not in the current
directory.  Directories are searched in the order specified.  The default
search path is the current directory.

Note:   On the command tine, specify all directories bofore apecifying the
drawing files.  If a large number Of directorfe€_ and 4racLgivg.s .are.
iavoived-, you inay want to use a conmand file as described in the
FutureNet User Man:ual.
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Drawing Preprocessor (acM)

The Set Up Design Directories dialog box is shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2
Set Up Design Directories
Dialog BOx

Include and Exclude
Drawing Files

Set Up Top Level
Drawin

Figure 2-3
Set Up Top I,evel Drawings
Dialog Box

Set Up Lower Level
Drawin

Set Up Lower Level
Drawin

H  Include
AIL Lower
Level Drawings

dcm -.\ftlename+...

Use this option to specify the top-level drawing files to include in the
design. At least one top-level drawing file must be specified, and
drawing files are included sequentially.  The default filename extension
is .dwg if none is specified.   The Set Up Top Level Drawings dialog
box is shown in Figure 2-3.

dcm if uerame(s) -If ilename+...

Use this option to include specific lower-level drawings that are
referenced, using functional blocks, by a top-level drawing. The Set Up
Lower Level Drawings dialog box is shown in Figure 24 on the next
Page.

dc:in iftlename(s) -xlf ilename+...i

Use this option to include all lower-level drawings that are referenced,
using functional blocks, by a top-level drawing.
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Figure 2A
Set Up Lower I.evel
Drawings Dialog Box

Set Up Drawing
Preprocessor Options

Figure 2-5
Sat Up Options Dideg Box

Specify Filenames

Output I-

Error I_

To include all lower-level drawing files in the design, check the Include
All Lower Level Drawings box, or use -x with no filenames.  To
include all but specified files, use -xf.Jc7z4mc.

Note:   If it is easier to list the fries you want to inctnde, use the -lftlenane
aption.

Drawing Preprocessor options are selected from the Set Up Options
dialog box shown in Figure 2-5.

Connect  I)eslgn
Set  LJp  options                                I

hii

11

PI)rt=SS

Otltput  I I All  Messages

Error Euarn,ngsIFunc.Blcek  Uarnlngs

11       DCM           I         I          ex I  cancel  I

drlr\ -rf uerurmct s) -Ofilename

Use this option to specify a name for the output file.  The default
filename is the first top-level drawing filename with a .dcm extension.

dc:Ir\ -rf uenane(s) -efilename

Use this option to specify a name for the error file.  EITor messages are
generated for all top- and lower-level drawing files specified.  The
default filename extension is .der.
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Drawing Preproressor (IX=M)

Suppress Status
Messages

E  Suppress All
Messages

E  Suppress
Warnings

I  Suppress Func.
Block Warnings

Run Options

EE

®

den iftlenrme(s) -s

Use this option to omit all messages from the display and error file.
Use +s to reset the option so that all messages will be sent to the
display and error file.   (This might be useful for overriding the
command file settings.)

dcm -iftlerurme(s) -w

Use this option to omit all waming messages from the display and
error file. Use +w to reset the option so that all waning messages are
sent to the display and error file.

dcm ifilename(s) -t

Use this option to suppress waning messages about functional blocks
that cannot be found or that are present but unconnected.  Use +t to
reset the option so that functional blocks that cannot be found or that
are unconnected are flagged as errors.

Selecting IXM runs the Drawing Preprocessor with the options
selected.

Selecting OK saves the entered options and exits the dialog box.

Selecting Cancel discards any changes and exits the dialog` box.

Running the Local Subprocess
Occasionally, an error message which indicates that local must be run
separately from the normal Drawing Preprocessor execution may be
encountered.  local generates a connectivity model for a specific
drawing and appends this information to the drawing file.  This local
connectivity model is then combined with others to create the DCM
file.  This section gives information on how to run local.

Note:   It is rrot necessary to run local separately unless you receive an error
message that indicates you should run local.

If you receive an error message that indicates you should run local
separately, start local from the command line by typing

local fihame
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Drawing Preprocessor (DCM)

The following options are valid with local.  See the F#fwrcNct ldser
M4»zAaz for complete descriptions.

-i                           Input file

€                         Error file (default extension is.der)
-s                         Silent mode

i                     Query mode
After processing the indicated files with local, rerun the Drawing
Preprocessor using the revised input files generated by local.

Design Structure and Name Assignment
Attributes for                       The Drawing preprocessor uses displayed text with FILE and Fm`T

St°=tcrt°:I::g                    ::eri:euiesfj#E`e£:h£]Sg#rcedhedapdt::£Ftl::FTu:£:¥inE:;FCu°#r&ti:°t#Sin the FutureNet User Manual.

FILE and FILN are used to identify functional block drawing files used
in the design.

A name is associated with every net in the design.  The net name
consists of a bus name (if the signal is associated with a bus), a signal
name, and a drawing reference number.  Explicit names are obtained
from user-specified text fields in the drawing.  Names are intemally
generated for any unnamed wires and buses.
Bus names are assigned according to the conventions specified in the
chapter titled "Understanding FutureNet" in the Ff/fz"e7Vct LJscr Mar!z«Z.
Non~bused signals, packaged signals, and universal signals are not
associated with a bus.

The drawing reference ndmber assigned to a net depends on the signal
type.  In general, signals are associated with the first drawing in the
design tree in which they occur.  Universal signals are not assodated
with a drawing.

Cormectious

Assigning Signal and
Bus Names

User-Specified Names     User-specified names will be used, if provided, overriding the internal
generation of names.  Explicit and implicit user-specified signal names
are propagated through every line segment in the wiring net.  In a
hierarchical design, signal names from higher level drawings replace
lower-level functional block signal names.
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Drawing Preprocessor (IX=M)

Intemally G enerate d
Signal and Bus Names

Intemally generated names are supplied for all unnamed wires and
buses.

Intemally generated names have the form
-.*xxnyyyrrr

Or

*-*xxxnyyyyrrr

where *** is used to indicate an internally generated name, xxx and 3/3/y
(0 - 999 ) and xxx# and ]/!/I/!/ (1000 - 9999) are the x,y coordinates for a
unique point on the unnamed line segment, and rrr is the drawing
reference number.  The value of an intemally generated name is
constant, provided the wiring net is not modified.

Features

Partial Link A partial link is the omission of one or more functional blocks from a
design.  A partial link occurs automatically whenever a drawing file in
a functional block drawing set cannot be found.

A partial link can be generated using the - lf.Jeriamc and -xf.Je#a77Ic
options.  This can be useful for simulating part of a circuit or where
functional blocks describe elements that will not be expanded for circuit
board layout, such as PLDs or FPGAs.
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Rule Check (DRC)
The Design Rule Check (DRC) program checks a FutureNet design for
compliance with certain electrical design mles.  The program generates
a report that contains a section for each rule which was checked, so that
potential problems in the design can be resolved before further
processing is done.
The Design Rule Check program checks a schematic drawing set for
items such as missing or duplicated designators and signals that have
only one connection, but does not perform any functional checks
(verification) of your design.

You can choose for the report file to list

•   Uncormected pins

•   Multiple appearance of reference designators and missing reference
designators

•   Signals with only one connection

•   Incorrect nets based on electrical rules (further described in "Design
Rule Check Chitput File Format")

•   Signal names sorted alphanumerically

If you are checking only a portion of a larger design, you can tell the
program to bypass checks for signals with no source, no destination, or
with only one cormection.

Depending on your particular application, the design errors reported
may or may not be significant. For example, you may have drawn a
schematic diagram that has incorrect attributes assigned to the text
fields. If the schematic is to be used only as a printed drawing, the
reported errors are of no significance since they do not alter the printed
copy. However, incorrect attributes in drawing files that are to be
passed to the post processors are considered drawing errors.
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Running the Design Rule Check Program
The Design Rule Check program can be run from the export menus in
FutureNet or from the operating system command line.  Basic menu
and command line operation is explained in the FztfztrcNcf LZser Ma7zz"I.
Operations specific to the Design Rule Check program are explained in
this section.  For consecutive processing of the Design Rule Check
program with other Post processors, see Chapter 1, "Post Overview."
The Design Rule Check program offers a number of types of checks for
drawings.  All requested design check reports are written to the same
output file, but are placed on separate pages within the file.

Co-and Line

Menus

Figure 3-1
Check Design Ru:les Dialog Box

Design Rule Check
Options

Run the Design Rule Cheek program from the command line by
entering

drc

In addition to the options described for the Design Rule Check
program, there are some options that are common to FutureNet and the
post processors.  These options are described in detail, along with
information on placing command line options in command files, in the
FutureNet User Manual.

The Design Rule Check program is started from the FutureNet
colnmand menu by selecting EXPORT Generate Reports, then Check
Design Rules.  Figure 3-1 shows the Check Design Rules dialog box.

The options specific to the Design Rule Check program are discussed
on the next page. The menu selection is given on the left; the command
line equivalent is on the right, with the option in bold text being
discussed.
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Specify Filenames

Input I-

Output I-

Error I_

Select Rep ort Contents

E  Report
Signalsmsuses
with One
Connection

drc -.idcmjile

Use this option to specify the input .dcm file.  If no extension is
specified for the input file, the input filename extension .dcm is used as
the default.  Files with a different extension need the extension
specified.

If the input file is not specified, the Design Rule Check program will
prompt you for the .dcm filename and for other options.

drc -idonJtle -oftlenane

Use this option to specify a name for the output file.  The output file,
which contains the results of the checks, defaults to the name of the
input file with a .drc extension in the current directory.  The content of
the output file depends upon the options chosen in the export menu or
on the command line.

arc -rdcmjtle -efilename

Use this option to specify a name for the error file.  The default
filename extension is .der.

drc -idonjhe -c

Use this option to report signals or buses that are connected to only one
pin. A signal is considered to be connected to only one pin when the
line is not drawn or connected by its assigned name to another symbol
pin.
If an unconnected signal intentionally appears in a drawing, use the
N/C signal name. Signal lines that are named N/C are ignored during
this check and are not listed on the Signals With Only One Connection
report.

Refer to the "Design Rule Check Output File Format" section in this
chapter for a description of the Signals With Only One Connection
report .drc output file.

Several types of signals can be connected to only one pin and are not
flagged. These non-flagged signals include any that have the following
alphanumeric text fields attached to them by the point of effect:

Vcc
+5V
+12V
-12V
VEE
CND
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I  Report
Missin8roupl.
Ref. Designators

E  Report Improperly
Connected Nets

In addition, any alphanumeric field with the following attributes will
not be flagged:

prms (156)
GNDS (157)
PRLS (167)
GDLS (168)

drc -idcmjtle +

Use this option to report:

•   Circuit symbols that have reference designators that are assigned to
one or more other symbols in the drawing, and

•   Circuit symbols that have no reference designator assigned

The attribute assigned to a reference designator can be LCX= (2) or
GATE (155), where the designator is checked for uniqueness
throughout the entire drawing set, or LOCL (146), where the designator
is checked for uniqueness within the drawing file only. A drawing with
more than one symbol having the designator Rl and attribute LOCL
will result in a report that lists each symbol number that has the
designator R1 .

This option also checks for missing designators so that designator
usage can be accurately determined. Any part that contains pins (that
is, has one or more text fields with a pin-related attribute that assigns a
pin identifier) is checked for a reference (circuit) designator. Symbols
used as drawing title blocks are not checked for the presence of
reference designa tors.

A functional block is not checked for the presence of reference
designators if all of the following are tnie:

•   The functional block has a text field with a filename pointer
attribute (that is, FILE or FILN), and

•   A drawing file exists in the design with the same name as the text
field, and

•   The drawing connectivity model indudes connectivity data for the
drawing file.

Refer to "Design Rule Check Output File Format" section in this chapter
for a description of the Missing/Duplicate Reference Designators in the
.drc output file.

arc -idcmfle -ry

Use this option to report possible errors that result from improper
connection of nets. This report results from an examination of the .dcm
file that checks for:

•   Nets with more than one active pull-up

•   Nets connected to only output pins (no destination)

•   Nets connected to only input pins (no source)
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F=E#ss10#

a H  Report
Uncormected

Pins

I  Suppress Errors
Outside of Partition

•   Nets cormected to an active pull-up and a tristate or open collector pin

•   Nets that have an active pull-up and an open collector

•   Nets cormected to an active pull-up and a bidirectional pin

•   Nets that are connected to power or ground except for those
connected to pins having a PIN or PII\IN attribute, or the
power/ground pins (attributes CND, +5V, +12V, -12V, and VEE) of
the symbol.

arc -idonjtle -n

Use this option to generate a list of signal names, sorted
alphanumerically for each drawing file and for each bus in the drawing
files.  Signals are not sorted across the entire design.

Note:   If a signal or bus line has no none, it is 5o{tqu ty the.I¥me interraay
aener-ated ly the Drawing Preprocpsso.r. (of the fo.rrn ***fxxx}/y}/yrrr,).-See "The irraving Prepriocess-or" in this rranunl for a description of

these generated rurmes.

To locate an unnaned net in a particuha drawing, you can enter the
coordinates in FutureNet (CURSOR X,Y command), or you can cross
roferenee the signal to the rutl:ist.

drc -idcmft -P

Use this option to report pins that have no connections.  A pin is
defined as any alphanumeric field that has a pin name attribute
assigned to its displayed name or number. An unconnected pin is a pin
that has no signal line connected to it. Refer to the chapter titled'Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNef User Man"! for a list of

pin-related attributes that can be used with Post Processor programs.
If a pin is connected to a signal or bus line that connects to no other
pin, the pin is considered to be a connected pin and is not flagged by
this function. However, the unconneeted signal or bus line will be
flagged as a net with only one connection.  Refer to "Design Rule Check
Output File Format" section in this chapter for a description of the
Unconnected Pins Report in the .drc output file.

drc -idcmfile -"

Use this option to suppress reporting of certain signals that are
normally reported as:

•   Signal with only one connection

•   Signal with no source

•   Signal with no destination
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I  Suppress All
Messages

This option is useful when a design is partitioned into smaller modules
that are designed and tested separately, and then later brought together
as a complete design.

This option prevents all signals that have attributes SIGI, SIGO, and
SIGB from being reported if they do not connect to another symbol pin.

don iftlenancts) -s

Use this option to omit all messages from the display and error file.

Output File Format
The reports produced by Design Rule Check are whtten in ASCII
format. The default output file generated by Design Rule Check has the
same name as the input file with a .drc file extension.

The following information is listed on the top of every page of the
Design Rule Check report:

•   The name of the program (DESIGN RUIf CHECK)

•   The input filename with the date and time of ereation

•   The output filename with the data and time creation

The report file always contains a drawing tree listing all of the
drawings in the design, and can contain one or more of the following
reports.  The command line option is given in parentheses for reference.

•   Uncormected pins (-p)

•   Missing/Duplicate Designators (-I)

•   Signals/Buses with cue connection (i)

•   Improperly connected Nets (-v)

•   Sorted signal List (-n)

The following paragraphs describe each of the reports that can be
generated by Design Rule Check. The sample schematic drawing
shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 was used to generate the sample reports.
Later in this chapter, the schematic errors are fixed, and the resulting
reports are shown for the altered schematic.
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Figure 3-2
Example Schematic (1 of 2)

a
Figure 3-3
Example Schemtic (2 Of 2)
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Drawing Tree
Information

Figure 3A
Drawing Tree Information

Uncormected Pins
Report

The first sheet of a report lists each of the drawings contained in the
.dcm file.  A sample drawing tree is shown in Figure 34. The drawings
are listed in numerical order based on the drawing occurrence count
assigned by the Drawing Preprocessor in the .dcm file.

Drawings on the Drawing Trees report are listed in the following
syntaLX:

F±Le..   path\filename, ##-##

prffr\f.Zc71amc is the search path and name of the FutureNet drawing
file, including the extension.  The two numbers separated by a hyphen
are reference numbers: the first number is the drawing number
assigned by the Drawing Preprocessor, and the second number is the
occurrence of this drawing in the design. In the example Drawing Tree
report, samla.dwg is drawing number 1 and its first occurrence in the
design, and sam2a.dwg is drawing number 2 and its first occurrence.

The reference numbering scheme docs #of relate to any drawing and
sheet numbers located on the drawing and contained in the drawing
file. The drawing/ sheet information (usually contained in the title block
of the drawing and assigned an attribute of DPAG) is copied directly
from the drawing file to the Drawing, Revision and Page No fields on
the Hawing Trees report.

DESIGN   RULE    CHECK                                                                                                           page:           1

Input   File:         samla.dcm                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:09:561988
Output   File:      samla.drc                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:11:061988

Drawing  Trees

File:      \deschk\samla.dwg, l-1
TITLE:      Check   Sample
Drawing:       405008
Revision:      A
Page   No:      lop   2
Date:      January   14,    1988

File:      \deschk\sam2a.dwg,2-1
TITLE:      Check   Sample
Drawing:       405008
Revision :      A
Page   No:      2   0F   2
Date:      January   14,    1988

This report lists the pins in the drawing(s) that have no signal or bus
lines connected. A sample Unconnected Pin Report is shown in Figure
3-5, and was obtained by running the schematic in Figures 3-2 and 3-3
through the Drawing Preprocessor and then the Design Rule Check
Program.
The first column of the report lists the drawing and occurrence count
number of the drawing in which the unconnected pin appears. The
"Sym.Ref." column identifies the symbol associated with the
unconnected pin(s). The number in this column is the symbol reference
number, always located in the upper left comer of the symbol. The
symbol reference number is useful in cases where there is no reference
designator assigned to the symbol, or if duplicate designators have
been assigned.
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

The "Desig.-Pin No." colulrm lists the pin by reference designator of the
symbol and the pin number. The "Description" column lists the type of
pin, as determined from the attribute assigned to the pin name.
The first unconnected pin in the list is pin 3 of U1. Figure  3-2 lists this
pin as on drawing 1 and in eymbol 2. Drawing 2 contains several
unconnected pins, some of which are identified only by the pin and
symbol reference number 22. Entries with ??? in place of the reference
designator indicate a missing reference designator.

Figure 3-5
Uncormected Pins Report

_______--------------------------------------------------_---
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                               page:          2

5::;:tF±::::        :::::::::            B::::  #:::::  2:  ::::::::  ::88_______-----------------------------------------_----___-____
UNCONNECTED   PINS
Dwg-Occ   Sym.Ref.                     Desig.-Pin  no.      Description_____------------------------------------------------_--__---

Missing/Duplicate
Reference
Designators Report

U1-3
U2-4
U2-7
U7-1
UNNN-1
U4A-2
J2B-2
???-1
???-2
???-3
???-4
???-5
???-6
???-7
???-8
???-10
???-12
???-13
???-14
???-15
???-16
???-17

Tri-state  or  open  collector
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Input
Input  connector  pin
Input
Output   (Act.ive   Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Ir,put
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

This report lists the symbols that have the same reference designator as
one or more other symbols in the same drawing, and also symbols that
have no reference designator. An example Missing/Duplicate Reference
Designators Report is shown in Figure 3rd, and was obtained by
running the partial schematic in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 through the
Drawing Preproressor and then the Design Rule Cheek program. The
report indicates that the schematic in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 has one
missing reference designator and eight symbols that share four
designators.

The "Desig." column lists the reference designator(s) that appear in
more than one symbol. This column is blank if a reference designator is
missing. The "Dwgocc" column identifies the drawing in which the
problem was found; the "Sym.Ref." column lists the symbol reference
number. The first entry on the report in Figure 36 lists symbol number
22 on sheet 2 which has no reference designator. The remaining entries
list J1, J2A, R1, RI, and U4A. Each of these reference designators are
assigned to two different symbols, and in the case of J2A and R2, are on
the same sheet.

Post User Manual



Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-6
Msstng|DapticateReference
Designators Report

DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                 page:           3
Input   File:               samla.dcm                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:09:561988
Out.put   File:            samla.drc                   Date:   Wed   lan   2011:11:061988

MISSING/DUPLICATE   REFERENCE   DESIGNATORS
Desig.      Dwg-Occ   Sym.Ref .

Signals with Only
One Cormection
Report

Figure 3:7
Signals with Only One
Connection Report

Missing  Reference  Designator
Duplicate  Reference  Designator

Duplicate  Reference  Designator

Duplicate  Reference  Designator

Duplicate  Ref erence  Designator

Duplicate  Ref erence  Designator

This report lists signals that have only one cormection to a eymbol pin.
An example Signals With Only One Connection Report is shown in
Figure 3-7 , and was obtained by running the partial schematic in
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 through the Drawing Preprocessor and then the
Design Rule Check program. The schematic in Figure 3-3 has two
signal lines that are only connected to one pin; one named IN3 and one
named IN4. An examination of Figure 3-2 shows that these signal lines
have small breaks in them at one end.

DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                page:          4
Input   File:               samla.dcm                   Date:   Wed   Uan   2011:09:561988
Output   File:           samla.drc                  Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:11:061988

SIGNALS   WITH   ONLY   ONE   CONNECTION
Dwg-Occ   Bus   Name                      Signal   Name

Sym.Ref.                     Desig.-Pin  No.      Description

IN3
18                  J2A-1  (24)

IN4
17                    U4B-5  (23)

Input  connector  pin

Input
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Improperly
Cormected Nets
Report

a

This report lists all signal nets that may have an error based on an
erarhination of signal and/or bus name attributes. The Design Rule
Check program checks the nets and lists the following poss[.bzc drawing
errors:

•   Nets with more than one active pull-up

•   Nets connected to only output pins (no destination)

•   Nets connected to only input pins (no source)

•   Nets connected to an active pull-up and a tristate or open collector
pin

•   Nets connected to an active pull-up and a bidirectional pin

•   Nets that are connected to power or ground except for those
cormected to pins having a PIN (1) attribute, or the power/ground
pins of the symbol

•   Nets connected to an.active pull-up and an open collector

An example report is shown in Figure 3i}. The format of the
Improperly Connected Nets Report is similar to that described for the
Signals with Only One Connection Report. Each net listed on the report
has its associated symbol pins listed directly under it in the third
column. ay coordinates preceded by *" are listed for signal lines that
have no name assigned. The last entry for a listed net gives the reason
it is on the repor(.

The signals listed in the report shown in Figure 3no are not necessarily
errors. For example, nets SELA-, SELB-, SELC-, and SELD- are reported
as having only one connection, no destination, or no source. In the
overall design, these nets may connect to symbols which are in
drawings that were not included in the .dcm file used to generate this
report; in this case, their lack of connections would not constitute a
design error. You could suppress them from the report as described in'Running the Design Rule Check Program."
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3~8
Improperly Connected Nets

_______----------------------------------------------------_--_--_
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                 page:           5

5::::t    =±:::      :::::::::             8::::  ::::::::  :3:2::±2  ::88_____--------------------------------------------------------___-_
IrmROpERLy   CONNECTED   NETs
Dwg-Occ   Bus  Namesym.Ref .Signal   N3::ig._pin  No.      Description

________------------------------------------------------------___-
***067051

2                      U1-9(20)
6                      U2-1(23)
4                       U4A-3  (21)
3                     U3-9(20)

has  both  an  active  pull-up  and

2
3

t  has  no  destination

116
127
117
t  has  no  destination

1-1

OUT6
U1-5 (20)
U3-5 (20)

ENB-
U4A-3  (27)
J2A-1 (24 )
U4B-6 (27)

CND

Tri-state  or  open  collector
Input
Out.put    (Active   Pull-Up)
Tri-state  or  open  collector

a  tri-state/open  collector

Tri-state  or  open  collector
Tri-state  or  open  collector

Open  collector  pin
Input  connector  pin
Open  collector  pin

1-i                               3                U3-3(20)                                 Tri-state  or  open  collector
Net   has   1   signal  pin(s)   tied  to  Power   or  Ground   (Warning)

1-1                                                                0UT1-
1-1                               2                 U1-18(20)                                Tri-state   or  open  collector
1-1                                    6                   U2-5 (23)                                       Input
1-1                                  6                  U2-14 (21)                                   Output    (Active   pull-Up)
1-1                                 12               U1-1 (25)                                    Output   connector  pin
1-1                               3                 U3-18(20)                                Tri-state  or  open  collector
Net  has  both  an  active  pull-up  and  a  tri-state/open  collector

1-1                                                                 0UT4-
1-i                                       6                     U2-11  (21)
1-1                                     12                 Tl-4 (25)
i-1                                      6                    U2-10(21)

Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Output  conriector  pin
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
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____---------------------------------------------------------__-__
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                  page:           6
Input         File:    samla.dcm   Date:    Sun   Jan   1713:24:101988
Output     File:    samla.drc   Date:   Tue   Jan   1913:46:221988______-------------------------------------------------------___--
IMPROPERLY   CONNECTED   NETS
Dwg-OcC   Bus  Namesym.Ref .Signal   NS::ig._pin   No.      Description

________--------------------------------------------------__--____
Net  has  more  than  one  active  pull-up

2
2

has  no  source

3
3

has  no   source

has  no  source

18
no  destination
one   connection

SELA-
U|-19 (23)
U1-1  (23 )

SELB-
U3-19 (23)
U3-1  (23)

SELC-
U4A-2  (23)
UNNN-19  ( 2 3 )
U4B-4  (23)

IN3
J2A-1  (24)

IN4
7                      U4B-5(23)

Net  has  no  source
Net  has  one   connection

2-1 SELD-
2-1                                        14                  U7-19(23)
2-1                                        16                  U4A-1  (23)
Net  has  no   source

Input

Input
Input

Ir,put
Input

Input  connector  pin

Input

Input
Input.

Sorted signal List             This report lists the signals in alphanumeric order for
•   Each drawing file, independent of other drawings in the design.

Figure 3-9 shows the list of signals taken from the schematic
diagram of Figures 3-2 and 3-3 and indicates the drawing
occurrence for the signals.

•   Each bus in the design.  Figure 3-10 shows the report that lists the
signals contained in the buses of the schematic in Figures 3-2
and 3-3.
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Figure 3-9
Sorted Sigrnd ltst

____----------------------.----------------------------______-_--___
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                  page:           6
Input        File:         samla.dcm                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:09:561988
Output      File:         samla.drc                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:11:061988__--------------------------------------------------------_----__-_---
THE    SORTED    SIGNALS:
Signal   Name              Dwg-Occ_______------------------------------------------------------_---___
Drawing   Path:    1-1
***067042
***067045
***067048
***067051
***112036
***139035
+5V
OUT6

1-I
1-1              2-1
**   alias   **
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
I-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

2Y3

DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                               page:          7
Input        File:         samla.dcm                   Date:   Wed.an   2011:09:561988
Output     File:         samla.drc                   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:11:061988

THE    SORTED    SIGNAI,S:
Signal   Name             Dwg-Occ

ENB-
GND
OUT0
0UT1-
OUT2-
OUT3-
OUT4-
SELA-
SELB-
SELC-

Drawing  Path:      2-1
***147070

IN3
IN4
SELD-
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-10
Sorted Bus Signal List

_____------------------------------------------------------___--__
DESIGN   RULE    CHECK                                                                                                 page:           8
Input        File:    samla.dcm   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:09:561988
Output      File:    samla.drc   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:11:061988_______---------------------------------------------------__--____
THE    SORTED   BUS/SIGNAI.S:
Bus                                                         Signal   Name              Dwg-Occ_________----------------------------------------------------__---
Drawing  Path:      2-1
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS
DBUS

Sorted Signal List,
Special Conditions

There are two special characters that can appear adjacent to the
drawing occurrence count field on a sorted signal list. These characters
are * and @. The I is placed adfacent to a drawing occurrence count to
signify that the signal passes through a functional block on that
drawing to some real connections under it. The @ is placed adjacent to
a drawing occurrence count to signify that the signal name appears at
more than one location in the design. The multiple appearance of the
signal name is due to multiple usage of the functional block in which it
is used. The multiple appearances of a signal name in this case do not
indicate that they are connected together.

Figures 3-11 through 3-13 provide an example of how the * and @ are
used in the sorted signal list to indicate the above signal conditions.
Figure 3-11 shows the sorted signal list for the drawing shown in
Figure 3-12. In Figure 3-12, the two symbols labeled ADDIU are
functional blocks. Functional block ADDIU is expanded in Figure 3-13
to show the internal signals and connections.

In Figure 3-11, signal CD has an * beside the 1-1 drawing occurrence to
indicate that it passes into a functional block on this drawing (shown in
Figure 3-12). The real connection of CD is to pin CD of LD3 in drawing
occurrence numbers 2-1 and 2-2 (that is, the expanded block diagram).

Signal sO has an @ beside the 2-2 drawing occurrence to indicate that
its usage has been repeated (Figure 3-12 shows that ADDIU is used
twice) although no real connection is implied. Signals ABUSO, ABUS1,
BBUSO, and BBUsl each have * entries to indicate that they are just
passing through functional blocks in the drawing with the 1-1
occurrence count.
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Figure 3-11
Sorted Signds List with Special
Characters

__--------------------------.----------------------------------___-_
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                 page:           1
Input.        File:   adderu.dcm                     Date:   Fri   Jan   1513:25:301988
Output     File:   adderu.drc                     Date:   Fri   Jam   1513:25:421988

Drawing  Trees

File:      \deschk\adderu.dwg,1-1<R>

File:      \deschk\addlu.dwg,2-1<R>
Path:      \deschk\adderu.dwg,1,XO<R>

File:      \deschk\addlu.dwg,2-2<R>
Path:      \deschk\adderu.dwg,2,X1

DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                page:           6
Input        File:   adderu.dcm                     Date:   Fri   Tan   1513:25:301988
Output     File:   adderu.drc                    Date:   Fri   Jan   1513:25:421988

THE    SORTED    SIGNALS:
Signal   Name              Dwg-Occ

Dwg-Occ    :    1-1
CD
Dwg-Occ    :    2-1
SO

*    1-1              2-1

2-1
@2-2

2-2

DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                page:          7
Input        File:   adderu.dcm                    Date:   Fri   Jan   1513:25:301988
Output     File:   adderu.drc                     Date:   Fri   Tan   1513:25:421988

THE    SORTED   BUS/SIGNALS:
Bus                                                      Signal   Name                Dwg-Occ

Dwg-Occ    :    1-1
ABUS
ABUS
BBUS
BBUS

1-1
1-1
i-1
1-1

2-1
2-2
2-1
2-2
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-12
D7awing with Identical Functiond Blocks and Occurrence Count 1-1

ABU§

EEUS
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-13
Efoanded Functiorul Block addlu.dwg with Drawing occurrence couts 2-1 and 2-2

AI}D IU . DHG

I_

Revising the Example
Schematic Diagram

Figures 3-14 and 3-15 show the same schematic diagram as shown in
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 , but with corrections and alterations made. The
reports shown in Figures 3-16 through 3-20 show the result of running
the corrected drawing through the Drawing Preprocessor and Design
Rule Check programs.
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Figure 3-14
Revised Schematic (1 of 2)
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Figure 3-15
Revised Schematic (2 of 2)

.,Jle
002 6181c,282fl3E3f,484f,S85A6E6FITBT 18               DA8©

910 t 13 17               Da8l16DO©2

2 24
11 3 35 15              I'ft03

12lJ 4 4E, 14               Dn0413Dfuos12DfloE>11DO®7

56 5T
14 C8

lc ?a
iSELI)-19

at88DIEi5lr7

18                  BB®C1

•.._I      IN3

I

B|'S<? : 8>®2 (2)

f'l           814=82c'3E3H484*5ESA6£E.HTETf,aI;aDIF',:`UN'1r'
13 17                 DBO1

24 16_De®=    __
35 15               DBe3

46 14               DB@4

5? 13                DB©S

F`8 |J             1'8©6
T,`J 11                  0EtgT

iSEI.C-1e

J3,74I i--     1-3

EHB-               I
21'4H'--®=I..-

'28
?44

_IErr--   5 „
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-16
Revised Uneormected Pins Raport

_________---------------------------------------------------_--___
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                page:          2
Input        File:    samlb.dcm   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:10:181988
Output     File:    samlb.drc   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:12:101988______-----------------------------.--------------------_---___---_
UNCONNECTED    PINS
Dwg-Occ   Syrn.Ref   Desig.-Pin   no.      Description_______-----------------------------------------------------__--_-_

U1-3
U2-7
U21-|
U22-1
U7-1
UNNN-1
U10-1
U10-2
U10-3
U10-4
U10-5
U10-6
U10-7
U10-8
U|0-10
U10-12
U10-13
U10-14
U10-15
U10-16
U10-17

Tri-state/open  collector
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Output   (Active  Pull-Up)
Output   (Active   Pull-Up)
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

Figure 3:17
Redsed Missing |Dxplhate
Roference Designators Report

___---------------..-...--------------------------------__---_-___---_-
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                              page:          3
Input        File:    samlb.dcm  Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:10:181988
Output     File:    samlb.drc   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:12:101988___-----------------------------------------------_-__-___-----_-__
MISSING/DUPLICATE   REFERENCE   DESIGNATORS
Desig.                             <N>        Dwg-Occ         Sym.Ref .____------------------------.---------------------------______-_---_
*******    NO   DUPLICATE   REFERENCE   DES.    DETECTED    ******

Figure 3-18
Revised Nets with Only One
Connection Report

__________---------------------------------------------------____--
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                               page:          4
Input        File:    samlb.dcm   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:10:181988
Output     File:   samlb.drc   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:12:101988________-----------------------------------------------------__----
SIGNALS   WITH   ONLY   ONE    CONNECTION
Dwg-Occ   Bus   Namesym.Ref .Signal   N;::ig._pin  No.      Description

_____---------------------------------------------------_-____---_
*******    NO   ONE    CONNECTION   BUS/SIGNAL   FOUND    ******
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Figure 3~19
Revised Improperly Connected
Nets Report

__________-----------------------------------------------_-__--___
DESIGN   RULE    CHECK                                                                                                  page:           5
Input        File:    samlb.dcm   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:10:181988
Output      File:    samlb.drc   Date:   Wed   fan   2011:12:101988__----------------------------------------------------------------
IMPROPERLY   CONNECTED   NETS
Dwg-Occ  Bus  Namesym.Ref .Signal  N:::ig._pin  No.      Description

_______--------------------------------------------------_---__---__
1-1                                                                          CND
1-1                               3                 U3-3(20)                                  Tri-state   or  open  collector
Net   has   1   signal  pin(s)   tied  to  Power   or   Ground   (Warn,ing)<R>

1 -1                                                                SELA-
1-1                                        2                      U1-19(23)
1-1                                        2                      U1-1(23)
Net  has   no   source

1-1
1-13
1-13
Net   has  no   source

1-1
1-14
2-1                                       15
2-1                                      17
Net   has  no   source

2-1

SELB-
U3-19 (23)
U3-1 (23 )

SELC-
U44A-2 (23 )
UNNN-19 ( 2 3 )
U4B-4  (23)

SELD-
2-1                                        14                   U7-19(23)
2-1                                         16                  U4A-1  (23)
Net   has   r`o   source

Input
Input

Input
Input

Input.
Input
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Design Rule Check (DRC)

Figure 3-20
Revised Sorted Signals List
(partial)

________---------------------------------------------------___---_
DESIGN   RULE   CHECK                                                                                                page:           6
Input        File:    samlb.dcm   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:10:181988
Output     File:    samlb.drc   Date:   Wed   Jan   2011:12:101988_____------------------------------------------------------__----_
THE    SORTED    SIGNALS:
Signal   Name              Dwg-Occ__---------------------------------------------------------------_
Dwg-Occ    :    1-1
***064132
***067042
***067045
***067048
***067051
***112036
***112048
***112051
***139035
+5V
OUT6

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1              2-1
**   alias   **
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-i
1-1

2Y3
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4Fpnz#4,CedpinlistF±

Enhanced and
Compatible Pinlists

The Enhanced Pinlist Generator analyzes the graphic and textual
information contained in a drawing connectivity model to determine
cormectious for each symbol pin. The Enhanced Pinlist Generator
produces a pinlist in Asal format consisting of the names of the pins
of all symbols in the entire design and the names of the signals each
pin connects to.  This circuit connectivity information is used by other
printed circuit board layout and logic simulation programs.

The Post package contains two pinlist generators.  The Enhanced Pinlist
Generator takes full advantage of advanced features such as layered
text.  The Compatible Pinlist Generator provides backward
compatibility for existing products that do not support the new features.

This chapter provides detailed information about how to use the
Enhanced Pinlist Generator. You will also find a detailed explanation of
the resulting pinlist format in the section, "Enhanced Pinlist Output File
Format."  Because this new format is designed to make maximum use
of layered text, it is quite different from older style pinlists.  Operation
of the Compatible Pinlist Generator is in the chapter, "Compatible
Pinlist¢enerator (PING). "

Both of the pinlist formats deseribed above can only be generated from
drawings in the DASH4 or later file format. Refer to the appendix in
the FwlwreNct User Md#waz that discusses conversion of DASH-2 or
DASH-3 drawings to the DASH4 format.

Running the Enhanced Pinlist Generator
The Enhanced Pinlist Generator can be run from the FutureNet export
menus or from the command line. Basic menu and command line
operation is explained in the F«fwrcNcf tJser Ma»z"I.  Operations
specific to the Enhanced Pinlist Generator are explained in this
document.
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Enhanced Pinlist Generator (PIN4)

The Pinlist Generator requires a .dcm input file. u

Co-and Line

Menus

Figure 4-1
Enhanced Pinlist Generator
Dialog BOx

Note:   For the Enhanced Pinlist Generator to funetton correctly, the drawing
fules must be avattble and in the sane location as they were during the
creation of the .dc" file.

Run the Enhanced Pinlist Generator from the command line by entering

pin4
In addition to the options described for the Enhanced Pinlist Generator,
there are some options that are common to FutureNet and the post
processors.  These options are described in detail, along with
information on placing command line options in command files, in the
FutureNct User Manual.

You can run the Enhanced Pinlist Generator from the FuturINet Export
menus either separately or as part of a consecutive process.  To run the
program separately, access the Enhanced Pinlist dialog box by making
the following menu selections:

EXPORT Generate Reports
Generate Pinlist

Enhanced O'IN4)

Figure 4-1 shows the dialog box for selecting Enhanced Pinlist
Generator op tions.

GEmeratc  Pinl ist
EnhaTmed   (PINE)        I
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE               iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

Input      I
Output
EI`-

ext  to  RepDisplayedLagEmsDBopteredtlslroultin.ingln19")IprhoI OptlomsII"=ludeFume.8|IDlsable[ndentatlELergcrDesigns,S

oak  Synbols

Eclrmlt     Dc on  Of  Rqurt

EDr..ing     EI,Ep,nEpBslg-,DsEftynho,Ds lol-I  Spccd

I    plut    I       I      ox I rffl

After selecting your options, select the PIN4 action button to run the
Program
To run the program as part of a consecutive process, refer to the section
"Export Manager" in Chapter 1, "Post Overview."
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Enhanced Pinlist Generator (PIN4)

Enhanced Pinlist
Generator Options

Sp ecify Filenames

Input -

Output L

Error L

Select Displayed and
Layered Text to Include

Text to F]eport:

The options specific to the Enhanced Pinlist Generator are discussed
below. The menu selection is given on the left; the command line
equivalent is on the right, with the option in bold text being discussed.

pin4 -idcmjile
Enter the .dcm file created by the Drawing Preprocessor.

In the menus, if you run the Pinlist Generator in the same session that
you run the Drawing Preprocessor, the input filename is entered for
you. When you enter the .dcm filename and press E , the default values
for the output and error filename entry fields are completed for you.

pink -idcmjtle -oftlename
The default file name of the Enhanced Pinlist output file is dcrrz+.Zc.pv4.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

pin4 -idonjile -eftlename
The default name for an error file created during Enhanced Pinlist
processing is dc"#Ze.per. This error file is created if any errors are
encountered during processing.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

pink -idonfile -dmode

By default, all display text is included in a pinlist. Use this option to
selectively suppress categories of display text from your pinlist.  The
mode argument can consist of one or more characters.

Chtegoriesofdisplaytexttobeindudedarespecifiedasdescribedbelow:

Menu                     Command Line    Description
HBus
I Circuit
H Drawing
HPin
E Signal
I Symbol

Bus-related
Circuit-related
Drawing-related
Pin-related
Signal-related
Symbol-related

The -d"ode option causes the Enhanced Pinlist Generator to suppress
all but specified categories of display text in the pinlist output. The +d
option causes the Enhanced Pinlist Generator to use the default output
style of including all display text.
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Text to Report:

Other Options

I  Include Func.
Block Symbols

I  Disable
Indentation
of Report

pin4 -idcrnfile -\mode

By default, all layered text is included in a pinlist. Use this option to
select certain categories of layered text to indude in your pinlist. The
mode argument can consist of one or more characters.

Note:   You can only list categories .of kyer4 t_ext.that are.dsq s.€1ec.ted for
disrf uy text: For exanple, if you exclude c}rc¥it.-reifeted. 4isptry .tExt
frch{heDispkyTedMo_di,youcar!roti.ndndecircult-reletedlayered
text because one is dependent upon the other.

Categories of layered text to be included are specified as described
below:

Menu                     Command Line    Description
H Bus                      -lb
I circuit              -lc
I Drawing           -1d
I pin                  -lp
I signal               -ls
I symbol             -1y

Busrrelated
Circuit-related
Hawing-related
Pin-related
Signal-related
Symbol-related

The -lmode option causes the Enhanced Pinlist Generator to suppress
all but specified categories of layered text in the pinlist output. The +I
option causes the Enhanced Pinlist Generator to use the default output
style that indudes all layered text.

pink idonfile -£

Functional block symbols within individual drawings are not normally
included in the symbol groups of a pinlist. Use this option to include
functional block symbols in the pinlist.

pink -idonfile -a

Use this option to disable pinlist formatting.  By default, the pinlist is
formatted by indenting successive subheadings.
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I  AIlocate Memory
for a Large
Design

pin4 -idcm+.!e -in

By default, the Enhanced Pinlist Generator uses all available memory,
leaving a fixed amount of buffer space for drawing data. This reduces
disk accesses and significantly improves processing speed. Some large
drawing files can require more than the normal amount of buffer space,
and can only be processed if the buffer space is increased. The Allocate
Memory for a Large Design option increases the available memory to
process large designs.  Since this option results in slower processing,
you should only use this option when you receive an outof-memory
error message when generating a pinlist for a large design.

Enhanced Pinlist Output File Format
The pinlist file produced by the Enhanced Pinlist Generator is written
in standard text file format. This format makes it possible for the file to
be listed on the screen, edited, or processed by other programs that
accept standard text input.

The file is in ASCII format and contains a fixed number of fields. These
fields are separated by commas and may contain up to 255 characters
each. A carriage return (Hex OD) and line feed character (Hex OA)
appear at the end of each record.

Stmcture

Table 4-1
Pindist Groxp Nesting

The pinlist output is organized into nested groups. These groups
consist of records of related data. Table 4-1 illustrates the nested
relationship of the various groups found in a typical pinlist output.

Descri

PINLIST,4

DATE'...

DCM,.'.

DATE'...

SET,...

FILE,...

DATE'...

D'...

T'...

Header Record

Run Date

DCM File Definition Group

DCM File Creation Date

Drawing Set Definition Group

Drawing Number and Filename

Drawing File Creation Date

Design Data Record

Design-Related Text
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Descri

DWG'...

PA"'...
D,...

T'...

•SYM,...

D,...

T,...

PIN,...

D'.-

T,...

BUS,...

D'...

T,.-

BSIG,...

EQU'...

D'...

T'...

SIG'...

EQU'...

D,...

T,...

DWG'...

Drawing Group

Path Record

Drawing Data Record

Drawing-Related Text Record

Symbol Record

Symbol Data Record

Symbol-Related Text Record

Pin Record

Pin Data Record

Pin-Related Text Record

Bus Record

Bus Data Record

Bus-Related Text Record

Bused Signal Record

Equate Record

Bused Signal Data Record

Bused Signal-Related Text Record

Signal Record

Equate Fbeord

Sigml Data Record

Signal-Related Text Record

Drawing Group

u

Header Group

Header Record

The first group in a pinlist is the header group. It contains a header
record, a run-time date record, DCM file definition group, set definition
groups, and design data groups.

The header record specifies the pinlist output format type. The header
record has the following form:

PINLIST, 4

PINIEST is the record identifier.

The number 4 refers to the cuITent pinlist version type.
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Run-Time Date Record

DCM File Definition
Group

Set Definition Group

The header record is followed by a date record which specifies the date
on which the pinlist report was generated.

Date records are output throughout the pinlist report to document files
and report creation dates.

All date records (regardless of where they appear) have the following
form:

DA1:TEAdd mmm dd hh.mm.ass yyyy

In the above fonnat:

DATE is the record identifier.

ddd is an abbreviation for the day of the week (i.e., Mon, Tue, etc.).

mm77f is an abbreviation for the month (i.e., Jan, Mar, Dec).

dd is the numerical day of the month (i.e., 02, 15, 31).

#fo is the hour of the day based on a 24 hour clock (i.e. 3:00 PM is 15:00
in 24-hour format).

m77z is the minutes.

ss is the seconds.

e/!/3/!/ is the complete year designation.

The run-time date record is followed by a DCM file definition group.
The DCM group contains two records: a ltM file record and a file
creation date record.

The DCM file record has the following form:

DCM,file,mid
DCM is the record identifier.

f.Ze is the name of the dcm file used to generate the pinlist.
#wm is the number of drawing files used to create the drawing
cormection model.

The DCM file record is followed by a date record which specifies the
file creation date of the dcm file.

The DCM file definition group is followed by a series of set definition
groups that document the drawing sets that were used in creation of
the dcm file.

A set definition group consists of a set record followed by a series of
file and file daLte record pairs.

The set definition record has the following form:

SET'„"„
SET is the record identifier.

rzztm is the number of drawing files in the set.
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Design Data Groups

The file definition record has the following form:

FH;E/twgnum,ftlenane

FILE is the record identifier.

daygr«m is a unique number assigned to the specific drawing (named in
f.Jcmme) in the drawing connectivity model (dcm).

f.Jc7za"c is the name of the FutureNet drawing file (including directory
path).
The file record is followed by a date record specifying the creation date
of the drawing file.

The set definition group is followed by a number of data groups that
document the contents of the design-related alpha fields contained
within the design.

Data groups are output throughout the pinlist to docLiment displayed
alpha fields. Each data group consists of a data record followed by text
records.

Data records have the following form:

Dflttr,text
In the format shown above:

D is the record identifier.

4ffr is the attribute number assigned to the field.

fcxf is the displayed text.

In the following example, 151 is the attribute number of the data field
and VIDEO FRAME GRABBER is the alphanumeric contents of the
data field.

D,151,VIDEO FRAME GRABBER

There is one text record for each line of layered text associated with the
alpha fields.

Text records have the form:

Tdata
T is the record identifier.

de£¢ is a line of layered text.

The example shown below illustrates:

T,COM=GATES DESIGN EXAMPLE

COM=GATES DESIGN EXAMPLE is layered text that appears under
the alpha field described above.
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Drawing Groups

Path Group and Path
Records

a

Drawing groups contain all of the data that relates to an instance of a
particular drawing file in the design. In structured designs, drawing
groups may be generated several times for the same drawing if that
drawing file is used multiple times in the structured design.

Drawing groups appear in the pinlist in numerical order, based upon
the drawing occurrence count assigned by the drawing connectivity
model.

Six types of records can appear in drawing groups. The first record,
which is always present, appears as follows:

DWG,filenameAwg-occ+cndref-mm

DWG is the record identifier.

f.Zeurme is the name of a FutureNet drawing file (excluding the
directory path information).

dzugurc-c»f is the drawing occurrence count. The first number in this
field represents the drawing number as specified in the FILE record; the
second number represents the occurrence of a drawing file in a design.

roy-»zJm is a unique number assigned to the drawing occurrence. It is
used to make unnamed or local signal names unique to the drawing
occurrence.

In the following example, the drawing group contains the pinlist data
for the second occurrence of the third drawing. This drawing
occurrence is assigned a reference number of 6. The name of the third
drawing is frram.dwg.

DRAWING,frram.dwg+2,6

The remainder of the drawing group consists of the following groups:

Path group                             Bus groups
Drawing Data groups           Signal groups
Symbol groups

The drawing paths used to move through the design from the root to
the current drawing can be traced through the path records. Under the
drawing record that names the current drawing, there is one path
record for each drawing file in the design hierarchy, beginning at a root
drawing and moving down to the current drawing. The path group is a
series of path records as shown below:

PA;:TH,ftlenanefrog-occ-ontisymbol-ref,loc

PATH is the record identifier.

f.Zcurme is a file along the current drawing path.
dzz)g-occ-c%f is the drawing occurrence count.

sy"boJ-roy is the symbol reference number assigned by FutureNet. This
number is unique for each symbol on a drawing. In FutureNet, the
number is in the upper-left comer of each synfrol cell.

Zoc is the user assigned location designator (attribute Lan/2), if any, of
the symbol.
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Drawing Data Group

Symbol Groups

Symbol Records

Symbol Data
Groups

Pin Groups

FoemfodL%;envge:#:Ee£T:#hte¥:::&coucIT::rte:=:Wo±fn&ew=:enf:renced              u
drawing. The drawing filename was addr.dwg and the symbol has an
assigned location of U20.

PATH,addr.dwg,24,11,U2o

Drawing record groups for root drawings do not contain path records.

After the path group, a drawing data group is output. The data group
records contain all the drawing-related alpha fields and associated
layered text for the drawing file.

A symbol data group is generated for each symbol used on the
drawing. Each syinbol group contains a symbol record, followed by
data groups and pin groups.

The symbol record appears as:

S"Symbol-ref,loc
SYM is the record identifier.

S!/17zboz-ttof is the symbol reference number of the symbol in the filename
that contains a pointer down the named drawing path.

Joc is the user assigned location designator (attribute LCX=/2).

In the following example, the seventh symbol in the current drawing
with an assigned location of U002 is referenced.

S"'7'U002
Symbols which have no pins and consist only of comlnent fields
(attributes COM and NULL) are not output in the pinlist.

The symbol data groups show the contents of symbol-related alpha
fields associated with the named symbol.

Symbol data groups are followed by a series of pin groups that
document the contents of all pins contained in the synho1. Pin groups
contain a pin record followed by pin data groups.

Pin Records:

Pin records appear as:

PIN, busbus attr,bus dwg-occ-cnt,
sigsig attrsjg dwg-occ-cat,
pin attr,pin

In the above format:
PIN is the record identifier.

bfrs is the name of the bus (if any) connected to the signal line that is
attached to the named pin. If a has exists, the drts affr and bus
daygocctr!f of the substituted bus name are specified. Otherwise, all
three bus fields are empty.
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sz.g is the name of the signal line (if any) attached to the named pin.
If a signal is attached to the pin, the si.g ¢ffr and si.g dzogcocc-c#f of the
substituted signal name are specified, otherwise all three signal
fields are empty.

pr.» affr is the attribute of the pin, and pr.# is the name of the pin.
In Figure 4+2, pin 4 with attribute 1 is connected to signal 0 with
attribute 5, which, in turn, is part of bus ADDR with attribute 9. The
signal name (0) was obtained from the second instance of the third
drawing (3-2). The bus name (ADDR) was obtained from the first
occurrence of the first root level drawing (1-1).

ignal Drawing Ooourrence

Field Nan

Figure 4-2
Sample Pin Record

Bus Group

Bus Records

Bus Data Groups

PIN   ADDR, 9,1-1, 0, 5, 3-2,1, 4

Attribute

Pin Name

Pin Data Groups:

The pin data groups show the contents of pin-related alpha fields
associated with the named pin.

In the pinlist, signals connected to a bus are listed prior to signals not
connected to a bus. Bused signals are listed in a bus group. A bus
group consists of a bus record, bus data groups, and bused signal
groups.

Bus records have the following appearance:

BUs fou s,attr,bu s dwg-o cc-cnt

BUS is the record identifier.

bus is the name of the bus line.

a#r is the attribute number of the bus field used to name the bus.

dcog-occrf#f is the drawing occurrence count.

In the following example, the bus BDATA is the first instance of
drawing 2. The bus has attribute 9.

BUS,BDATA,9,2-1

When a bus is substituted from a higher level of the design, the
substituted bus name, attribute, and drawing occurrence count are used
in the fields of this record.

The bus data groups document the contents of any bus-related alpha
fields associated with the bus in the drawing.
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Bused Signal
Groups

Signal Group

Signal Record

A signal group is nested within each bus group for every signal line
that connects to the bus. These bused signal groups contain a bused
signal record, equate records, and bused signal data groups.

Bused Signal Record:

Bused signal records have the following form:

B SIC isig,attysig dwg-o ce-cnt

BSIG is the record identifier.

sz.g is the name given to the signal line.

affr is the attribute number of the named signal field.

sz.g dzug-occ-crzf is the drawing occurrence count.

When a signal is substituted from a higher level of the design, the
substituted signal name, drawing occurrence count number, and
attribute are used.

Equate Groups and Records:

When more than one name is assigned to a signal, an equate group
is generated. An equate group is a series of equate records. There is
one record for each additional signal name. Equate records take the
form:

EQubusfolias,dwg-rum
EQU is the record identifier.

bus is the bus name.

4Zias is another name for the signal in the primary group.

dzog-rz«m is the drawing number.

In the example shown below, the signal in the first occurrence of the
second drawing has the name EnaAD. Its alias, as shown, is E1.

SIC, EnaAD;2-1
EQU„E1,2

Bused Signal Data Groups:

The bused signal data groups document the contents of any
signal-related alpha fields associated with the bused signal.

The last groups in the pinlist output are the non-bused signal groups. A
signal group consists of a signal record, equate records, and signal data
oroups.

Signal records have the following form:

SIGf iigf ottr¢ig dwg-occ-cut

SIG is the record identifier.

sz.g is the nalne given to the signal line.

affr is the attribute number of the named signal field.

sl.g darg-occ-crif is the drawing occurrence count.
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Equate Groups and
Records

Signal Data Groups

a When a signal is substituted from a higher level of the design, the
substituted signal name, drawing occurrence count, and attribute are
used.

When more than one name is assigned to a signal, an equate group is
generated. An equate group is a series of equate records. There is one
record for each additional signal name.

Equate records take the form:

EQU,faliasrdwg-num

EQU is the record identifier.

azias is another name for the signal in the primary group.

dcog-rtw77z is the drawing number.

In the example shown below, the signal in the first occurrence of the
second drawing has the name EnaAD. Its alias, as shown, is El in
drawing 2.

SIG, EnaAD;2-1
EQU„E12

The signal data groups document the contents of any signal-related
alpha fields associated with the signal.
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5%[mNPca)ttblepindistGenerator

The Compatible Pinlist Generator produces a pinlist file in the format
described later in this chapter.

Enhanced and
Compatible Pinlists

Note:    Attributes introduced with Pindist Generator 4.0 and above will be
mapped into backwardly*ompatible attribute _nunpers. In_ add_itjon, the
BUS 9 attri:bute is mapped to the SIG 5 attribute for version 2.0 post
processors. Some variations to the ourty¥t format pray bf obt_al_red
through the use Of options that spedfy deviation from the pindist format
that was standard prior to version 4.0.

The Post package contains two pinlist generators.  The Enhanced Pinlist
Generator takes full advantage of advanced features such as layered
text.  The Compatible Pinlist Generator provides backward
compatibility for existing products that do not support the new features.

This chapter provides detailed information about how to use the
Compatible Pinlist Generator. You will also find a detailed explanation
of the resulting pinlist format in the section, "Compatible Pinlist Output
File Format."  Operation of the Enhanced Pinlist Generator is in
Chapter 4, "Enhanced Pinlist Generation (PIN4)."

The Compatible Pinlist Generator generates a pinlist that is the same
format as the older standard FutureNet pinlist. You can use this format
with existing post processing tools that depend upon the older format.
The Compatible Pinlist Generator provides backward compatibility for
drawings that have been created using the FutureNet Version 4.x and
later design and drawing features. Layered text can be used, but it will
not appear in compatible pinlists because it was not supported in
earlier pinlist fomats.

Both of the pinlist formats described above can only be generated from
drawings in the DASH4 or later file format. Refer to the appendix of
the FwfwreNef User M¢Hw¢Z that discusses conversion of DASH-2 or
DASH-3 drawings to the DASH4 format.
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Running the Compatible Pinlist Generator
The Compatible Pinlist Generator can be run from the FutureNet export
menus or from the command line. Basic menu and command line
operation is explained in the FztfwreNef LJscr Mamdz.  Operations
specific to the Compatible Pinlist Generator are explained in this
document.

The Pinlist Generator requires a .dan input file (a drawing conneetivity
model treated by the Drawing Prepracessor).

ZE

Command Line

Menus

Note:    For the Con'i:patible Pindist Generator to function corectly, th€ drawipg
files must be available and in the same location as they were during the
creation Of the .dcm file.

Run the Compatible Pinlist Generator from the command line by
entering

pinc
In addition to the options described here for the Compatible Pinlist
Generator, there are some options that are common to FutureNet and
the post processors.  These options are described in detail, along with
information on placing colrm`and line options in command files, in the
FutureNct User Manual.

You can run the Compatible Pinlist Generator from the FutureNet
export menus either separately or as part of a consecutive process.  To
run the program separately, access the Compatible Pinlist dialog box by
making the following menu selections:

rmoRT Gen:rate Reports
Generate Pinlist

Compatible (PINC)

Figure 5-1 shows the dialog box for selecting Compatible Pinlist
Generator options.

After selecting your options, select the PINC action button to run the
Program.
To run the program as part of a consecutive process, refer to the section
"Export Manager" in Chapter 1, "Post Overview."
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ch

a

Figure 5-1
Compatible Pindist Generator
Dialog BOx

Compatible Pinlist
Generator,Options

Specify Filenames

Input I-

Output ,-

Error I_

The options specific to the Compatible Pinlist Generator are discussed
below. The menu selection is given on the left; the command line
equivalent is on the right, with the option being discussed in bold text.

pine -.idonjtle
Enter the .dcm file ercated by the Drawing Preprocessor.

In the menus, if you run the Pinlist Generator in the same session that you
run the Drawing Preprocessor, the input filename is entered for you.
When you enter the .dcrn filename and press E , the default values for the
output and error filename entry fields are completed for you.

pine -idcmjtle -ofilenane
The default file name of the Compatible Pinlist output file is
dcmflapin.
In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

pint -idcmJtie -efilename
The default name for an error file created during Compatible Pinlist
processing is dcm+.Jg.pcr.  This error file is created if any eITors are
encountered during processing.

In the menus the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.
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Other Options

E  Ignore GATE
Attribute

I  Allocate Memory for a
Large Design

I  Map Non-printable
Characters

I  Append Reference
Number to Unnamed
Signals

pine -idcmfile -g

In earlier-format pinlists, gate information for multi-gate or
multi-section parts was appended to reference designators. For
example, U001B has the gate designator 8 appended to the basic
reference designator (UcO1) indicating the second, or 8, section of the
part. FutureNet now has a specific attribute (GATE) to designate gate
information. The Compatible Pinlist Generator by default appends
display text with the GAIT attribute to the reference designator.  This
option allows you to control this function.

The -g option indicates the GATE field display text should be ignored
and not appended to the end of the LOC field display text.

The +g option resets to the default to append the GAIT field display
text to the LCX= field display text in the pinlist output.

pine -idcmfile -"

By default, the Compatible Pinlist Generator uses all available memory,
leaving a fixed amount of buffer space for drawing data. This reduces
disk accesses and significantly improves processing speed.
Occasionally, large drawing files require more than the nomal amount
of buffer space, and can only be processed if the buffer space is
increased. The Allocate Memory for a Large Design option increases
the available memory to process large designs.  Since this option does
result in slower processing speed, you should only use this option
when you receive an outrof-memory message when generating a pinlist
for a large design.

pine -idcmfile -p

Some characters allowed by FutureNet (version 4.0 and later) are not
printable on some printers. The normal range of printable characters is
ASCII character code 20H (space) through 7EH (tilde~). Use this option
to map non-printable characters to their octal value.  This value is a
multieharacter sequence of ~ddd in the pinlist output. The tilde
character (~) is napped to a double tilde (~~).

pine -idcmfile -\

Earlier-format pinlists had processor-assigned names for unnamed
signals. The assigned names were of the form "xxpqre/ or *"**Xxp/!/]q/
where *++ appears as shown and II]g/]/!/ or #xxxprere/y is a unique
number derived from the placement of the wiring net in the schematic.

The new format (enhanced) pinlist appends a unique drawing reference
number assigned by the processor to the end of the name. This
reference number remains constant for all urmamed signals within the
same drawing. Use this option to choose whether or not to use this
feature with the earlier-format pinlist.
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Compatible Pinlist Output File Format
The pinlist file produced by the Compatible Pinlist Generator is in
ASCII format, and contains a fixed number of fields. These fields are
separated by commas and may contain up to 255 characters each. A
carriage return (Hex OD) and line feed character (Hex OA) appear at the
end of each record.

Stmcture

Header Data

Drawing Data

Path Data

The pinlist output is organized into nested groups. These groups
consist of records of related data.

Each group begins with an open-parenthesis "(" at the front of the first
record, and end with a record that contains only a closed-parenthesis
")" and a carriage return and line feed.

In the pinlist, most types of record groups are nested within other
record groups. The one group around which all other data is nested is
the drawing data group.

The first record in a pinlist looks like this:

PINLIST,2

In this record, the number 2 refers to the current pinlist version type.

Drawing data record groups contain all of the data that relates to an
instance of a particular sheet (drawing file) in the design. Each sheet
has such a group associated with it. In structured designs, a drawing
data group is generated several times for the same sheet if that drawing
file is used multiple times in the structure.

Drawing data groups appear in the pinlist in numerical order, based
upon the path reference number. This number, assigned by the Pinlist
Processor, is the combination of the drawing reference number and the
sheet number, separated by a hyphen. It is used to reference the specific
sheet of a design that a symbol or signal appears on.

Six types of records can appear in drawing data groups. The first
record, which is always present, takes the form:

(DRAINING,fitename,pathrof

f.!e7tame is the name of a FutureNet or structured design drawing file
(including Das directory information. and filename extension).

prfh r¢ is the path reference number.
The remainder of each DRAWING group consists of some combination
of path data, symbol data, global drawing data, bus line data, and
named signal data.

If you are doing structured design, the DRAWING record is normally
followed by a series of PATH records, so that the drawing path used to
move through the structure to the current drawing file can be traced
back to the root. These records take the form:

P EI:F\1, filename,symbol ref,rot. des
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Symbol Data

The SYM Record

The DATA Record

The PIN Record

f.Jc"mc is a file along the current drawing path (complete with ms
directory information and fiJc"me extension).

sgrHboJ r¢ is the reference number of the symbol in fize#4mc that
contains a pointer down that drawing path.

r4. des is the contents of the reference designator (LCX= 2) field of that
symbol.

DRAWING record groups for sheets within the root drawing set do not
contain PATH records.

A symbol data group is generated for each symbol used on the sheet.
Each symbol group contains three types of records.

The first record takes the form:

(S", symbol ref

ey77zboJ roy is the symbol reference number assigned by FutureNet. This
number is unique for each symbol on a sheet and is located in the
upper-left comer of each synhol cell.

The SYM record is followed by a number of DATA records which
document the contents of the non-pin-type attribute fields contained
within the sylnbol. These records take the form:

DAITALftttribute,text

affrz.bztfc is the attribute number of the data field.

fexf is the alphanumeric contents of that field.

DATA records are then followed by a series of PIN records which
document the contents of all pin-type attribute fields contained within
the symbol. These records take the form:

PIN , bu s,signal,ref, signal attribute,pin attribute,text

bus is the name of the bus (if any) connected to the signal line attached
to the pin.

sz.grz4! is the name given to that signal line. If you did not specify a
name, then the Compatible Pinlist Generator generates one in the
following format:
*+-x:xryyy

***a:a:a;!/!/I/ is a sixrdigit integer, derived from the position of the signal
on the sheet.

roy is a eystemi;enerated field that indicates the sheets the signal can be
found on. When the signal name has been specified by the user, the
drawing reference number is used for the r¢ field. This is because the
signal line is allowed to cross over onto any sheet of that drawing set.

When the signal name is eystem generated, however, the signal is, and
must be unique to the specific sheet upon which it appears. For these
signal lines, the path reference number appears in the rot field.
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s{.g7raJ flffri.bwfe and pj„.flffr}.bwfc are the attribute numbers associated
with the signal and pin name fields, respectively.

fexf is the contents of the pin name field.

A record containing only a closed-parenthesis symbol ")" follows the
last PIN record in each group.

Global Drawing Data     After all symbol data groups have been generated for this drawing
group, a series of records are output which show the contents of all
non-symbol and non-signal related alphanumeric attribute fields. These
records each take the form:

DAITA,attribute,text

affrz.Z}wfe is the attribute number of the alphanumeric field.

fcxf is the contents of that field.

Bus Line Data

The BUS Record

The DATA Record

In the pinlist, signals that are connected to a bus are listed prior to
signals that are not connected to a bus. Such signals are listed in a bus
line data group, which starts with the record:

(Busbus,rof,attribute,text
bus is the name of the bus line.

r¢ is a program generated field which denotes the location of the bus in
the design.

affrz.bz(fe is the signal attribute number of the bus field.

fcxf is the contents of that field, usually the same as the bus name.

When no bus is specified, the Compatible Pinlist Generator generates a
name of the form:
.*.xxxyyy

***a:ic:I;!/!/y is a unique six number. Whenever such names are generated,
the ref field is equal to the path reference number. Otherwise, the
contents of the ref field is equal to the drawing reference number.

When a bus name is substituted from a higher node of the design, the
attribute number is not substituted. If the bus line is named in the
current drawing file, then the attribute of that field is used in the BUS
record. If the bus line is either unnamed, or does not appear at this
node (only the bus-signal line appears) then the attribute field is blank.

If a bus line contains two or more bus name fields with identical names
but different attribute numbers or different additional data, one field is
randomly chosen as the field to appear in the BUS statement, while the
others appear in DATA statements. These statements take the form:

DAITAfattri:bute,alphatext

affrz.Z7wfe is the attribute number of the alternate bus name field.
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4Zpha fexf is the contents of that field.

Bus name substitution can also generate DATA records. If a bus signal
on a lower node is attached to an identically named bus line, the
Compatible Pinlist Generator generates a BUS statement with no
attribute number and a DATA statement containing the attribute for the
lower node bus name. For example:

I                                             I         ,_____-I

I                                                        J            I                       _I
HIGHER NODE SECTION                                   LOWEPl

u

The SIG Record

The DATA Record

Assume the above buses and signals all have an attribute of 5. Because
SIG in the higher node (path reference 1-1) attaches to pin A of the
functional block, when the lower node is pinlisted, signal line A is
replaced by the signal descriptor Z,SIG. Because Z is also present in the
lower node, a DATA record is generated:

(BUSZ.1-1,I
DATA,5Z

A signal data group is also nested within each bus data group for every
line that connects to the bus. These signal data groups can contain three
types of records. The first record type are SIC records in the format:
(SIC;ignal,ref,attribute,text

sz.g74aJ is the name given to the signal line.

r¢ is the reference number assigned to the bus in the BUS record.

affrz.bwfe is the attribute number of the signal name field.

fexf is the contents of that field.

Like the bus lines themselves, if a signal line contalus two or more
signal name fields with identical names but different attribute numbers
or different additional data, one field is randomly chosen as the field to
appear in the SIG statement, while the others appear in DATA
statements. The DATA records are in the format:

DAITAfattribute,alphatext

4ffrz.bt/fc is the attribute number of the alternate signal name field.

alpha fcxf is the contents of that field.
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The EQU Record

Named Signal Data

The SIC Record

The DATA Record

Signals that attach to buses must always have user-supplied names.
Where more than one name is assigned to a signal, a SIC record group
is generated for each. However, in each group except the first (or
primary) SIC group, an "equate" record is generated. This record tells
the user or post-processor that the related signal data refers to the same
signal line as the record group for the signal identified in the equate
statement. Equate records take the form:

EQubus,signal,ref

bus is the name of the bus line of the primary group.

sz.gur! is the name of the signal in the primary group.

roy is the reference number assigned to that bus line.

A record containing only a closed-parenthesis ")" appears after the last
record in each SIC group. A second closed-parenthesis record appears
after the last SIG group in each BUS group.

The final sub-group nested within the DRAWING group contains
named signal data. A signal record is generated for each signal that had
a user€pecified name. Signal names that were replaced in a structured
design due to signal name substitution do not appear in the pinlist.

The first record of a signal group takes the form:

SIGfiignal,ref,attribute,text

sz.gmz is the name assigned to the signal line.

roy is a number assigned by the Compatible Pinlist Generator to
reference the location of the signal in the design. Because all signals in
this section gave user-supplied names, rot is always equal to the
drawing reference number. .

a#rz.bztfe is the attribute number associated with the signal name field.

fexf is the contents of that field (usually the same as the signal name).

As with bus-signals, if a signal line contains two or more signal name
fields with identical names but different attribute numbers or different
additional data, one field is randomly chosen as the field to appear in
the SIC statement, while the others appear in DATA statements. These
data records are in the following format:

DAITA,attribute,alphatext

affrz.bztfc is the attribute number of the alternate signal name field.

¢Jpha fcxf is the contents of that field.
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The EQU Record SIG and DATA records may be followed by an equate record. An
equate record appears when a signal line is assigned two or more
different signal names. This record tells the user or post processor that
the related signal data refers to the same signal line as the record group
for the signal identified in the equate statement. Equate records take the
form:

EQubus,signal,ref

bus is the bus name of the primary SIC group (if any).

sl.g"Z is the signal name of the primary SIG group.

r¢ is the system assigned reference number. If the signal with the
equated name is attached to a bus, then the reference number is equal
to the reference number assigned to that bus. Otherwise, r¢ is equal to
the drawing reference number of the signal.

A record containing only a closed-parenthesis ")" appears after the last
record in each SIC group. A second record containing only a
closed-parenthesis character appears af ter the last SIG group in the
DRAWING group.

When all DRAWING record groups have been generated, a <Ctrl-Z>
code (X'1A')  is generated to signify end of file.
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Einanced and
Compatible Netlists

a
The Enhanced Netlist Generator analyzes the graphic and textual
information contained in schematic drawings to determine connections
for each signal.  The netlist generator produces a netlist in ASCII format
consisting of the names of the signals in the entire design and the
names of the pins each signal connects to. This circuit connectivity
information is used by printed circuit board layout and logic simulation
programs.

The Post package contains two netlist generators.  The Enhanced Netlist
Generator takes full advantage of advanced features such as layered
text.  The Compatible Netlist Generator provides backward
compatibility for existing products that do not support the new features.

This chapter provides detailed information about how to use the
Enhanced Netlist Generator. You will also find a detailed explanation
of the resulting netlist format in the section, "Enhanced Netlist Output
File Format."  Because this new fom`at is designed to make maximum
use of layered text, it is quite different from older style netlists.
Operation of the Compatible Netlist Generator is explained in Chapter
7, "Compatible Netlist Generator (NETC)."

Both of the netlist formats described above can only be generated from
drawings in the DASH4 or later file format. Refer to the appendix in
the FwfwreNef Lrser M4#ur! that discusses conversion of DASH-2 or
DASH-3 drawings to the DASH4 format.

Running the Enhanced Netlist Generator
The Enhanced Netlist Generator can be run from the FutureNet export
menus or from the command line. Basic menu and command line
operation is explained in the F«£#reNef user Ma»z"Z.  Operations
specific to the Enhanced Netlist Generator are explained in this
document.
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Co-and Line

Menus

Figure 6-1
Enhanced Netlist Gerierator
Dialog Box

Note:   For the Enhanced Netlist Generator to fronetion correctly, the drawing
fhesmustbeavthble_Tndinthesamelocationastheywereduringthe
creation of the .dca file.

Run the Enhanced Netlist Generator from the command line by entering

net4

In addition to the options described below for the Enhanced Netlist
Generator, there are some options common to FuturchTet and the post
processors.  These options are described in detail, along with
inforrmtion on placing command line options in command files, in the
FutureNet User Man:ual.

You can run the Enhanced Netlist Generator from the FutureNet export
menus either separately or as part of a consecutive process.  To run the
program separately, access the Enhanced Netlist dialog box by making
the following menu selections:

EXPORT Generate Reports
Generate Netlist

Enhanced (NET4)

Figure 6-1 shows the dialog box for selecting Enhanced Netlist
Generator options.

After selecting your options, select the NEr4 action button to run the
Program.
To run the program as part of a consecutive process, refer to the section
"Export Manager" in Chapter 1, "Post Overview."
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Enhanced Netlist
Generator Options

Specify Filenames

Input --

Output I-

Error I_

Select Displayed and
Layered Text to Include

Text to Fleport:

a

The options specific to the Enhanced Netlist Generator are discussed
below. The menu selection is given on the left; the command line
equivalent is on the right, with the option being discussed in bold text.

ne+4 -.idcmjile

Enter the .dcin file created by the Drawing Preprocessor.

in the menus, if you run the Netlist Generator in the same session that you
run the Drawing Preprocessor, the input fflename is entend for you.
When you entered the .dcm filename and press E , the default values for
the output and error filename entry fields are completed for you.

net4 idonJtle -ofilename

The default filename of the enhanced netlist output file is dcm+.!anv4.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

net4 -idonJtle -efilename

The default name for an error file created during enhanced netlist
processing is dc7«j±.Zaner.  This error file is created if any errors are
encountered during processing.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

net4 -idcmjtle -dmode

By default, all display text is included in a netlist. Use this option to
selectively suppress categories of display text from your netlist.

Categories of display text to be included are specified as described
below:

Menu                     Command Line    Description
I Bus                   rdb
H circuit               rdc
I Drawing           rdd
I pin                  -dp
D signal                rds
I symbol             edy

Busr-related
Circuit-related
Drawing-related
Pin-related
Signal-related
Symbol-related

The -dorodc option causes the Enhanced Netlist Generator to suppress
all but specified categories of display text in the netlist output. The +d
option causes the Enhanced Netlist Generator to use the default output
style of including all display text.
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Text to  Fteport

Other Options

H Disable
Indentation of
Report

I Allocate Memory
for a Large Design

On the command line, you can list one or more arguments.  For
example, -dbsp includes bus-, signal- and pin-related text in the netlist.

t\et4 -idcmjtle -\mode

By default, all layered text is included in a netlist. Use this option to
select certain categories of layered text to include in your netlist.

Note:   you Can only list categories of layer4 t.ext.qu are.a±q s.€lec.ted .f or.
dispkytext:Forexawiple,ifirou-exctndecfrc¥it.-re¢ted.Pisptry.tTt
frcht-heDisrfuyTe±{Mo.d;,youcaT!not.i.ndudecircult-reletedlayered
text because-oho is dependent apon the other.

Categories of layered text to be included are specified as described
below:

Menu                     Command Line    Description
H Bus                     -lb
I circuit             -lc
I Drawing          -ld
I pin                  -Ip
I signal              -ls
E symbol             -ly

Bus-related
Circuit-related
Drawing-related
Pin-related
Signal-related
Symbol-related

u

The -lmode option causes the Enhanced Netlist Generator to suppress

:I;:ou: :¥ifi;fh:aEt:g£#:fa°i`:t¥:s¥G:::tr::oFteonue££Sa:£f::.I:::[ut           U
style that includes all layered text.

On the command line, you can list one or more arguments.  For
example, -lbsp includes bus-, signal- and pin-related text in the netlist.

net4 -idcmfile -u

Use this option to disable netlist formatting.  By default, the netlist is
formatted by indenting successive subheadings.

net4 -idcmJtle -in

By default, the Enhanced Netlist Generator uses all available memory,
leaving a fixed amount of buffer space for drawing data. This reduces
disk accesses and significantly improves processing speed.
Occasionally, large drawing files require more than the normal amount
of buffer space, and can only be processed if the buffer space is
increased. The Allocate Memory for a Large Design option increases
the available memory to process large designs.  Since this option does
result in slower processing speed, you should only use this option
when you receive an out-of-memory error message when generating a
netlist for a large design.
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Exclude from Netlist net4 -idcmjtle -xmode

Use this option to exclude specific sections of the netlist. The mode
argument can consist of one or more characters.

Sections of the netlist to be excluded are specified as described below:

Command
M emu                                Line             D e scrip tion

I Drawing section        -xd
I signal section             -xs
I symbol section          -xy
I Trace section              -xt

Drawing-related
Signal-related

Symbol-related
Signal and bus substitution trace]

\  BUS-SUB and SIG-SUB groups are not included. This section care be very large.

Enhanced Netlist Output File Format
The netlist file produced by the Enhanced Netlist Generator is written
in ASCII format, and contains a fixed number of fields. These fields are
separated by commas and may contain up to 255 characters each. A
carriage return (Hex OD) and line feed character (Hex OA) appear at the
end of each record.

®

®

Structure

Table 6-1
Netlist Group Nesting

The netlist output is organized into sections. These sections consist of
groups and records of related data. Table 6-1 illustrates the nested
relationship of the various sections found in a typical netlist output.

Descri

NETLIST,4

DATE,...

neM'...

DATE,...

SET'...

FILE'...

DATE,.

D,...

T,...

DWG'...

PA"'...
D,...

T'...

SYM'...

D'...

Header Record

Run Date Record

DCM File Definition Group

DCM File Creation Date

Drawing Set Definition Group

Drawing Number and Filename

Hawing File Creation Date

design Data Record

Design-Related Text

"awing Section
Path Record

Drawing Data Record

Drawing-Related Text Record

Symbol Section

Symbol Data Record
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T,...

SYM,...

EQU,...

SIG'...

EQU,...

PIN,...

D'...

T'...

BUS_SUB,...

D'...

T,...

SIC_SUB'...

D,...

T'...

Symbol-Related Text Record

Symbol Section

Equate Record

Signal Section

Equate Record

Pin Record

Bused Signal Data Record

Bused Signal Text Record

Bus Substitution Record

Bus Data Record

Bus-Related Text Record

Signal Substitution Record

Signal Data Record

Sigml-Related Text Record

u

Header Section

Header Record

Run-Time Date Record

The first section in a netlist is the header section. It contains a header
record, a run-time date record, DCM file definition group, set definition
groups, and design data groups.

The header record specifies the netlist output format type. The header
record has the following form:

NELIST, 4
NETLIST is the record identifier.

The number 4 refers to the current netlist version type.

The header record is followed by a date record which specifies the date
on which the netlist report was generated.

Date records are output throughout the netlist report to document files
and report creation dates.

All date records (regardless of where they appear) have the following
form:

DA:[Erddd mmm dd hh.mm.Ss yyyy

DATE is the record identifier.

In the above format:

ddd is an abbreviation for the day of the week (i.e., Mon, Tue, etc.)

mm77z is an abbreviation for the month (i.e., Jan, Mar, Dec)

dd is the numerical day of the month (i.e., 02, 15, 31)
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DCM File Definition
Group

Set Definition Group

Design Data Groups

a

®

a

fob is the hour of the day based on a 24 hour clock (i.e. 3:00 PM is 15:00
in 24 hour format)

mm is the minutes

ss is the seconds

3/I/±f!/ is the complete year designation

The run-time date record is followed by a DCM file definition group.
The DCM group contains two records: a DCM file record and a file
creation date record.

The DCM file record has the following form:

DCM,file f rum

DCM is the record identifier.

f.!c is the name of the dcm file used to generate the netlist.
%wm is the number of drawing files used to create the drawing
cormection model.

The DCM file record is followed by a date record which specifies the
file creation date of the dcm file.

The DCM file definition group is followed by a series of set definition
groups that document the drawing sets that were used in creation of
the dcm file.

A set definition group consists of a set record followed by a series of
file and file date record pairs.
'The set definition record has the following form:

SET'„"in

SET is the record identifier.

7tz/in is the number of drawing files in the set.

The file definition record has the following form:

ELErdwgnumftlename

HLE is the record identifier.

dzogrwm is a unique number assigned to the specific drawing (named in
fi.!cmme) in the drawing connectivity model (dcm).

fi.!erra7#e is the name of the FutureNet drawing file (including directory
path).

The file record is followed by a date record specifying the creation date
of the drawing file.

The set definition group is followed by a number of data groups that
document the contents of the design-related alpha fields contained
within the design.
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Drawing Section

Data groups are output throughout the netlist to document displayed
alpha fields. Each data group consists of a data record followed by text
records.

Data records have the following form:

D fattr i ext

In the format shown above:

D is the record identifier.

4ffr is the attribute number assigned to the field.

felt is the displayed text.

In the following example, 151 is the attribute number of the data field
and VIDEO FRAME GRABBER is the alphanumeric contents of the
data field.

D,151,VIDEO FRAME GRABBER

There is one text record for each line of layered text associated with the
alpha fields.

Text records have the form:

TAata

T is the record identifier.

drfH is a line of layered text.

The example shown below illustrates:

T,COM=GATES DESIGN EXAMPLE

COM=GATES DESIGN EXAMPLE is layered text that appears under
the date record alpha field, described above.

Drawing groups contain all of the data that relates to an instance of a
particular drawing file in the design. In structured designs, drawing
groups may be generated several times for the same drawing if that
drawing file is used multiple times in the structured design.

Drawing groups appear in the netlist in numerical order, based upon
the drawing occurrence count assigned by the drawing connectivity
model.

A drawing group consists of a drawing record, a series of path records,
and data records. The first record, which is always present, appears as
follows:

DW G ,filenameAavg-occ-out rof-rum

DWG is the record identifier.

f.[enamc is the name of a FutureNet drawing file (excluding the
directory path information).

dzog-occ-crzf is the drawing occurrence count. The first number in this
field represents the drawing number as specified in the FILE record; the
second number represents the occurrence of a drawing file in a design.
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Path Group and Path
Records

Drawing Data Group

Symbol Section

Symbol Records

r¢-„t{m is a unique number assigned to the drawing occurrence. It is
used to make unnamed or local signal names unique to the drawing
occurrence.

In the following example, the drawing group contains the netlist data
for the second occurrence of the third drawing. This drawing
occurrence is assigned a reference number of 6. The name of the third
drawing is frram.dwg.

DRAWING,frram.dwg+2,6

The drawing record is followed by a path record.

The drawing paths used to move through the design from the root to
the current drawing, can be traced through the path records. Under the
drawing record that names the current drawing, there is one path
record for each drawing file in the design hierarchy beginning at a root
drawing and moving down to the current drawing. The path group is a
series of path records as shown below:

PAL:TH,filename Awg-occ- cmt Symbol-ref ,loc

PATH is the record identifier.

fi.!curmc is a file along the current drawing path.
dayg-occ-cnf is the drawing occurrence count.

sgr7zboJ-rot  is the symbol reference number assigned by FuturchTet. This
number is unique for each symbol on a drawing. While in FutureNet,
the number can be seen in the upper-left corner of each symbol cell.

Zoc is the user assigned location designator (attribute LCX=/2), if any, of
the symbol.

The following example shows that the current drawing was referenced
from the second drawing, fourth occurrence of the eleventh symbol.
The drawing filename was addr.dwg and the symbol has an assigned
location of U20.

PATII,addr.dwg,24,11,U20

Drawing groups for root drawings do not contain path records.

After the path group, a drawing data group is output. The data group
records contain all the drawing-related alpha fields and associated
layered text for the drawing file.

The symbol section consists of a series of symbol groups. There is one
group for each symbol in the design. Each symbol group contains a
syndol record, followed by data  groups or equate records.

The symbol record appears as:

S:YMrdwg-occ-cnt Symbol-rot ,loc

SYM is the record identifier.

dngucc-c#f denotes the drawing occurrence count.
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While in FutureNet, the number can be seen in the upper-left comer of
each symbol cell.

Joc is the user assigned location designator (attribute LOC/2), if any, of
the symbol.

In the following example, the seventh symbol, with an assigned
location of U002, in the second occurrence of the third drawing is
referenced. The assigned symbol location is U002.

SYM;-2,7,U002

Symbol Data Groups

Symbol Equate Record

Signal Section

Signal Group

The symbol data groups document the contents of symbol-related and
pin-related alpha fields associated with the named symbol. Data groups
are output for the first drawing orourrence of a symbol. If the symbol is
in a functional block drawing that is referenced more than once in the
design, all additional references to the symbol are followed by equate
records.

The symbol equate record indicates that there are multiple occurrences
of the symbol because it is in a functional block drawing that is
referenced more than once. The equate record has the form:

EQUAwg-occ-onl Symbol-ref

EQU is the record identifier.

dzog-occ-c#f denotes the first occurrence of the symbol where the symbol
data group is fully documented in the netlist output.

sgr»-rot is the symbol reference number assigned by FutureNet.

The signal section consists of a series of signal groups. There is one
group for each signal network in the design.

A signal group consists of a signal record, equate records, and a series
of pin groups.

Signal records have the following form:

SIGbus bus attr bus davg-occ- eat , sig ,
sig attr ysig dwg-occ-cut

In the above record:

SIC is the record identifier.

bus is the name of the bus line.

Z7us af i r is the attribute number of the bus field used to name the bus.

bus dzugocac»f is the drawing occurrence count.

s].g is the name given to the signal line.

si.g affr is the attribute number of the named signal field.

sz.g dzug+}cc{»f is the drawing occurrence count.
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Equate Groups and
Records

Pin Groups

Pin Data Groups

n

When a bus is substituted from a higher level of the design, the
substituted bus name, attribute, and drawing occurrence count are used
in the fields of this record.

When a signal is substituted from a higher level of the design, the
substituted signal name, attribute, and drawing occurrence number are
used.

When more than one name is assigned to a signal, an equate group is
generated. An equate group is a series of equate records. There is one
record for each additional signal name.

Equate records take the form:

EQufus falias Awg-num

EQU is the record identifier.

bzrs is the bus identifier, if any.

azz.as is another name for the signal in the primary group.

dayg-riztm is the drawing number where the alias originated.

In the example shown below, the signal in the first occurrence of the
second drawing has the name EnnAD. Its alias, as shown, is E1. EI
originated in the third drawing.

SIG„EnnAD,5,2-1
EQU"E1,

A pin group consists of a pin record, pin data groups, bus substitution
groups and signal substitution groups.
Pin records have the following form:

P";pin davg-occ-crl;i F3ym-ref }oc , pin attr ,pin

In the above record, the fields are defined as follows:

PIN is the record identifier.

pt.# dzDg-occ-c#£ is the drawing occurrence count.

sym-r¢ is the symbol reference number of the symbol of which the pin
is a part.

!oc is the user assigned location designator (attribute Lac/2), if any, of
the symbol.

pi.# affr is the attribute number of the pin field used to name the pin.

pr.» is the name of the pin.

The pin data groups document the contents of pin-related alpha fields
associated with the name pin.
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Bus Substitution
Group

Signal Substitution
Group
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substitution group for each occurrence of the bus in the hierarchy
beginning where the bus originated and continuing down to the point
where the bused signal is defined.

Within the bus substitution group are optional bus data groups. Bus
data groups are output for each alpha field at the specified level of
substitution for the bus. Within a signal group, the bus substitution for
a given drawing occurrence is only output the first time the drawing is
encountered. Subsequent references will only consist of the bus
substitution record.

Bus substitution records have the following form:

BUS_SUB,bzf s dzog-occ-c.zf

ln the record shown above:

BUS  SUB is the record identifier.

bus dovgurc-cnf is the drawing occurrence count in this bus substitution
hierarchy. If it is the first definition of the substitution for this drawing
occuITence count, the record is followed by bus data groups for the bus
related alpha fields.

The pin record is also followed by one or more signal substitution
groups. There is a signal substitution group for each occurrence of the
signal in the hierarchy beginning where the signal originated and
continuing down to the pin.

Within the signal substitution group are optional signal data groups.
Signal data groups are output for each alpha field at the specified level
of substitution for the signal. Signal data groups are not output if a data
group for the same drawing occurrence has already been output earlier
in the signal group. Again, only the first occurrence will have a data
oroup Output.
Signal substitution records have the following form:

S-G_Sin rsig dwg-a cc-ci..t

In the above record:

SIG  SUB is the record identifier.

sz.g dzog-occ{r!f is the drawing occurrence count in this signal
substitution hierarchy. If it is the first definition of the substitution for
this drawing occurrence count, the record is followed by signal data
groups for the signal related alpha fields.
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Signal Group Example

®

The following is an example of a signal group:

SIC,ABj,1-1,4,52-1
PIN3-13N421,Q

D,21,Q
BUS_SUB,1-1

D,5,AB[0:3]
BUS_SUB,2-1

D,5,R
SIG_SUB,2-1

D,5,0
SIG_SUB,3-1

D,5,QI
PIN3-2£N6,21,S

D,21,S
BUS_SUB,1-1
BUS_SUB,2-1
SIG_SUB,2-1
SIC_SUB,3-2

D,5,SI

In the example shown, signal 4 on bus AB is connected to two pins; Q
and S. Bus AB is first named in drawing 1-1 with a SIG/5 attribute. Bus
AB is passed via a functional block to drawing 2-1. In drawing 2-1, the
bus is named R with a SIC/5 attribute. In drawing 2-1, signal 4 (with a
SIC/5 attribute) is attached to the bus. Signal 4 is passed via functional
blocks to drawing 3-1, where pin Q is connected, and to drawing 3-2,
where pin S is connected. The signal is named Ql in drawing 3-1 and
Sl in drawing 3-2.
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The Compatible Netlist Generator produces a netlist file in the format
described later in this chapter.

Enhanced and
Compatible Netlists

Note:    Attributes introduced with Netlist Generator 4.0 and above will be
napped into baclcward conpatiple qttftbute p¥mbe!s. In a¢diti±op, the
BUS 9 attribute is mapped to the SIG 5 attribute for version 2.0 post
processors. Some variations _to the oyfpqu f orapat play bf obtal.red
through the use of options that specify deviation from the netlist format
that was standard prior to version 4.0.

The Post package contains two netlist generators.  The Enhanced Netlist
Generator takes full advantage of advanced features such as layered
text.  The Compatible Netlist Generator provides backward
compatibility for existing products that do not support the new features.

This chapter provides detailed information about how to use the
Compatible Netlist Generator. You will also find a detailed explanation
of the resulting netlist format later in this chapter.  Operation of the
Enhanced Netlist Generator is in the chapter, "Enhanced Netlist
(NET4)."

The Compatible Netlist Generator generates a netlist that is the same
format as the older standard netlist. You can use this format with
existing post processing tools that depend upon the older format. The
Compatible Netlist Generator provides backward compatibility for
drawings that have been created using the FutureNet Version 4.x and
later design and drawing features. Layered text can be used, but it will
not appear in compatible netlists because it was not supported in
earlier netlist formats.

Both of the netlist formats described above can only be generated from
drawings in the DASH4 or later file format. Refer to the appendix in
the FwfwrcNef user Ma#MJ that discusses conversion of DASH-2 or
DASH-3 drawings to` the DASH4 format.
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Running the Compatible Netlist Generator
The Compatible Netlist Generator can be run from the FuturINet
menus or from the command line. Basic menu and command line
operation is explained in the Fz/fwrcIVct LJser Ma»urz.  Operations
specific to the Compatible Netlist Generator are explained in this
document.

The Netlist Generator requires a .dcm input file.

V`

I-'

Command Line

Menus

Note:   For the Compatible Netlist Generator to function correctly, the drawing
files must be avalhble and in the sane location as they were during the
oreation of the .dcm file.

Run the Compatible Netlist Generator from the command line by
entering

netc

In addition to the options described here for the Compatible Netlist
Generator, there are some options that are common to FutureNet and
the post processors.  Information on these options, and on placing
command line options in command files are in the fztfztreNcf LJser
Mnunl.

You can run the Compatible Netlist Generator from the FutureNet
export menus either separately or as part of a consecLitive process.  To
run the program separately, access the Compatible Netlist dialog box
by making the following menu selections:

EXPORT Generate Reports
Generate Netlist

Compatible (NETC)

After selecting your options, select the NETC action button to run the
Prooram
To run the program as part of a consecutive process, refer to the section
"Export Manager" in Chapter 1, "Post Overview."

Figure 7-1 on the facing page shows the dialog box for selecting
Compatible Netlist Generator options.
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Figure 7-1
Compativle Net List Generator
Dialog BOx

Compatible Netlist
Generator Options

Specify Filenames

Input I-

Output .-

Error I_

The options specific to the Compatible Netlist Generator are discussed
below. The menu selection is given on the left; the command line
equivalent is on the right, with the option being discussed in bold text.

ne+a -.idcmJile

Enter the .dcm file created by the Drawing Preprocessor.

In the menus, if you run the Netlist Generator in the same session that you
run the Drawing Preprocessor, the input filename is entered for you.
When you entered the .dcm filename and press E , the default values for
the output and error filename entry fields are completed for you.

nets -idcmfile -oftlenane

The default file name of the Compatible Netlist output file is
dcmj{leinet.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

nets -idonJ{ke -Ofilename

The default name for an error file created during Compatible Netlist
processing is dc7#+.Je.ncr.  This error file is created if any errors are
encountered during processing.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.
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Other Options

I  Ignore   GATE
Attribute

I  AIlocate Memory
for a Large Design

I  Exclude Net of
Uncormected Pins

I  Map Non-printable
Charactus

I  Append Reference
Number to
Unnamed Signals

nets -rdonfle ng

In earlier-format netlists, gate information for multi-gate or
multi-section parts was appended to reference dsignators. For example,
U001B has the gate designator 8 appended to the basic reference
designator (U001) indicating the second, or 8, section of the part.
FutureNet now has a specific attribute (GATE) to designate gate
information. The Compatible Netlist Generator by default appends
display text with the GATE attribute to the reference designator.  This
option allows you to control this function.

The -g option indicates the GATE field display text should be ignored
and not be appended to the end of the LOC field display text.

The +g option resets to the default to append the GAIT field display
text to the LCX= field display text in the netlist output.

netc -idcmjtle -"

By default, the Compatible Netlist Generator uses all available memory,
leaving a fixed amount of buffer space for drawing data. This reduces
disk accesses and significantly improves processing speed.
Occasionally, large drawing files require more than the normal amount
of buffer space, and can only be processed if the buffer space is
increased. The Allocate Memory for a Large Design option increases
the available memory to process large designs.  Since this option does
result in slower processing speed, you should only use this option
when you receive an outrof-memory error message when generating a
netlist for a large design.

Tvetc -idcmjtle -n

The earlier-format netlist contained a pseudo-net for unconnected pins.
This net consisted of all unconnected pins in the design. The signal
N/C is also a reserved signal name for a network of unconnected pins.
Use this option to exclude this net from the output file.

note -idonfile -p

Some characters allowed by FutureNet (version 4.0 and later) are not
printable on some printers. The normal range of printable characters is
ASCII character code 20H (space) through 7EH (tilde~). Use this option
to map non-printable characters to their octal value.  This value is a
multi{haracter sequence of ~ddd in the netlist output. The tilde
character (~) is napped to a double tilde (~~).

netc -idcmj{le -I

Earlier-format netlists had processor-assigned names for unnamed
signals. The assigned names were of the form ****xap/}q/ or *"xxxx]/}qq/
where ut* appears as shown and xxngq/I/ or xxxxp/!qq/ is a unique
number derived from the placement of the wiring net in the schematic.
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(Exclude Bus Name
in Output)

The new format (Enhanced) netlist appends a unique drawing reference
number assigned by the processor to the end of the name. This
reference number remains constant for all unnamed signals within the
same drawing. Use this option to choose whether or not to use this
feature with the earlier-format netlist.

nets -idcmfile -b

This option is not available from the menus.  Use this command line
option to exdude the bus name from the output signal records for
compatibility with some earlier translators.

Compatible Netlist Output File Format
The netlist file produced by the Compatible Netlist Generator is written
in ASCII format, and contains a fixed number of fields. These fields are
separated by commas and may contain up to 255 characters each. A
carriage return (Hex OD) and line feed character (Hex OA) appear at the
end of each record.

Structure

Drawing Data

Records are output in sets of stmctured groups that contain one or
more lines of related data. For example, one group might contain a
signal name record followed by records for the pins that connect to it.

Groups begin with an open-parenthesis "(" at the front of the first
record, and end with a record that contains only a closed-parenthesis
")", carriage return and line feed.

The first record in a netlist looks like this:

NELIST2
In this record, the number 2 refers to the current netlist version type.

This record is then followed by three sections of information: drawing
data, symbol data, and signal data.

A drawing data group is generated for each drawing file in the design.
In structured designs, a drawing data group is generated each time a
file is used in the structure. Drawing data groups appear in the netlist
in numerical order, based upon the path reference number.

Three types of records can appear in drawing data groups. The first
record, which is always present, takes the form:

(DRAINING, filename, path rof

A.Je»a7»c is the name of a FutureNet or structured design drawing file
(including Das directory information and filename extension).

prffe r¢ is the generator-assigned path reference number.
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The PA" Record

The DATA Record

Symbol Data

The SYM Record

The DATA Record

The second record type, PATH, only appears in netlists of structured
designs. This record traces the drawing path used to move through the
structure to the current drawing file, and should not be confused with
ms directory paths.
A record is generated for each file along the drawing path. These
records take the form:

PA;:T\1, f ilename,symbol rof,circuit des

fi.Jcmmc is a file along the current drawing path (complete with RE
directory information and f.Jerzamc extension).

$3/mboz roy is the reference number of the symbol in f.Zerza77zc that
contains a pointer down that drawing path.

cz.rc7ti.f des is the contents of the circuit designator QjCi= 2) field of that eymbol.

The third record type in this section is the drawing data itself. A DATA
record is generated for each alphanumeric field on the sheet that has an
attribute number between 50 and 54, as well as any field that is not
contained within a symbol, or associated with a signal line.

These records take the form:

DAITAfattribute,atphatext

¢ffri.bwfe is the attribute number of the data field.

alpha fexf is the alphanumeric contents of that field.

A record containing only a closed-parenthesis symbol ")" follows the
last DATA record in each group.

A symbol data group is generated for each symbol used in the design.
In structured designs, a group is generated several times for the same
symbol if the file that contains that symbol is used multiple times in the
structure. Each symbol group contains two types of records.

The first record takes the form:

(S",path rof,symbol ref

prffr nor is the Compatible Netlist Generatorasstgned path reference nLrmber.

sgr#Z7oZ roy is the symbol reference number assigned by the Schematic
Designer.

The SYM record is then followed by a number of DATA records which
document the contents of all attribute fields contained within the
symbol. These records take the form:

DAITAfattribute,alphatext

4ffri.bwfe is the attribute number of the data field.

azpha fexf is the alphanumeric contents of that field.

A record containing only a closed-parenthesis symbol ")" follows the
last DATA record in each group.
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Sorting SYM Records

Signal Data

The SIG Record

Sorting SIG
Records

Symbol record groups appear in the netlist in an order based on a
comparison of a number of fields. In this comparison, if any of these
fields are empty, they are placed in the netlist prior to records in which
that particular field is not empty.

Records are frst sorted in terms of part number. If two records share the
same part number, then the value (attribute 4) fields are compared. Where
these fields are also equal, tolerance (attribute 6), stress (attribute 7), and
drawing reference number, location (attribute 2), drawing sheet number,
and symbol reference number are compared in their respective order.

Fields are sorted in alphanumeric order, with numbers first.

The third section in the netlist contains signal information. A signal (or
SIC) record group is generated for each signal that appears in the input
DCM file. Signal names that were replaced in the pin lists of structured
design drawings through signal name substitution do not cause record
groups to be generated.

SIG record groups appear in the netlist in a specific order determined
by comparing several attribute fields. These fields, in the order in
which they are compared, are bus name, signal name, drawing
reference number, and sheet number.

In this comparison, if a field is empty, the record associated with it is
placed in the netlist prior to records in which that particular field is not
empty. Otherwise, records are sorted in alphanumeric order, with
numbers first, by comparing one character of a field at a time.

The first record of a signal group takes the form:

SIGbus,sigi`.al,ref,attribute,text

bus is the name of the bus (if any) which the signal is attached to. In the
case of a signal that is not connected to a bus, the bus field is empty,
although the commas are still included in the record as placeholders.

sz.g7zaz is the name assigned to the signal line.

roy is a number assigned by the FutureNet Compatible Netlist Generator
to reference the sheet or sheets of a design on which the signal appears.
When the signal name is user specified, the associated signal line may
appear on any or all sheets of its drawing set. Because of this, the roy
field contains the drawing reference number. When the signal name is
instead generated by the FutureNet Compatible Netlist Generator, the
signal can only be local to a single drawing file. This is because the
processor has no data with which to associate it to a net on another
sheet. In these cases, the path reference number is used for r¢.

4ffribztfc is the attribute number associated with the signal name field.

fexf is the contents of that field (usually the same as the signal name).
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The DATA Record

The EQU Record

The PIN Record

Sorting PIN
Records

Occasionally, SIC records are followed by DATA records. This t)pe of
record appears when the signal line is associated with more than one
alphanumeric field that has the same signal name, but different
attribute numbers or additional text. The format of these records is:

DA;TAfattribute,alphatext

affrz.bwfc is the attribute number of the text field.

azpho fcxf is the contents of that field.

The remainder of the SIC record group may contain one of two types
of records: EQU (equate) records and PIN records.

Equate records appear when a signal line is assigned two or more
different signal names. This record tells the user or post-processor
products that the pin information for the signal line can be found under
the equated signal name. Equate records take the form:

EQubus,signal,rof

bus is the bus name (if any).

sz.g7ae! is the signal name.

roy is the drawing or path reference number assigned by the Compatible
Netlist Generator.

Pin records appear in all other cases, and contain the information that
detemines the specific pins of specific symbols to which the signal line
attaches. These records take the form:

PIN ,path ref,symb ol rofpircuit des,attribute,text

prffr roy is the path reference number of the sheet that contains the pin
to which the signal connects.

Sgr7ztoz rot is the reference number of the syinbol of which the pin is a part.

cl+cwi.f des is the contents of the symbol's circuit designator (LCX= 2) field.

affri.bwfc is the attribute number of the pin field.

fexf is the pin name found within that pin field.

PIN records appear in the netlist in an order based on a comparison of
several alphanumeric fields. The first of these fields is drawing
reference number. For records that share the same drawing reference
number, the circuit designator (Lac 2) fields are then compared. Where
these fields are also equal, sheet number, symbol reference number and
pin name fields are compared in their respective order.
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In this comparison, if a field being compared is empty, the associated
record is placed in the netlist prior to records in which that particular
field is not empty. Otherwise, records are sorted in alphanumeric order,
with numbers first, by comparing one character in a field at a time.

A closed-parenthesis symbol ")" record, on its own line, follows the last
EQU or PIN record in each SIG group.

When all SIC record groups have been generated, a <Ctrl-Z> code
(X'1A') is generated to signify end of file.
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)
The Parts List program traverses a design, drawing by drawing, and
generates a list of parts needed to implement the design. The output
file format is covered in the section, "Parts List Output File Format."

Part uniqueness is determined by the following properties:

•   PART -part designator

•   VAL-partvalue

•   TOL -part tolerance

•   SIR -part stress
•   PcliR -part characteristics

For the Parts List program, a part on a schematic diagram is defined as
any symbol which has

•   Connected pine

•   Text fields with symbol-related attributes assigned to it

Running the Parts List Program
The Parts List program can be run from the FutureNet export menus or
from the command line. Basic menu and command line operation is
explained in the FwfwrgNef Liter MflHwaz.  Operations specific to the
Parts List program are explained in this document.

The Parts List program requires a .dcm input file.

Note:   For the Parts I.ist program to function coyectly, th.e dravipg files peust
be avalidble and in the same location as they were dwing the creation
of the .dc" file.
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Co-and Line

Menus

Figure 8-1
Parts List Program Dialog Box

Parts List Program
Options

Run the Parts List program from the command line by entering

parts
In addition to the options described here for the Parts List, there are
some options that are common to FutureNet and the post processors.
These options are described in detail, along with information on
placing command line options in command files, in the FwfwreNcf Ltscr
Mnual.

You can run the Parts List program from the FutureNet export menus
either separately or as part of a consecutive process.  To run the
program separately, access the Parts List dialog box by making the
following menu selections:

EXPORT Generate Reports
Generate Parts List

Figure 8-1 shows the dialog box for selecting Parts List program
Options.

After selecting your options, select the PARTS action button to run the
Prooram.
To run the program as part of a consecutive process, refer to the section
'Export Manager" in Chapter 1, "Post Overview."

The options specific to the Parts List program are discussed below. The
menu selection is given on the left; the command line equivalent is on
the right, with the option being discussed in bold text.
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Specify Filenames

Input I-

Output I-

Error I_

Add Colu- to
Report

H  Selectwide
Format

Title for User
Column I_

Property for User
Column I_

a

paLrts -idonjil e
Enter the .dcm file created by the Drawing Preprocessor.

In the menus, if you run the Parts Hst program in the same session that

#ue;o:een¥e:#?dp:I:Pff=:'£:grpffieng:edfesf::tteguf:rf¥:uine
output and error filename entry fields are completed for you.

pacts -idonJtle -ofolename
The default filename of the Parts List output file is danJ.Je.prt.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

parts -idcmJtle -efilename
The default name for an error file created during Parts List processing
is dcmJze.pxr.  This error file is created if any errors are encountered
during processing.

In the menus, the default is entered automatically when you enter an
input filename.  You may use the mouse to select and change the
filename shown, but normally the default is satisfactory.

palrts -rdcmjile -w

Use this option to specify 132 column output allowing an additional
column of data in the Parts List report.  You can then define a title for
the column and a property to report.

palrts -idcmfile rstring

Use this option to specify the title for the added column.  If no title is
specified, the default header DESCRIPTION is used.  Choosing a
header for this column automatically selects 132{olumn format.

Note:   The title (string) cannot inctule any xpaces.  The Parts IJfet program
wtil consider the title to end when the frost apace (if any) is encoufttered
in the string.  Any word that fotlows the first space is interpreted as an
input ftle, causing an error.

paLrts -idcmfile -pproperty

Use this option to specify the contents of the added column. Selecting a
property for the user column automatically selects 132{olumn format.
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If your drawing contains a part with the property VENlroR=xx,
selecting the property VENlroR (for example, -pVENlroR) writes xxx
in the user column for that part. Refer to the chapter titled
`Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwrcNef Liscr Mfl#"Z for methods

of assigning properties to alphanumeric fields.

If no property is specified, no output will be listed in this column. If the
indicated property is not specified for a given part, the column for that
part will be blank.
Only one piece of data per part per drawing is included in the report,
so parts used multiple times in the design should have the same value
for the property specified for the User Column. The Parts List program
records the first value it encounters for the property for a part and
ignores the rest.  Note that the drawings and the parts within a
drawing are not processed in a specific order.

u

Other Options

E  Use GATE
Attribute
to Select Gates

paLrts -idcmJile -8

Use Gate Attribute to Select Gates.

FutureNet allows two methods of identifying gates in a design. How
the Parts List report uses these methods is controlled by this option\.
The two methods for gate identification are the following:

•   Use of the GATE property, either using display text or by using
layered text under one of the symbol related text fields in the part.

•   Use of the LCX= property to specify both the part reference
designator and the gate in the designated part.  For example, if the
reference designator is U001a, then the actual reference designator of
the part is U001 and the gate is "a."

Using the GATE property is the preferred method, unless strict
backward compatibility with older translators is needed.  For more
information on properties see "Understanding FutureNet" in the
FutureNct User Marl:ual.

Normally, both the GATE attribute and the LOC attribute will be
checked to identify gates, with the GAIT attribute having precedence.
However, when the Use GATE Attribute to Select Gates option is
used, only the GATE attribute will be used to identify gates.  The LOC
property will be used verbatim-no attempt will be made to strip a
gate designator from the text field.
When a gate is identified in a drawing, the output forlnat of the
REFERENCE DESIGNATOR column of the Parts List will be modified
using the following rules:

•   A part is only counted once for each set of gates encountered.

•   An asterisk (*) is printed after the reference designator of the second
and succeeding occuITence of gates using that designator.
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•   A comment prints on the bottom of the page indicating that the
designator  has been previously counted and is not included in the
parts count.

•   The reference designator will be followed by the gate, in brackets, as
in  U001[a].

Note:   No checking for dxplicate reference desigrators zLqu be performed.
Parts List will tarry dupticate occurrerraes of a reference designafor,
counting all ocourreru=es as unique.  Use the Design Rule Check
program to check for dxplicate reference desigrlators.

The following examples should clarify how the number of parts is
computed, especially when gated parts are involved.

With the following reference designator combinations, the part count is:

UIUI

Ula Ulb

Ula Ulb Ula Ulb

UI Ula

UI Ula Ula

UI Ula Ula Ulb

part count = 2

part count = 1

part count = 2

part count = 2

part count = 3

part count = 3

(Suppress
Date/Time D ata)

(Redirect Parts List
Output)

The above examples are valid regardless of the status of this option.

paLris -idcmfile -z

This option is not available from the menus.  Use -z on the command
line to suppress the printing of the date and time at the top of the
output file.

pa;Its -idonjtle -u

This option is not available from the menus.  Use -u on the command
line to redirect the contents of the output file to standard output
(stdout). By default, standard output is the screen. See your RE
manual for further information on standard output.
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Specify Part Library File

Part Library File
I

Sp ecify Attribute Number

Attribute NumberI_

Specify Tool Property

Tool Specification
I_

pauls -rdcmfile -+partjile

AIlows specification of a parts file from which properties may be
retrieved.  These properties can be used to identify the parts which will
be listed.  Also, the property which is used in the user column can be
put in this file.  For more information on parts file see the Comprni.or!
Programs and Reference User Manul.

pa\rts -idcmjtle -aoum

The symbol-related attribute listed here are the legal attributes available
for use with the -a option:

3
4
6
7
55-99
109-113
116-127
131
135
140
142-144

Attribute numbers above 99 are non-printing, displayed text attributes;
they are probably the best choice since they do not print on the
schematic but do appear on screen.  Other symbol-related attributes
will work, but we recommend that you use the attributes listed here.

parts -idcmfile -t

Use this option to specify tool-spedfic properties. If a tool is specified
for parts, properties which are tool-specific will override generic
properties. The default tool is PRT. Specifying another tool causes
PRTspecific properties to be ignored.

From the command line, enter -tNONE on the command line to specify
that only generic properties be used.
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)

Parts List Output File Format
A Part is defined as any symbol which has connected pins, or any
symbol which has alpha fields with symbol related attributes. The
following attributes are symbol related:

COM (0)
LOC (2)
PART (3)
VAL (4)
TOL (6)
SIR (7)
SYRL (138)
LOCL (146)
GATE (155)
SYLT (161)
LOGC (165)
Reserved attributes (55-99,110-113,116-127,133,135,140,142,143)

The data from the alpha fields including the displayed and layered text are
processed to obtain the PART, VAL, SIR, TOL, Pcrm, LOC, GATE, and a
possible user-specified property for generation of the parts list report.

Properties Refer to the chapter titled "Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwrcNe£
LJse7. Mamfflz for more information on properties. Circuit properties are
obtained from displayed or layered circuit-related text.

Attribute

CNUM (148)

CREV (149)

CDAT (150)

CTIT (151)

CREL (152)

CENG (153)

CRLT (158)

CREL (163)

Property

CNUM = display text

CREV = display text

CDAT = display text

CTIT = display text

CREL = display text

CENG = display text

display text is a property specification

none

Post User Manual
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)

Drawing properties are obtained from displayed or layered drawing-
related text.

Attribute

COM (0)

TITL (50)

DNUM (51)

DREV (52)

DPAG (53)

DATE (54)

DENG (154)

DWRL (129)

DWLT (159)

(55-135, 140, 142, 143)

Property

none

TITL = display text

DNUM = display text

DREV = display text

DPAG = display text

DATE = display text

DENG = display text

none

display text is a property specification

none

Part properties are obtained from displayed or layered symbol-related
text.

Attribute

COM (0)

LOC (2)

PART (3)

VAL (4)

TOL (6)

SIR (7)

SYRL (138)

LOCL (146)

GATE (155)

SYLT (161)

(55-135, 140, 142, 143)

PcliR

Property

none

LCX= = display text

PART = display text

VAL = display text

TOL = display text

SIR = display text

none

Lan = display text

GATE = display text

display text is a property specification

none

none

The properties PART, VAL, STRESS, TOL, and PCIR are used to
identify individual parts. The Parts List program uses the property
PCIR for part characteristics. The value of the PorR property can be
used to refine the uniqueness of the parts. It can be used for part
packaging (socketed, slim, etc), composition (ceramic, etc), vendor, etc.
For example, a capacitor may have the associated line of displayed text:

PCHR=Mylar
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)

a Part List Output
Reports

Post User Manual

which has been given the attribute SYLT (161). The characteristic Mylar
will then be included in the PART/VAL/STRESS/TOL/PCHR column,
and will distinguish that capacitor from a similar value ceramic
capacitor.

Another property, defined by the user, may also be provided in layered
or displayed text for a description column in the output. See the section
titled Property for User Column for details on selection of the
userrdefined property.

The displayed text of the CRLT (158), DWLT (159), and SYLT (161)
attributed alpha fields must have the following format:

[tcol:] praperty=[value] or
[tool:]property#[value]

Layered and displayed text will be processed to obtain values for
properties CNUM, CREV, CDAT, CTIT, CREL, CENG, TITL, DNUM,
DREV, DPAG, DATE, DENG, PART, VAL, STR, TOL, LOC, GATE,
Pclm and any user-specified property. Properties may be tool-specific
or generic. The default tool for Parts List is PRT. See the section titled
Tool Specification for information on making tool specifications.

A generic property should be specified only once either through
displayed or layered text. A tool specific property for a given tool
should be specified only once.

The output from Parts List contains two reports:  Files and Parts.

The first report is a reference listing of the input and output files
including the drawings used to generate the Parts List. Parts List will
detect and output Circuit Title, Circuit Number, Circuit Revision,
Circuit Release, Circuit Date, Circuit Engineer, Drawing Title, Drawing
Engineer, Drawing Number, Drawing Revision, Drawing Page, and
Drawing Date information if present. These are determined by the
properties CTIT, CNUM, CREV, CREL, CDAT, CENG, TITL, DENG,
DNUM, DREV, DPAG, and DATE respectively.

The second report is a list of the parts used in the design. The first
column, QTY, lists the total quantity in the design of the particular part
refend to.
The second column, PARTrvAIJSTRESSITOL/PCIR lists the data
associated with

•   The PART property (for example, 74LS00)

•   The VAL property (for example, 2.2K)

•   The SIR property (for example,1/4w)

•   The TOL property (for example,1%)

•   The PCHR property (for example, ceramic)

The primary sort within this report is an alphanumeric sort on the
concatenation of the PART, VAL, SIR, TOL, and PCIIR data (for
example, CAP, 0.1uF,1/4w, 5%, ceramic).



Parts List Generator (PARTS)

Sample Parts List

This colurm is optionally followed by a description column if the wide               |J
format is selected. The header for this column is DESCRIprloN unless
a different header has been selected (see the section Header for User
Column). The column will be left blank unless the property spedfied
for Parts List has been found associated with the part.

The next column, DWG/CI`IT, lists first the drawing number (which
refers back to the first report) and the count within that drawing of the
given part. This is useful in the case of multiple LCX=s, as there will be
only one unique REFERENCE DESIGNATOR listed no matter how
many times a particular LOC is encountered within a drawing
(associated with a unique PART). Each set of REFERENCE
DESIGNATORS within a PART is sorted by drawing.

The last column, REFERENCE DESIGNATORS, is a listing of the LOC
data which were found associated with each PART. An entry of ??? in
this column indicates that the PART referred to had no LCX= data.

The following pages show a sample Parts List Generator output report
generated from the schematic sheets that follow the report. The report
is generated from the command line as follows:

parts sampll sampl2

Note:   The PCHR (part characteristic) fied (that is, TANT, PLASTIC,
CERAMIC, COMP, and N|O) in page 2 Of the report is coutatned in
layered text on the scheratic diagran.
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)

Figure 8-2
Sample Parts I.ist

_______------------------------------------------------------------------__---_-

PART   LIST   GENERATION                                                                                                                                            page:         1

5:€::t :i:::  :::g:::S::          3:::;  ::: :::  2:  8::2::38  :::8
_____---------------------------------------------------------------------_--___
Drawing  Files_______----------------------------------------------------------------------__-

Drawing   #1:      \POST\SAMPL1.DWG
TITLE:    PARTLIST   GENERATOR   SAMPLE
Drawings:   405006
Revision:   C
Page   NO:    1
Date:   MAY   17,1988

Drawing   #2:      \POST\SAMPL2.DWG
TITLE:   List  of  Materials  Example
Drawings:   405015
Revision:   C
Page   NO:    2
Date:   .uly  3,   1985

__________---------------------------------------------------------------___----

PART   LIST   GENERATION                                                                                                                                              page:         2

5:E;:t :i:::  :::B:::S::          8::::  ::: :::  2:  8::2:::8  ::8:
_____--------------------------------------------------------------------____-__

panT/VAI./sTREss/roL/PCHR         I    DWG/CNT   I              REFERENCE   DEslGNATORs------ I --------------
1/1         I    CR|
1/1          I    C1
2/1          I    U2[A],    U2[B]*
1/1          I    U1
1/1          I    Y1
1/2         I    R4,   R5

1
1
1
1

---------.-------------------- I
1N914                                                                            I
1uF,    100V,    TANT                                       I
7474,    PIASTIC                                           I
8284A,    CERAMIC                                            I

I                1     I     OSC,     6.OMHz                                                            I
I            2    I    RES,    1K,    1/4W,    1%,    FI"               I

i           :!5:w:icz;5#;oL/4W.5%,C°MP        i        :/:        i§:1
*  Gated  designa€or  counted  elsewhere  -  not  included  in  this  count
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Parts List Generator (PARTS)

:a;::I::I::N:¥:;:::s::         8::::  I:: 5:i 2: 8::2:::8 i::3
page :        3

____-----------------------------------------------------------------------_----

Tocal  Parts  Lisc  Time:   2  see

31211

D

81

1'C

C

|iyi       Osc                                        8284A         e                           ci,OcK
26.e   riHz                                    i6

X1x2             PCI.K 2
T[ 1314 F/C             OSCEFl 125                              REaDv

+5u

1 CSYNCAEN1J\E2f\SYNCR1]YiRIly2REAI)Y
3?

i:?::;K:::u]s[l:fflH2R1'Y2

2cR1
154611

)A

I

8

|C|1uF2100u+5u1Fts|K|XI,,W2FtE5 UlPRT:PCHRiFII.M

A

I

I I T|, EpaHT  I.IST  GEIIERAlnR  sAMpl.E

SIZE      C0I}E      NUHBER                                                             REV

A                                405006                         C
DATE    rm¥    i7,ig88               I     siiEET       I     oF    2

81716 51413121,
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5QCI)a 5

Y

I

69
2

K
3

V

10

U207474

gQiDa
13

8
12
11
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The following messages have been divided into two major sections. The
first section contains messages specific to the Drawing Preprocessor.
The second section contains general messages which can occur in the
other Post programs.

rB          Drawing prepr°Ces:e°:ra¥n:Sp::r8oreessor provides four levels of messegrs. fatalJ
error, waning, and general message. Errors are listed here by group,
and alphabetically within groups. Words in italics, such as "77ic and
%wmber, represent information provided by the Drawing Preprocessor
as part of the error message to help locate and correct errors, for
example, filenames and symbol numbers.

Fatal Errors

Errors

Warnings

Messages

Fatal errors terminate the program and provide information about the
problem that caused the error. No data is lost with fatal errors.

Errors do not terminate the program. The Drawing Preprocessor will
continue to process the drawing files, but no model will be created.
Because errors do not terminate the program, they provide a way of
finding design errors that need to be corrected before a model can be
built. Once the errors have been corrected, run the Drawing
Preprocessor again.

Warnings indicate that design problems may be present or that the
design may not be what you are expecting, but it will not prevent a
model from being created. For example, warnings can occur when two
conflicting attributes refer to the same signal, for example, universal
and normal assigned to the same signal.

Messages report program status.
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Messages

Fatal Errors
Could not read record rzzt77zbe7.

Error reading drawing file urmc

Fatal error(s) found; no connection
data appended to file

File ur77zc didn't open for read

File 7iamc didn't open for write

File mz77zc is not a DASHrd (or later)
drawing file

File 71amc is not a drawing file

Illegal search path prffe

Input file not specified

Ran out of memory ...... Run "local
filename", then run DCM

Ran out of space writing connection
data

This error indicates that the file may have been corrupted.
Read the file back ,into FutureNet, save it, and then try
running the Drawing Preprocessor again.

Error in drawing file format, that is, the file has been
corrupted. Read the file back into FutureNet, save it, and
then try running the Hawing Preprocessor again.

This error indicates that local, a subprocess of the Drawing
Preprocessor, has found errors in the drawing file. These
errors will prevent the connectivity model from being built
and connection data from being appended to the end of the
drawing file. Correct all the listed errors (see the error file)
and then run the Drawing Preprocessor again.

File has been read-protected.

Unable to append local connection data to end of file. File
has been writeaprotected.

This drawing is not in the DASH4 file format. only
DASH4 and later drawing files are supported. Go back
into the schematic editor, load the drawing into DASH4,
save it, and then try running the Drawing Preprocessor
again. Loading a DASH-3 drawing into DASH4
automatically translates the DASH-3 drawing into the
DASH4 forrrrat.

The specified file is not a DASHJ drawing file.

The search path has been incorrectly specified.

An input file was not specified or was specified incorrectly.

During normal operation, the local and dent subprocesses
are transparent: the drawing preprocessor uses the drawing
files (.dwg) to generate a drawing connectivity model file
(.dcm).  This message indicates that there was insufficient
memory to complete the connectivity model for a single
drawing file, so you need to run the local process
separately.  Refer to 'Running the Local Subprocess" in the
chapter titled "Using the Drawing Preprocessor."

Another option is to try partitioning the drawing file
named on the screen or in the error file and running the
Drawing Preprocessor again. Clear out any RAM resident
programs to free up memory.

Your disk is full. Make space on the disk or go to a
different output device.
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Messages

a Unable to close file ur77zc

Unable to connect file rzame

Unable to create virtual memory file
lane

Unable to open drawing file rzamc

Unable to open file #ame

Unable to open virtual memory file
rurme

Un]enown record type #t/mbcr

Virtual memory allocation error

Virtual memory error

Errors
Ambiguous pin mmc at x*#, ]/}qq/

Disk space is insufficient to close file. Make space on the
disk and try again.

This error occurs when local connection, a subprocess of
the Drawing Preprocessor, has uncovered fatal errors.
Correct the errors listed in the error file and try again.

Disk space is insufficient to save file. Make space on the
disk and try again.

Drawing file is not in current directory and optional search
path has not been specified, an illegal search path was
specified, or the drawing is read-protected.

Drawing file is not in current directory and optional search
path has not been specified, the drawing file was not found
in any of the search paths specified, or the drawing is
read-protected.

Disk space is insufficient to open file, or specified drive is
not ready.

This error indicates that the file may have been corrupted.
Read the file back into FutureNet, save it, and then try
running the Drawing Preprocessor again.

Disk space is insufficient to store drawing connectivity
model. Remove any unnecessary files from the disk and try
running the Drawing Prepror:essor again.

No .dcm file has been created. Post has encountered a
problem while trying to resolve connectivity for the circuit.
Call Customer Support at one of the telephone numbers
listed in the Preface.

Attribute conflict on signal rz4mc at
XXXX,yyyy

Bus mme in file rzamc has an unnamed
signal

Duplicate functional block pin name
due to signal aliasing in functional
block mzffle

The position of the point of effect and its display text
associate a pin with a symbol. A pin must relate to
precisely one symbol. In this case, the pin at the specified
coordinates cannot be precisely related to one symbol.

This error occurs when two signals have the same name
and one of the signals has been assigned a universal
attribute and the other a non-universal attribute.

Unnamed signals on a bus are not allowed.

Two input pin names have been assigned to the same
signal inside the functional block.
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Messages

Duplicate pin name 7zamc in symbol
7iwmber in file rza77fc

Files rz477zc-and rz477ze reference each
other through functional blocks

Functional blocks:
name

are not used consistently in
symbol 7z#r»bcr in file mmc

Illegal attribute raemc on bus mmc in
file urmc

Illegal attribute ur7#c on signal mmc
in file mmc

Illegal bus to signal junction at rx",
yyyy

Illegal line found starting at xxar,
yyyy

Illegal pin at 7aemc at **xx, ]/I/]q/

Multiple bus name on bus mmc in file
rulne

Multiple pin name on pin urmc on
symbol »ztmz7cr in file mme

Signal 7zamc not found in functional
block m7»e used in file ur7#c

Unnamed signal on bus at xx#, €€/]q/.

Universal signal ma77zc used in
connection of functional blodc name

There are two pins with the same name on the same
functiorral block.

A loop has been created between the indicated files in
which a lower level drawing calls a higher level drawing.
The second file listed in the error message contains the
functional block that references the first file in the error
message.

A drawing file has been specified in two different drawing
sets or the functional blocks are not identical (that is, they
have a different number of pins).

A package signal attribute, for example, SIGP or SGLP, is
assigned to a bus.

The attribute type BUSS or BUSN is assigned to a signal.

An illegal bus to signal junction has been made. This type
of error can be difficult to locate. For example, it can be
hidden from view under an interconnect dot.

Overlapping or duplicate lines. Reload into FutureNet for
automatic correction.

The point of effect for this pin is shared by more than two
symbols.

Bus aliasing is not allowed. Load the indicated drawing,
locate the indicated bus, and check the display text to
highlight the names to the bus.

Two pin names within the same symbol have been
assigned the same point of effect. Load the indicated
drawing,  locate the point of effect for the indicated pin,
and check the highlighted display text for multiple pin
names.

The indicated signal does not exist within the named
functional block.

All signals connecting to a bus must be named.

Universal signals cannot be used to connect functional
blocks.
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Messages

Wa-ings
Ambiguous signal name mr77e at xxxx:,
yyyy

Ambiguous symbol text 7iamc at x*xx,
yyyy

Attribute mismatch on signal rz4me in
file urmc

:#ei'ininm£Tleet#e#cinatesatsymbol

Drawing connection data is from a
previous version of FutureNet and
may be obsolete, reLOAD and SAVE
each drawing in DASH-5

Duplicate pin 77amc at xxxx:, !/!q€/

Functional block mmc in symbol
»wmbcr in file rzamc does not have any
pins
Multiple LOC fields on symbol
in/mber in file rzame

Pin rza77z€ in symbol rzztmber in file
7came is not connected

Pin ne7#c not found on functional
block 7za77zc in file name

Possible unexpected pin connection at
Xxm,yyyy

Scope mismatch with signal "mc and
bus rzamc.

The point of effect for the indicated signal name is
incorrectly placed. It is not possible to determine which
signal the point of effect applies to. Load the drawing into
FutureNet and reposition the point of effect correctly.

The point of effect for the indicated symbol text has been
incorrectly placed. It is not possible to determine which
symbol the point of effect applies to. Load the drawing into
FutureNet and reposition the point of effect correctly.

Conflicting attributes have been assigned to the indicated
signal.

This message indicates that a bus pin terminates at an
unexpanded functional block or a primitive symbol. There
is no method provided for mapping the signals on the bus
further. This is a condition that should probably be
corrected if the design is to be transferred to PCB layout.

Connection data appended by the Drawing Preprocessor is
not current. Enter the editor, load and save the drawing,
and then run the Drawing Preprocessor again.

There are two pins with the same name on the same
symbol at the specified coordinates.

The indicated functional block is isolaLted from the rest of
the circuit.

The indicated symbol has more than one location
designator. This is not necessarily an error.

There is an unconnected pin in the symbol and file
indicated.

There is a signal in the indicated functional block for which
there is no pin. This is not necessarily an error.

A signal has been placed along the boundary or  a portion
of the boundary of a symbol, touching some or all of the
pins along that boundary. All pins touched by that signal
are considered connected.

The scope (that is, local, set, or universal attribute
assignments) of signals and buses that are connected must
match. For more information on signal and bus scope, see
the chapter titled "Understanding FuturINet" in the
FutureNet User Man:ual.
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Messages

Signal rz4mc at xx#, !/I/!ry may conflict
with universal signals

signal rz477fc at xx#, ]/I/]q/ not On line

Symbol rz#77zber in file m77zc is
unconnected

Temporary line found at xx*x, e€/!/y

Unable to open drawing file rza77zc;
functional block ignored

Unrecognized option mme ignored

One of the special signal names (+5V, +12V, -12V, GND, or
VEE) has been assigned to a signal that requires Put does
not have a universal signal attribute (for example, SIGU or
SGNU) assigned to it. Special signal names can only be
used with signals that have been assigned one of the
universal signal attributes.

The point of effect for the indicated signal is not attached to
a line. Load the drawing into FutureNet and reposition the
point of effect for the indicated signal.

There is an isolated circuit in the design.

There is a temporary line in the drawing with an end point
at the listed coordinates. Temporary lines can be connected
in ways you may not be expecting. Make temporary lines
permanent with the /P command.

A drawing specified in a functional block has not been
found; the drawing is read-protected, or the model is
treated without the drawing.

An option that dces not match the list of supported options
has been encountered.

Messages
Connection data at end of file m"c

Global connection complete; created
file urr»c

Building connection data at end of file
rume

Checking drawings for connection
data

This file has not been edited since last run through the
Drawing Preprocessor. Connection data is current.

The drawing connectivity model has been treated.

This message indicates that local connection has not yet
been run on the specified file. Local connection runs
automatically when the Drawing Preprocessor is invoked.

Reading local connectivity data.
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Messages

The following messages may be generated by the Post programs. A
brief explanation of what has occurred and possible corrective action
accompanies each message. Other messages may be generated by the
operating system or the user interface. Refer to the FwfwreNef Lrscr
^drHwflz for clarification of messages generated by the user interface.

General Messages

Can't o|)en .DRC report file ""e

Drawing file mzmc not used to create
the named model

File 7¢¢mc is not a valid DCM file

Out of memory

Unable to open DCM file 7acmc

Unable to open drawing file rz&me

Unable to open error file 7zamc

The Design Rule Check program was unable to create the
output file mmc. Possible reasons for this failure are lack of
sufficient disk space or a write-protected file with the same
name as the file rzamc.

The named drawing file was not used to create the drawing
connectivity model. Possibly a filename has been changed.
Try rerunning dcm.

The file rz477zc may have the correct name, but it is not the
correct file format for a dcm input file. You must  provide a
valid dcm file for input.

The program was unable to allocate sufficient memory. For
Pinlist and Netlist Generator, try again with the -in option
to run with the minimum memory requirement for the
design.

The program was unable to open the dcm input file rzar#c.
It is possible that` the named file did not exist or was not in
the current directory or specified directory path. Check
your file to ensure that it exists in a directory where the
program can find it.

The program was unable to open the drawing file raemc. It
is possible that the named file did not exist, was not in the
current directory or directory path, or is read-protected.
Check your file to ensure that it exists in a directory where
the program can find it.

The program encountered an error but was unable to open
the output error file. Error messages will be written to
stderr.

Unable to open netlist output file rmmc       The Netlist Generator was unable to create the output file
7acmc. Possible reasons for this failure are lack of sufficient
disk space or a write-protected file with the same name.

Unable to open pinlist output file urmc       The pinlist Generator was unable to create the output file
"me. Possible reasons for this failure are lack of sufficient
disk space or a write-protected file with the same name.
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Messages

Unable to open temporary file 7iamc

Unable to read drawing file rz¢77zc

File rz&mc does not exist

The Design Rule Check program or the Compatible Net
List program was unable to open the drawing file m77zc. It
is possible that there is insufficient disk space for the
program to open an additional file.

The program was unable to read the drawing file rz4mc. It is
possible that there was a disk access problem or the file
was read-protected.

In Design Rule Check, the program cannot find rzamc. In the
other programs, the file has not been properly specified or
has not been created.
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This chapter describes terms that are specific to the Post package.

dcm

r' design tree

The drawing prepror:essor uses two subprocesses, called local and dcm
(or global), to generate a drawing conneetivity model. Dcm reads the
individual cormectivity data appended by local to each drawing file,
and generates a drawing connectivity model for the entire design.

A design tree is the hierarchical relationship of drawings in a design.
The term takes its name from the branching relationship of the drawing
sets when a structured design is created.

drawing connection model        A drawing connection model is a binary file representing the design
created by establishing connectivity between drawing files.

drawing file                         a:;:: 'igy£!::t£:::£pn££ S£=etntti¥: ise::;P.uAbdyraF:::e¥,:t:aToS£}ef
used in one drawing set in a given design.

drawing number The drawing number is the unique number assigned automatically to
each drawing file in a design. Drawing numbers begin at one and
increase sequentially by one for each drawing file in a design. In
structured designs, root level drawings are assigned numbers first.

drawing occurrence count         :faeVlqnagwfireg£:Caoud:set:i: [Ct°cuonntsigtesn:iffaei:apwafrnt:C:]ua:¥e:fg[:::eegfbay

an occurrence count, separated by a hyphen. Each drawing is assigned
a unique number. The occurrence count begins at one and is increased
sequentially by one each time a particular drawing file is used in the
design.
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Glossary

drawing path The drawing path is an ordered list of the drawings and block symbols
traversed in structured designs from a root drawing file to a lower level
drawing file. It consists of one or more groups of filenames, functional
block symbol reference numbers, and functional block drcuit
designators.

drawing reference number        The drawing reference number is a unique number assigned to each
drawing occurrence in the design. A drawing reference number is used
to make internally generated names unique.

drawing set

functional block symbol

global

intemally generated name

local

lower level drawing set

root level drawing set

structured design

substitution

A drawing set consists of one or more related drawing files. Drawing
sets contain either root level drawings or lower level drawings.
Drawing sets that contain two or more drawing files will result in
signal connectivity between the files when the Drawing Preprocessor is
run. A drawing set can be used more than once in a design.

A functional block symbol is a type of eymbol used in structured
designs to represent part of a circuit. The composition of this circuit is
then detailed in the drawing set name inside the functional block.

The drawing preprocessor uses two subprocesses, called local and dor\
(or global), to generate a drawing connectivity model. Dcm reads the
individual connectivity data appended by local to each drawing file,
and generates a drawing connectivity model for the entire design.

Infernally generated names are names generated by the drawing
connectivity modeler for any wires or buses that are not assigned a
name by the user.

The drawing preprocessor uses two subprocesses, called local and dor\
(or global), to generate a drawing connectivity model. Drawing files
entered into the drawing preprocessor are first run through local, and
individual connectivity data is generated and appended to the file. Dcm
then reads the connectivity data in each drawing file, and generates a
drawing connectivity model for the entire design.

A lower level drawing set consists of the drawings named in a
functional block symbol.

A root level drawing set consists of the drawings at the highest level of
the design tree, that is, the drawings specified for the Drawing
Preprocessor.

A structured design is a hierarchical design consisting of a root level
drawing set and one or more lower level drawing sets.

Substitution refers to the process where signal names, bus names, and
attributes in lower level drawings of the design tree are replaced by
signal names, bus names, and attributes from higher level drawings.
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-8' 54, 74
-p' 54, 74
.der, 2rd, 3-3
??? entries, Design Rule Check report, 3-9

ASCII characters
carriage return, 4-5, 5-5, 6-5, 7-5
line feed, 4-5, 5-5, 6-5, 7-5

Batch processing
See Export Manager

Bulletin Board Service, xii
Bus name assigrment, 2-8
Bus record, 4-11
Bus substitution record, 6-12
Bused signal record, 4-12

Changing your address, xii
Corrumand line

default search path specification, 24
invoking Preprocessor, 2-2
specifying lower-level drawings, 2-5
specifying lower-level drawings with, 2-5
specifying top-level drawings, 2-5

Connectivity data
individual, 1-1

Conventions required, drawing, 2-1
Customer Support Offices, ix - x

Data groups, 4no, 6-8
Data I/0

addresses, ix - x
Bulletin Board Service, xii
contacting via BBS, xii
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contacting via electronic mail, xi
contacting via phone, xi

Data records, 4-8, 6-8
Date record, 4-7, 66
dcm, 3-8
dcm file

creation date, 4-7
DCM file creation date, 6-7
IX=M record, 4-7, 6-7
Defaults

directories to search, 24
path, 24

Defiritious, 0-1
.der, 26, 3-3
Description column, 3-8 - 3-9
Desi8.' 3-9
Pesig.-Pin No., 3-8
Design checks, 3-1
Design Rule Check

error file, 3-3
Display text mode

from the command line, 4-3, 6-3
selection, 4-3, 6-3

Drawing conventions required, 2-1
Drawing file

creation date, 4-8, 6-7
Drawing occurrence count, 3ng
Hawing Preprocessor, 3-8

attributes used, 2-8
defined,1 -1
error file, 26
processing described, 2-1
setup options, 24
terms, 0-1
top level drawing files, 2-5
use of FILE atthbute, 2no
use of FIIJ\T attribute, 2-8

Drawing record, 4-9, 6-8
Drawing tree information, 3-8
Duplicate reference designator, 34, 3i5, 3-9

Electronic rmil
See Technical assistance

End user registration, xii
Equate record, 4-13, 6-11
Equate records, 4-12
Error file

Design Rule Check, 3-3
drawing Preprocessor, 26

Error messages
eITors, 9-1
fatal, 9-1
form of, 9-1
messages, 9-1
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types Of, 9-1
warnings, 9-1

Export Manager,14
Export Menu, 1-3

Field length limitations, 4-5, 5-5, 6-5, 7-5
File definition record, 4-8, 6-7
file extensions, default, 2-2
Files

default file extensions, 2-2
default search path for, 24
including top-level drawing files, 2-5
lower-level drawings, 2-5
specifying file extensions, 2-2

Functional blocks
identifying for Drawing Preprocessor, 2-8
including, 44
relation to partial links, 2-10

Functional checks, 3-1

®

a

M

GATE attribute, 54, 74, 84

Header record, 46
Header records, 66
Help (technical)

See Technical assistance

large designs
outof-memory, 4-5, 54, 64, 74

Layered text
including in netlist, 64
including in pinlist, 44

List of signals, 3-5
LOC attribute, 54, 74, 84
Local subprocess

description, 1-1
Lower-level drawings

excluding, 2-5
include in design, 2-5
including all in design, 26

Memory tradcoff
selection, 4-5, 54, 64, 74

Menu
lower-level drawings, 2-5

Menu operation, 2-2
See also FutureNet User Manual

Menus
Top-level drawings, 2-5
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N0Messages

suppressing, 2-7, 36
Missing reference designator, 34, 36, 3-9

Name assigrment
bus and signal, 2-8

Names
form for internally generated, 2-9
intemally generated, 2-8 - 2-9

Net connection checks, 3-11
Net cormections

check for improper, 34
Netlist

definition, 6-1
outof-memory, 64, 74
report forrmt, 64

Netlist processor
version number, 6no

Netlists
display text, 6-3
mapping non-printable characters, 74

Nets
only one connection, 3-3
urmamed, 3-5

Non-printable characters
mapping to octal values, 54, 74

Numbering of drawings, 3-8

One connection signals, 3-10
Operation

export rmnager, 14
save export configLiration, 1-7
user comrmnds, 16

Operation, general, 2-1
Operation, types of, 2-2
Options

+/rd, 4-3, 6-3
+/-F, 44, 64
+/-I, 44, 64
-a, 86
-g, 54, 74, 84
-I, 8no
-in, 4-5, 54, 64, 74
-p' 54, 74
-u, 44, 64
Drawing Preprocessor setup, 24

0utof-memory during netlist generation, 6-4, 74
0utof-memory during pinlist generation, 4-5, 54
Output file

fo-t, 4-5, 5-5
Chitput file:format, 6-5
Output format

disabling indentation, 44, 64
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® Partial designs, 3€
Partial link

automatic occurrence of, 2-9
defined, 2-9
how treated, 2-9

Partial link
used for, 2-9

Path
search sequence, 24
specifying, 24

Path records, 4-9, 6-9
Pin

check for unconnected, 3-5
definition of, 3-5

Pin record, 4-10, 6-11
Pinlist

definition, 4-1
outof-memory, 4-5, 54
report format, 44

Pinlist processor
version number, 4€

Pinlists
display text, 4-3
mapping non-printable characters, 54

Post
basic package, 1-1
export rmnager, 14
purpose, 1-1
save export configuration,1 -7
user commands, ltd

Reference designators
duplicate, 34, 3{, 3-9
ndssing, 34, 3rd, 3-9

Registration, xii
Repair information

See Customer Support Offices
Report colurm, 3-8

Description, 3-8
Desi8.' 3-9
Pesig.-Pin No., 3-8
Sym.Ref., 3-8 - 3-9

Set definition record, 4-7, 6-7
Setup options

drawing Preprocessor, 24
Signal name assignment, 2-8
Signal record, 4-12, 6-10
Signal substitution record, 6-12
Signals

with one connection, 3-10
Support

See Customer Support Offices
Suppressing checks, 3-5
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Sym.Ref, 3-9
Sym.Ref . colurm, 3-8
Symbol equate record, 6-10
Symbol record, 4-10, 6-9

Technical assistance
before you call, xi
via BBS, xi
via electronic mail, xi
via phone, xi

Technical support
See Customer Support Offices

Terminology, 0-1
Text records, 4-8, 6-8
The sorted signals, 3-15
Tilde, 54, 7L4
Top-level drawing files

include in design, 2-5
Typographic conventions, xiii

Uncormeeted Nets
not reporting, 3-5

Unconnected pins, 3-5, 3nl
Uncormeeted signals, 3-3

intentional, 3-3
Unmmed nets, 3-5

Waning messages
suppressing, 2-7

Warranty
information, xi
service, xi
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Rurmth PREPLOT
PREPLOT is a utility that sorts the data in FutureNet drawing files,
resulting in quicker output on vector-t)pe devices (such as most
plotters). Files created by this utility can be specified at the DPLOT
Drawing Name prompt.

It is not mandatory that you run PREPLOT before plotting a drawing,
although it is strongly recommended.

Note:   preplot.exe is useful only for drawings that are d_estined_for-ploiter-type (vector) devices. Do pet run PREPLOT on drawings for

output to a printer-type (raster) device.

Starting the Program
To start the PREPLOT program, type

prep\ot  linputfilel  loutputfitel
I.xp#f f..!e - the name of a FutureNet drawing file. If you do not
specify a filename extension, the program assumes the extension .dwg.

o#fp#f /i.Je -the name you wish to assign to the sorted drawing file.
Do not specify a filename extension; the program automatically adds
the extension .dpl.

Program Prompts and Messages
Once entered, the PREPLOT program responds with:

FutureNet   Plot   Preprocessor
Version   x.xx   Copyright   1986   FutureNet

DPLOT User Manual 3-1



Running PREPLOT

If you did not enter an input file on the command line, you are
prompted:
Enter   drawing   file    [.dwg]:

Enter the filename of your FutureNet drawing. PREPLOT assumes a file
extension .dwg, unless otherwise specified.

If you did not enter an output file on the command line, you are
prompted:
Enter     plot      file    [inputfile.dpl]:

Enter the filename that you wish to assign to the output file. PREPLor
assumes an output file extension .dpl, unless otherwise specified. Also,
DPLOT automatically checks for .dpl files if no extension is given for
DPLOT drawing files.
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Troubleshooting
DPLOT problems usually fall into one of two categories:

•   Cable problems

•   Computer configuration problems

These problems and their solutions are discussed below.

Troubleshooting for the PC
Cable problems                  The most common DPLOT problem is incorrect cabling. Cable

problems may result from
•   Using the wrong cable

•   Plugging the cable into the wrong port on the back of your computer

Determining the
Right Cable

Determining the
Right Port

The cables required by some printers and plotters are not always the
standard parallel or serial cable that you can buy "off the shelf." See the
appendixes for special cable requirements for Hewlett-Packard HP€L
plotters and Houston Instrument DMP plotters.  If you use a different
plotter, see the Driver Supplement manual that came with the DPLOT
driver.

Frequently, computers are configured with two serial ports
(COM1/COM2) and two parallel ports (LPT1/LPT2). First determine
which port is which. Then, look at the OUTPUT statement in your
Device Definition .dev file to determine where DPLcyr output is going.
Some .dev files send output to a specific port (LFT1, LPT2, COM1,
COM2) while others output to a special device driver (SER1, SER2,
C9071, C9072).
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Troubleshooting

If OUTPUT is sent to a specific port, connect your cable to that port.

If OUTPUT is sent to driver SERl or C9071, connect your cable to
COM1.

If OUTPUT is sent to driver SER2 or C9072, connect your cable to
COM2.

Computer Configuration Problems (PC Only)

Fh:CEOE:i|gi:,ation        ;o%LTTUH:E::Tl:;esg:¥:ciE:eurd:eioltfr;o:Typgugfan;::it=bl::ciE¥s aTde
make any necessary adjustments.

When using CONCHECK, keep your DPLOT Driver Supplement(s) on
hand for reference.

To start the CONCRECK program, change to the DPLOT directory of
your fixed disk. Then enter concheck.
The program responds with

FutureNet.   Conf iguration   Check   Program
Version   X.XXx      Copyright    1986   FutureNet.

It then presents you with information on the following items, relevant
to using DPLOT:

•  msversion
•  mspath
•   Math co-processor

•   DPLOT version

•   Device Definition Files

•   Serial port configuration

•   Serial port Drivers

•   DEVICE Commands

•   MODE Commands

DOS Version

DOS Path

This is the version of DOS installed on your machine. To use DPLOT,
you must have DOS 3.10 or later. If not, upgrade your Das before
using DPLor.

The Dos Path is the list of directories your computer searches to find
programs that are not in the current directory. These direetories are
initially specified in the PAHI statement of your autoexec.bat file.

If the directory DPLOT is not included in your ms path, it must be
added.

4-2 DPLOT User Manual
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Math Co-Processor

Serial Port Drivers

Some DPLOT drivers require an 8087, 80287, 80387, or 80487 Math
Co-processor chip to be installed in your system. If the message

Co-Processor   NOT   inst.ailed

appears, you may need to purchase the appropriate Co-processor for
your computer and install it before using DPLOT.

Some serial output devices need special device drivers to communicate
through the COM ports. For these devices, Data I/0 supplies special
device drivers SER1, SER2, C9071, and C9072. If your Device Definition
.dev file specifies output to one of these device drivers, that driver must
be installed.

If CONCHECK tells you that this driver is NOT installed, one of the
following two situations has occurred:

1.   You have not installed the driver.

2.   DPLOT does not know where the driver is.

If you have not installed the driver, follow the installation instruction
in your DPLOI. Driver Supplement.

If the driver is installed, look at the following section on DEVICE
Commands to determine where DPLOT is looking for the driver.

DEVICE Commands        Device drivers for DPLor should be loaded automatically into your
machine by the system configuration file, config.sys. This CONCHECK
section lists the drivers that config.sys loads.

For output To                This Line should Appear

SERI
SER2
C9071
C9072

DEVICE=\DPLOT\SERIAL1.SYS
DEVICE=\DPLOT\SERIAL2.SYS
DEVICE=\DPLOT\SERCAL1.SYS
DEVICE=\DPLOT\SERCAL2.SYS

If the correct driver is not present, edit your config.sys file to include
the driver and reboot your computer. See the FttfwrcNe£ J#sto!hafro7i
Guide.
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Troubleshooting

DPLOT Version The line

DPLOT.EXE    Version:    XX.Xx

tells you which version of DPLor you are using. If you need assistance
from Data I/0, the customer support engineers will need this
information.

Device Definition File    The names and locations of all Device Definition .dev files installed in
the current directory or DPLOT directory (if any) are listed directly
under the DPLOT version.

If no .dev files appear, follow the instructions in the DPLOT Driver
Supplement for installing the Device Definition file for your specific
printer or plotter.

Serial Port
Configuration

MODE Commands

Next CONCHECK displays the configuration for the serial ports,
COMl and COM2. This information specifies the communications
parameters: baud rate, parity type, number of data bits, and number of
stop bits.

If your output device is a serial printer or plotter, the parameters for
the port your printer or plotter is connected to must be set up using a
Dcrs MODE command, as specified in your DPLOT Driver
Supplement.

Check if the DEVICE Command for your driver is present, and
specified as shown in the previous paragraphs.

If not present, install your device drivers by following the instructions
in your DPLcyl. Driver Supplement.

If present, but not specified correctly, edit your config.sys file using a
text editor or word processor. Then reboot your system before rurming
DPLOT.

If present and specified correctly, make sure that the appropriate driver
file (seriall.sys, serial2.sys, sercall.sys, and/or sercal2.ays) was copied
into the DPLOT directory.

When outputting to serial devices, a MODE command is sometimes
needed in your autoexec.bat file to configure your serial ports. Check
your DPLOT Driver Supplement to see if your output device requires a
specially configured serial port. If so, add a MODE statement to
autoexec.bat as specified in your DPLor Driver Supplement.

If the proper MODE command already appears in your autoexec.bat
file, but the COM ports are configured incorrectly, your COM ports
may be altered by other programs. See the previous section, "Serial Port
Configuration." To correct this problem, enter a new MODE command
at a DOS prompt, prior to running DPLOT (or create a batch file that
does this).
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Troubleshooting

Installation Troubleshooting for the Sun
D etermining the
Right Cable

Determining the
Right Port

Configuring the
Serial Port

The cables required by some printers and plotters are not always the
standard parallel or serial cable that you can buy "off the shelf." The
DPLOT Driver Supplement for your printer or plotter identifies special
cable requirements (if any). Make sure that you are using the correct
cable for your printer or plotter.

The ports used by DPLOT are serial port A and serial port 8. The
output is directed to serial port A by the name /dew/ttya; the output is
directed to serial port 8 by the name /dew/ttyb. Be sure that the cable is
connected to the correct serial port as determined by the /dev/ttya or
/dev/ttyb statement in the .dev file you are using.

Check the file /etc/ttys to see if the first character of the plotter port is a
0 or a 1. A value of 0 here disables the getty (login) process; if a 1 is
present, change it to a 0. For example, if the file /etc/ttys contains
12ttya, change it to 02ttya.

DPLOT User Manual
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A DPLOT Parameter Keywor4±
The following keywords and parameter values should be used when
specifying DPLOT parameters on the command line or in the Settings
File, dplot.set.  All possible parameter values are not available with
every output device.

For a complete discussion of DPLOT parameters and values, see
Chapter 2.

Parame ter/Keyword             Poss ib le valu es

Device name/device

Paper size/paper

Resolution/res

Scaling/scale

Placement/place

Aspect ratio/aspect

Strip to print/strip

Options/opts

Any available .dev file

NARROW, N, WIDE, W, A, 8, C, D,
E, AO, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, hzxz7f

HIGH, LOW, H, L 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

TOHT, NONE, FULL, A, 8, C, D, E,
hexz)I, percentage

LT, LC, LB, CT, CC, CB, RT, RC, RB

Percentage

ALL, strip number

8, D, R, 0
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®

®

Each device file, .dev, contains the valid parameter values and default
settings for a specific printer or plotter. This chapter gives a general
description of device files. The supplemental driver information for
your printer or plotter describes the specific contents of the .dev file
you received.
You can edit these files, or ereate new ones, in order to alter the file's
default settings or to configure the file so that DPLOT output is sent to
another device. To create or edit device files, use any text editor capable
of producing unformatted ASCII text.

Data Fields in the .dev File
Device files contain the following statement keywords and associated
values:
®   NAME

•   NorE (0 ormore)
•   DRIVER

OUTPUT
•   PAPER
•   BORDER (not always present)

•   DIRECT (not always present)

•   CHARAOuR (not always present)
•   CIRCLE (not always present)

•   DOT (not always present)

•   BUS (not always present)
•   ARC (not always present)
•   ROLL/CUT/AUTO
0   GRID
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Device Files

Name

Note

Driver

Output

Paper

Each statement must be placed on a separate line. The values associated               |+
with the statements are used by DPLOT to determine program
prompts, defaults, and the set of communications parameters needed to
drive your printer or plotter. These values must be separated from the
statement keyword by at least one blank space.

This statement contains the name of your printer/plotter, for example,

NAME  Houston Instruments DMP Plotters

Although not used by DPLOT, this required field serves to improve
readability of the device file.

This statement contains miscellaneous notes. A device file can contain
up to eight NOTE statements. Data I/0 indudes the version of the
device file in one of these statements as an aid to troubleshooting, for
example,

NOTE Version 2.00A
NOTE Supports models 41, 42, 51, 52

This statement specifies the filename of the driver needed to control the
printer or plotter. The filename extension .drv must be specified, for
example'

DRIVER dmp.drv

This statement specifies the system device where printer/plotter output
is normally sent, for exaLmple,

OuruT  sell
The supplemental driver information identifies the devices that may be
used with your specific printer or plotter.

Alternately, output may be sent to a file for later printing (see "Using
Spooled OLitput" in Chapter 2), for example:

OUTPUT   dplot.out

When outputting to a file, you may also use the special output
character * (plus a unique filename extension) to assign the drawing
filename, for example,

OtJTPUT   ..out

Using the above example, if the drawing file is named dsample.dwg,
the output will be spooled to a file named dsample.out.

u

This statement specifies valid paper sizes (ie, NARROW, ARCH, C, A5)
for your printer or plotter. Each value must be separated by a comma,
for example,

PAPER    E'D

Ph:La°boTv:=£epg,S±Vwa:uu:dn±h&:tg£F:Etdasefiftd;:a±it.sE:rof°re, £n          u
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Device Files

Border

Character

Circle

Dot

This statement tells DPLor what portion of the paper cannot be
plotted. This is generally true on pinch roller-type plotters because the
pen cannot draw on the paper in the area under the rollers. The border
area for both dimensions must be specified in inches in the form

BORDER   "ori.z x tjerf

horfz is the sum of the margins along the long edge of the paper; tJcrf is
the sum of the margins along the short edge.

For example, the following specifies a 1-inch border around the entire
sheet:

BORDER   2.0 x 2.0

This statement does not appear in the, device file unless borders are
required.

This statement tells DPLOT to use the plotter's built-in character
generator instead of DPLOT's fonts; there are no parameters.

CHARACTER

This statement is used with vector-type devices only, and does not
appear in the device file when DPLOT's default fonts are to be used. If
this statement dues appear, the presence of the DIRECT statement is
implied, whether specified or not. As a result, if you remove this
statement from a device file, you must replace it with a DIRECT
statement.

This statement uses the plotter's built-in circle generator to draw circles;
there are no parameters.

CIRCLE

This statement is used with vector-type devices only, and does not
appear in the device file when DPLOT's circle generator is to be used.

If this statement does appear, the presence of the DIRECT statement is
implied, whether specified or not. If you remove a CIRCLE statement
from a device file, you must replace it with a DIRECT statement.

Note:   If the plot is rotate¢, or if_thf aapeft ratio is altered, this statement is
ignored in favor of DPL0rr' s circle generator.

This statement uses the plotter's built-in circle generator to draw
connection dots; there are no parameters.

DOT

This statement is used with vector-type devices only, and does not
appear in the device file when DPLOT's built-in circle generator is to be
used.

If a DOT statement does appear, the presence of the DIRECT statement
is implied, whether specified or not. If you remove a DOT statement
from a device file, you must replace it with a DIRECT statement.
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Device Files

Bus

Arc

Roll/Cut/Auto

Grid

Note:   If the plot is rotated, this statement is ignored in favor of DPI:OT's
circle ge"ator.

This statement uses the plotter's built-in "rectangle fill" function to
draw solid bus lines. This is useful in plotting scaled-up drawings, as
DPLOT's standard bus lines (composed of three closely-spaced parallel
lines) tend to separate at large scale sizes. The function does, however,
take more plotting time than the standard DPLor algorithm.

There are no parameters.

BUS

This statement is used with certain plotters only. The DPLOT Driver
Supplement for your plotter describes this statement.

If this statement does appear, the presence of the DIRECT statement is
implied, whether specified or not. As a result, if you remove the BUS
statement from a device file, you must replace it with a DIRECT
statement.

Note:   If the plot is rotated, this statement is ignored in favor of DPLOT's
circle generator.

This statement uses the plotter's built-in arc generator to draw arcs.
There are no parameters.

ARC

This statement is used with certain vector-type devices only, and does
not appear in the device file when DPLOT's arc generator is to be used.

If this statement does appear, the presence of the DIRECT statement is
implied, whether specified or not. If you remove an ARC statement
from a device file, you must replace it with a DIRECT statement.

Note:   If the plot is rotate¢, or if_thf aspect ratio is altered, this statement is
ignored in favor of DPLOT's arc generator.

The choice of one of these statements identifies the paper feed type:
continuous, single cut sheet, or automatic single sheet feed,
respectively.  There are no parameters.

ROLL

indicates the output device uses either continuous roll or form fed
paper. Therefore, DPLOT does not have to pause between sheets when
printing multiple strips.

This statement specifies the LOW to HIGH resolution grid sizes
available for your output device. There can be up to 10 values in this
field, providing support for printers with up to 10 dot density
resolutions. These values are separated by commas, and ordered from
lowest to highest resolution, for example,
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Device Files

GRID  360,540,1080

When mnhing DPLOT, the first value in the GRID statement (which is
the default value) corresponds to the LOW resolution parameter; the
last value is the IHGH resolution parameter.

The device file accompanying your DPLOT Driver provides the
acceptable Grid values for that device. In general, the higher the Grid
value, the more accurate the reproduction.

Device File Examples
The following pages contain examples of device files for the

•   Epsom FX, MX, and RX series printers

•   Calcomp 960 plotter

•   QMS Laser printer

•   Houston Instruments DMP plotter

These files are for illustration only, and may differ from the actual
device files used for your printer or plotter.

®
EPSON

NAME
Now
DrvER
OunuT
PAPER
ROLL
GRID

CAL960.DEV

NAME
NcyrE
DRNIR
OUTPUT
PAPER
DIREcr
CUT
GRE

Epson MX, FX, RX printers
Version 2.10A
\DPLOT\EPSON.DRV
PRN
W (Wide), N (Narrow)

360, 540

Calcomp 960 Plotter
Version 2.10A
\DPLOT\CAL960.DRV
SERI
E, D, C, 8, A

4cO
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Device Files

QMS.DEV

NAME
NOTE
DRIVER
OunuT
PAPER
AUTO
GRE
Drm.DEv
NAME
NcyrE
NOTE
DIVER
OUTPUT
PAPER
BORDER
cRARAonR
COT
CUT
GRID

QMS Laser printers
Version 2.10A
\DPLOT\QMS.DRV
PEN
A, 8, N

3cO

DMP 40/50 Series Plotters
Version 2.lob
Supports models 41, 42, 51, 52
\DPLOT\Dhff.DRV
SERI
D, C, E
2.0 X 2.0

250
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ErrorMes_sag
The following is an alphabetical list of the error messages generated by DPLOT. Also included is an
explanation of and corrective action for each message.

Arc vector not set in Driver, remove
from .dev file.

a Bad jump address driver cannot be
used as DIRECT.

Bus vector not set in Driver, remove
from .dev file.

Cannot access specified Driver
drivermne.

Cannot find /z.Jc7zame.dev.

Carmot open option file.

Character vector not set in Driver,
remove from .dev file.

The device driver is not set up to do built-in arc generation.
Re-move the ARC entry from the device file. Replace it with
DIRECT if CRARACTER, CIRCLE, DOT, or BUS is not
specified.

The driver selected is for a Taster-type device and cannot
use the DIRECT option. Remove DIRECT, CHARACTER,
CIRCLE, DOT, BUS, and ARC from the Device file.

The device driver is not set up to do built-in box fill
operations. Remove the BUS entry from the device file.
Replace it with DIRECT if CHARACTER, CIRCLE, DOT,
ARC, or BUS is not specified.

The driver .drv file specified in the selected device file was
not found on the system path.

1.  Make sure the driver is on the system path.

2.  Verify that the device file contains a valid driver name.

Check your entry and try again.

The system€enerated .opt file could not be created. Make
sure there is space on the current file system.

The device driver is not set up to do built-in character
generation. Remove the CHARACTER entry from the
device file.  Replace it with DIREer if CIRCLE, DOT, BUS,
or ARC is not specified.
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Circle vector not set in Driver, remove
from .dev file.

Device file missing driver
specification

Device file missing grid specification.

Device file missing output
specification.

Device file missing roll, cut or auto
specification.

Dot vector not set in Driver, remove
from .dev file.

Fatal memory overflow enor.

File filename is not a drawing file.

Font vector not set in Driver, remove
from .dev file.

Invalid BORDER entry in .dev file.

Invalid entry.

Invalid use of +

Multiple drawing files not connected
by+

The device driver is not set up to do built-in circle
generation. Remove the CIRCLE entry from the device file.
Replace it with DIRECT if CHARACTER, IroT, BUS, or
ARC is not specified.

A DRIVER value is not present in the device file. Add the
appropriate driver to the file.

A GRID value is not present in the device file. Add an
appropriate grid value to the file.

A device name or filename is missing from the OUTPUT
field in the device file. Add a valid name for OUTPUT.

The ROLL, CUT or AUTO entry is missing from the paper
feed field in the device file. Add ROLL, CUT or AUTO to
the feed field.

The device driver is not set up to do built-in dot
generation. Remove the DOT entry from device file.
Replace it with DIREer if CHARAOuR, CIRCLE, BUS, or
ARC is not specified.

The program memory is full. The program cancels the
command being executed. Make sure that your eystem has
the required 256K of memory. If it does and you still get
this message, contact Data I/0.

The .dwg filename is not a FutureNet drawing file. Check
your entry and try again.

The device driver is not set up to do built-in character
generafron. Remove the CHARACTER entry from the
device file.  Replace it with DIRECI` if CIRCLE, DOT, BUS,
or ARC is not specified.

The BORDER entry was not specified properly. Respecify
the BORDER entry in the form horfe/t7crf where horiz is the
sum of the left and right border, and ocrf is the sum of the
top and bottom border.

A parameter value that you specified is not valid for your
output device. Enter a different value, or add the new
value to the device file.

When entering multiple drawing names, you used the plus
sign incorrectly. Check your entry and try again. There may
be no blank spaces between the filenames and the plus
signs.

When entering multiple drawing names, you did not
separate the names with the plus sign. Check your entry
and try again.
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Paper, grid overflow!! Lower grid
value in device file.

Specified Driver is not an .exe file.

Resolution, paper, grid overflow!! Try
lower resolution.

Too many characters in command
stream.

® Too many GRID values in device file.

Unable to create intermediate file.

Unable to open device file.

Uhknown input parameter.

The number of dots required along the X axis has exceeded
32,768, or the number of dots required along the Y axis has
exceeded 16384. Since the resolution is already at its lowest
when this message occurs, there are two possible solutions:

•   Change to a smaller paper size.

•   Decrease the GRID value in the device file.

The driver specified in the device file cannot be loaded as a
driver. Check a for bad entry in the device file. Recopy the
driver from the backup floppy.

The number of dots required along the X axis has exceeded
32,768, or the number of dots required along the Y axis has
exceeded 16£84. The three possible solutions are

•   Change to a lower resolution, if available.

•   Change to a smaller paper size.

•   Decrease the GRID value in the device file.

The combination of the settings file and the command line
has too many characters. Remove duplicate keyword
entries.

There are more than 10 (0 to 9) values in the GRID entry of
the device file. Remove the inappropriate entries..

Your file system is full. Make sure there is enough space on
your file system and dy again.

The device file cannot be opened. Check your entry and try
again.

A parameter on the command line is not recognized by
DPLOT or is invalid. Check your entry and try again.
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D Hewlelt-P ackard HP-GL Plotters
This appendix describes the hardware requirements, installation
instructions and device file contents for the DPLOT program. These
drivers enable DPLOT to control the Hewlett-Packard 7400 and 7500
series plotters, as well as devices that support the Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language (HP€L).

a        Hardware Requirements
To use DPLOT with an HP{L plotter, you must have

•   An asynchronous communications adapter in your computer.

•   An HP 7400 series, 7500 series, or other HPGL compatible plotter.

•   A specially configured RS-232 cable. The wiring diagram for this
cable is described later in this appendix.

Please check your hardware documentation for any additional
hardware requirements, installation procedures, or prcoperational
setup procedures.
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Installing the Drivers
HP-GL Files                          The Hewlett-Packard HP{L plotter requires these files:

hpl.drv

hp2.drv

hpl.dev

hp2.dev

seriall.sys
(PC only)

serial2.sys
(PC only)

hpinitJnl

This driver provides the control codes to operate
HP€L plotters with A- and ELsize paper.

This driver provides the control codes to operate
HP{L plotters with C-, D-, and E-size paper.

This device file specifies valid user options and
DPLOT default values for HP{L plotters that use A
and B-size paper.

This device file specifies valid user options and
DPLOT default values for HPGL plotters that use C,
D, and E-size paper.

This spedal serial port driver controls the flow of data
through your rystem's primary asynchronous
communications port (COM1 ).

This special serial port driver controls the flow of data
through your secondary asynchronous
communications port (COM2).

This useroonfigurable file contains the initialization
sequence that is sent to the plotter prior to sending
drawing data (for the IIf 7400 series).

hpterm.fnl         This usereonfigurable file contains the termination
sequence that is sent to the plotter after all drawing
data has been sent (for the HP 7400 series).

hpinitJn2           This usereonfigurable file contains the initialization
sequence that is sent to the plotter prior to sending
drawing data (for the HP 7500 series).

hptemfr2         This userconfigurable file contains the terndnation
sequence that is sent to the plotter after all drawing
data has been sent (for the HP 7500 series).

Note:   Choose the t\pinit and tiptetm program sets and copy then to
tip.\ritln and hpterm.fn, respectivdy.
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Sun Cabling to the HP 7400 and 7500 Series Plotters
The Hewlett-Packard plotters require the following cable:

D825 Male                D825 Male
(to computer)                                  (to plotter)

7GND
3RX
2TX

When you build the cable, label each end appropriately (either "To
Computer" or 'To Plotter").

PC Cabling to the HP 7400 and 7500 Series Plotters
There are three types of asynchronous communications adapters used
with IBM{ompatible personal computers:

•   A D825 male 25 pin connector

•   A D825 female 25 pin connector

•   A DB9 male 9 pin connector (AT{ompatible)

Each adapter requires a different type of connecting cable.

Male D825 Adapters       Adapters that use a male D825 connector require a female connector on
the computer end of the cable.

D825 Female               D825 Male
(to computer)                                   (to plotter)

This cable is asymmetrical. Attach the female D825 to the asynchronous
serial connector of your computer. Attach the male D825 connector to
the plotter.
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Female D825
Adapters

Adapters that use a female D825 cormector require the following cable:                u

D825 Male                    D825 Male
(to computer)                                   (to platter)

When you build the cable, label each end appropriately (either "To
Computer" or 'To Plotter").

Male DB9 Adapters        :::a:l££=eritahle?or]q:to;::::b+::ve a DB9 conneetor for the serial port

DB9 Female                 D825 Male
(to computer)                                  (to plotter) u

HP Device Files

This cable is asymmetrical. Attach the 9-pin DB9 cormector to the
asynchronous communications port on your computer. Attach the
25-pin D825 connector to the plotter.

The device file for HPGL plotters that accept A- and B-size paper is
called hpl.dev.  The device file for HP€L plotters that accept C-, D,
and E-size paper is called hp2.dev.  These files contain plotter-relevant
information for the IIf 7400 and 7500 series¢ompatible plotters. The
format of these files is discussed in Appendix 8.

Under most circumstances, these files require no user modification.
However, if you wish to change the entries in these files, use an ASCII
text editor to modify the inforrmtion.
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hpl.dev A listing of hpl.dev is shown below.

NJME
NOTE
DRIVER  (PC)

(Sun)
OtJTPur (PC)

(Sun)
PAPER
BORDER
CHARACTER
CIRCLE
ARC
CUT
GRID

NAME

NOTE

DRIVER  (PC)

IIpl for A and 8 size HP Plotters
Version X.Xxbt
\dplot\hpl.drv
hpl.drv
serl
I dr:N I rtyh
B,A
1.OXO.85

1016

Identifies the intended output device as HPGL
plotters that support A- and B-size paper.
Contains the device file version number.

Specifies the Das directory in which the DPLOT
driver is located (\DPLOT) for the PC.

(Sun)  Specifies the name of the DPLOT driver that controls
the IH' plotter (hpl.drv) for the Sun.

OUTI'UT (PC)   Specifies that SERl is the DOS device to which output
is sent to the PC. (This is a special driver that outputs
data through the primary serial port (COM1). If you
want output sent to the alternate serial port (COM2),
you must edit the device file, substituting SER2 for
SER1.

PAPER

BORDER

(Sun)  Specifies that /dev/ttyb is the device to which output is
sent to the Sun. (This is a special driver that outputs
data through the serial port. If you want output sent
to serial port /dew/ttya, you must edit the device file,
substituting /dew/ttya for /dew/ttyb.)

Supplies DPLOT with the allowable paper sizes for
these HP plotters: A and 8.  Because it is specified
first, ELsize is used as the default size.

Specifies that area of the paper that cannot be plotted
upon, due to the placement of the paper rollers.
1.OXO.85 specifies a border of .5 inches on the
horizontal edges and .425 inches on the vertical edges.

CHARACTER    Tells DPLOT to use the Im plotter's internal character
generator, rather than the DPLOT fonts.

CIRCLE Tells DPLOT to use the HP plotter's internal circle
generator, rather than the DPLOT circle drawing
routine.  This command is ignored if the plot is rotated
or if the aspect ratio of the plot is not 100% (1:1).
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ARC

CUT

GRID

hp2.dev

Tells DPLOT to use the lip plotter's internal arc
generator, rather than the DPLOT arc drawing routine.
This command is ignored if the plot is rotated or if the
aspect ratio of the plot is not 100% (1:1).

Tells DPLOT that the IIf plotter takes cut sheet paper,
rather than continuous roll or form fed paper.

Specifies the resolution grid size for the vectors that
are output to the plotter.

Note:   If you signdftcandy scale u_p yoyr plo.ts !arf d_o pet ¥e rotation),
edding rihe -BUS drornrnand to the end Of tp_is _dgiv_e_fitle iprpropes tf ae
look Jf your bus tines.  This cop'iri}q_nd tells DPI:OT to 4row.bus .tines
using tihe HP plotter' s rectangle ftll cpmrrand , rgther_the_n dracgivg
threE closely-Ssaced parallel lines.  Please note that plotting is slowed
down when drawing lines use BUS.

Below is a listing of hp2.dev:

NAME                IIf2 for c, D, and E size HP plotters
NOTE                  Version x.XXx
DRIVER   0C)   \DPLOT\hp2.drv

(Sun) hp2.drv
OuruT a'C)  serl

(Sun) /dev/ttyb
PAPER                 D, E, C, B, A
BORDER             0.7X2.75
CHARACTER
CIRCLE
ARC
CUT
GRID

N"E

NOTE

254

Identifies the intended output device as HPGL
plotters that support C-, D-, and E-size paper.
Contains the device file version number.

DRIVER  (PC)   Specifies the Dos directory in which the DPLor
driver is located (\DPLOT) for the PC.

(Sun)  Specifies the name of the DPLOT driver- that controls
the IH' plotter (hp2.drv) for the Sun.

OUTPUT (PC)   Specifies that SERl is the Dcrs device to which output
is sent for the PC. (This is a special driver that outputs
data through the primary serial port (COM1). If you
want output sent to the alternate serial prot (COM2),
you must edit the device file, substituting SER2 for
SER1.)

(Sun)  Specifies that /dew/ttyb is the device to which output is
sent for the Sun. (This is a special driver that outputs
data through the serial port. If you want output sent
to the alternate serial port /dew/ttya, you must edit the
device file, substituting /dew/ttya for /dev/ttyb.)
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I,APER

BORDER

CHARACTER

CIRCLE

ARC

Cur

GRID

a

Supplies DPLOT with the allowable paper sizes for
these HP plotters: A, 8, C, D, and E.  Because it is
specified first, D-size is used as the default size.

Specifies that area of the paper that cannot be plotted
upon, due to the placement of the paper rollers.
0.7X2.75 specifies a border of .35 inches on each
horizontal edge and 1.375 inches on each vertical edge.

Tells DPLOT to use the LIP plotter's internal character
generator, rather than the DPLOI` fonts.
Tells DPLOT to use the HP plotter's internal circle
generator, rather than the DPLOT circle drawing
routine.  This command is ignored if the plot is rotated
or if the aspect ratio of the plot is not 100% (1:1).

Tells DPLOT to use the HP plotter's internal arc
generator, rather than the DPLOT arc drawing routine.
This command is ignored if the plot is rotated or if the
aspect ratio of the plot is not 100% (1:1).

Tells DPLOT that the HP plotter takes cut sheet paper,
rather than continuous roll or form fed paper.

Specifies the resolution grid size for the vectors that
are output to the plotter.

Note:    If you signdficantky scale xp your plots (and do not use rotation),
adding the BUS conrnand to the end of this device file improves the
look of your bus itnes.  This conrrtand tdis DPLOT to draw bus li:nes
using the HP ptotter' s rectangle fill command, rather than drawing
three chosdy-spaced pandlel itnes.  Please rrote that plotting is slowed
down when drawing lines use BUS .

PC Initialization and Termination Files
Two special files are used by DPLOT to initialize your printer before
sending your drawing data, and to reset your plotter after the plot is
finished. These files are hpinitJin and hptermh  Two versions of
these files are installed in the DPLOT directory. hpinit.fnl and
hptemhl support the 7400 Series of plotters.  hpinit.fn2 and
hpterm.fn2 support the 7500 Series. Copy the appropriate set to
hpinit.fn and hptemrfu.

hpinit.fn This file contains an initialization sequence for your plotter consisting of

•   Hardware handshaking information

•   Plotter initialization information

•   Scaling inforrmtion

The contents of this file are sent to the plotter prior to sending the
drawing data.
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hpterm.fn

Customizing the Files

This file contains a termination sequence for your plotter consisting of

•   Plotter reset information

•   Frame advance information (for roll plotters)

The contents of this file are sent to the plotter after all drawing data has
been plotted.

The files are in ASCII format, but because they contain non-printable
control codes, they are not reproduced here. If desired, they can be
user-modified using a text editor or word processor (in nonrdocument
or unformatted mode) to instruct your plotter to automatically perform
additional functions.

CAIIITON..     Although an incorrectly altered initialization_or
termination file is unlthely to damage your plotter, it
can cause your plotter to behave erratically, producing
undesirable results. Tlurofore, a backxp copy  is strongly
recommended when altering these files.

You may keep two (or more) versions of these files by placing them in
separate directories on your hard disk. When plotting, DPLOT first
looks for these files in the current directory. If not found, it looks for
the file in the DPLcyr directory. If not found in either directory, DPLor
uses its internal defaults.

For information on the codes required to control your plotter, consult
tine Hewlett Packard Interfacing and Progranndng Manual.
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This appendix describes the hardware requirements and device file
contents for the DPLOI` driver which enables DPLOT to control the
Houston Instrument DMP Plotter models 41, 42, 51 and 52.

Hardware Requirements
To use DPLOT with a DMP plotter, you must have

•   An asynchronous communications adapter in your computer

•   A Houston Instrument DMP41, 42, 51 or 52 plotter

•   A specially configured RS-232 cable. The wiring diagram for this
cable is described later in this appendix.

Please check your hardware documentation for any additional
hardware requirements, installation procedures, or preroperational
setup procedures.
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Installing the Drivers
The Houston Instrument DMP Plotter requires these files:

dmp.drv                   :£::Tee:h:p:o¥st=|Tkhic=::tobc#e#t::r.

dmp.dev                       ¥:odnesVI;Cnedfi5ei:o¥ ::f#vfya]::[s£.d user

seriall.sys (Pc only)         A special serial port driver, used to control
the flow of data through your system's
primary asynchronous communications port
(COM1).

serial2.sys (Pc only)         A special serial port driver, used to control
the flow of data through your secondary
asynchronous communications port (COM2).

Sun Cabling to the DMP Plotter
The Sun serial adapter cable uses a female D825 connector and requires
the following cable.

D825 Male           D825 Female
(to computer)                                 (to plotter)
CND 7                                                   7GND
TX2
RX3

3RX
2TX

The Type 8 cable is asymmetrical. Attach the male D825 connector to
the asynchronous serial connector of your computer.  Attach the female
D825 connector to the plotter.

PC Cabling to the DMP Plotter
There are three types of asynchronous communications adapters used
with IBM-compatible personal computers:

•   A D825 male 25 pin connector

•   A D825 female 25 pin connector

•   A DB9 male 9 pin connector (AT{ompatible)

Each adapter requires a different type of connecting cable.
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Male D825 Adapters       Adapters that use a male D825 connector require a Type A cable:

Type A
D825 Female            D825 Female

7
2
3
4
5
6
8

This cable is sylnmetrical. Attach either end to the plotter, and the other
end to the asynchronous communications adapter on your computer.

Female D825 Adapters  Adapters that use a female D825 connector require a Type 8 cable:

Type a
D825 Male                  D825 Female
(to computer)                                  (to plotter)

®

a

7
2
3
5
6
8

The Type 8 cable is asymmetrical. Attach the male D825 cormector to
the asynchronous serial connector of your computer. Attach the female
D825 connector to the plotter.

Male DB9 Adapters         AT{ompatible parallel/Serial cards have a DB9 connector for the serial
port and, thus, require a Type C cable:

Type C
DB9 Female                 D825 Female

(to computer)                                  (to plotter)
5
3
2
7
6
1

8

The Type C cable is asymmetrical. Attach the nine pin DB9 connector to
the asynchronous communications port of your computer. Attach the
25 pin D825 connector to the plotter.
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The device file for the DMP plotters is called dmp.dev. This file
(included with this driver package) contains plotter-relevant
information for the DMP plotter models 41, 42, 51 and 52. The format
of this file is discussed in Appendix 8.

Under most circumstances, this file requires no user modification.
However, if you wish to change the entries in this file, use a text editor
or a word processor in unformatted mode to add the new information.

Below is a listing of dmp.dev:

NAME
NOTE

DRIVER  (PC)
(Sun)

OtJTPUT (PC)
(Sun)

PAPER
BORDERC-CTER
DOT
CUT
GRID

NAME

NOTE

DFNIR  (PC)

DMP 40/50 Series Plotters
Version X.XXx
Supports models 41, 42, 51, 52
\dplot\dmp.drv
dmp.drv
serl
/ drf :N / rtyho
D,C,E
2.OX2.0

250

Identifies the intended output device as DMP plotters.

Contains the device file version number and the DMP
plotter models supported by this version.
Specifies the RE directory where that driver is
located (\dplot) for the PC.

(Sun)    Specifies the name of the DPLOT driver that controls
the DMP plotter (dmp.drv) for the Sun.

OUTPUT (PC)     Specifies that sERl is the DOs device to which
plotting data is sent for the PC. (This is a special
driver that outputs data through the primary serial
port (COM1), If you want output sent to the
secondary serial port (COM2), you must edit the
device file, substituting SER2 for SER1.

(SUN)  Specifies that /dew/ttyb is the Das device to which
plotting data is sent for the Sun. (This is a special
driver that ouq)uts data through serial port A. If you
want output sent to serial port A, you must edit the
device file, substituting /dew/ttya for /dew/ttyb.)

PAPER

BORDER

Supplies DPLOT with the allowable paper sizes for
DMP plotters: C, D, and E.  Because it is specified
first, D-size is used as the default size.

Specifies that area of the paper that cannot be plotted
upon, due to the placement of the paper rollers.
2.OX2.0 specifies a border of 1 inch on each edge.

DMP Device File
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CHARACTER     Tells DPLOT to use the DMP plotter's internal
character generator, rather than the DPLOT fonts.
This occurs when plotting non-rotated drawings only.
When plotting rotated drawings, the standard DPLOT
fonts are used.

DOT Tells DPLOT to use the DMP plotter's internal circle
generator to draw connection dots, rather than the
DPLOT connection dot generator.  This occurs when
plotting non-rotated drawings only. When plotting
rotated drawings, the standard DPLOT dot generator
is used.

Tells DPLOT that the DMP plotter takes out sheet
paper, rather than continuous roll or form fed paper.
Specifies the resolution grid size for the vectors that
are output to the plotter.
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Introduction to DPLOT
The FutureNet® DPLOT program is an enhanced alternative to the
FutureNet PRINT feature. DPLOT allows you to output FutureNet
drawings to a variety of printers and plotters, and provides full control
Over

•   Papersize

•   Resolution (printer dot density)

•   Scale

•   Aspect ratio

•   Positioning on the page

•   Inclusion/suppression of alpha field boundaries, attributes, and
symbol reference numbers.

In addition, you can modify many DPLOT default settings so that you
can custom configure DPLOT for your specific needs.

If you purchased a DPLOT package for use with plotters (or other
vector output devices) you also received the PREPLOT utility. This
utility presorts the drawing data, resulting in improved plotting speeds.
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R„„„1.„8 DPLOT

Starting the Program
To begin the DPLcyr process, enter dplot on the command line.  The
program responds with
FutureNet   Dplot   Program
Version   x.xx   Copyright   1985   FutureNet

You are then prompted to enter the following parameters:

Drawing   Name
Device   Name
Paper   Size
Resolution
Scaling
Placement
Aspect   Ratio
Strip  to  Print
Other   Options

At each prompt, you may

•   Press E to accept the DPLOT default value.

•   Enteranew value.

•   Press E to see a help message.

•   PressE to return to the previous prompt.

•   Press H  to accept all remaining defaults.

If you are using a PC, you may also

•  EnterE -EE to exit the program.

•   Enter DOS to get a DOS shell. To return from the DOS shell to
DPLOT, type exit.
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DPLOT Parameters

Drawing Name                 You are prompted
Please   enter   drawing   file    I.I)WG]:    (PC)

Please   enter   drawing   file    [.dwg]:   (SUN)

Enter the name of the FutureNet drawing file you wish to print/plot. If
you enter a filename without specifying a filename extension, DPLcyr
first checks for a file of that name with a .dpl extension. (.dpl files are
created by the Preplot Sorting Utility described in Chapter 3.) If the .dpl
extension is not found, DPLOT then looks for a file with the default
FutureNet drawing file extension, .dwg.

To print more than one drawing at a time, separate the drawing names
with a plus sign (+). For example, to specify two drawing files,
filet.dwg and file2.dwg, you would enter  filet+file2.  When
specifying multiple files, each is printed on its own sheet of paper.

Pressing E at this point will exit DPLor and return you to the
operating system.

Device Name

Listing Available
Device Names

Note:   If a drawing previously run through the Prep4ot Sorting Utility is
updated but rrot rerun through Praplot, the .dpl file will represerit the
old drawing and wi:ll plot if DPLOT is run before Preplot.

You are prompted

Please   enter   device   name    [\DPLOT\*.dev]  :    (PC)

•'lease   enter   device   name    [*.dev]:    (SUN)

Enter the device filename you wish to use for this print/plot. This is the
.dev file that tells DPLOT what printer or plotter you are using, what
port it's connected to, and what options are available. To find out the
Device File contents for your particular plotter or printer, consult the
supplemental driver information for that device.

If you specify a filename without a filename extension, the program
assumes .dev. If you do not specify a path, the program looks for that
file first in the current directory. If the device file is not in the current
directory, then the program looks for the file in either

•   The DPLOT directory (PC), or

•   The directory from which DPLOT was inn (SUN)

If you do not know the name of the device file that you want to use,
enter a device name of

p¢fh\*.dev (PC)

pafw*.dev (SUN)
where prffr is the path name to the directory containing your device
files.
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Redirecting Output

Paper Size

a

DPLOT then searches the specified directory. If only one device file is
found, DPLOT uses it. If more than one is found, DPLOT lists all files
and asks you to select one.

On the Sun, if you press E without specifying anything in response to
the Device name prompt, DPLOT presents a list of device files that
reside in the directory from which DPLOT was run.

The .dev files specify the system device to which the output will be
sent. To send your output to a file (for spooling), or to a different
device, enter your Device Name as follows:

devicename=output

where device name is the name of the desired .dev file and output is
the desired device or filename. For example, if your device file was
dmp.dev and you wished to redirect output to ser2, you would enter:

dmp=ser2.

The asterisk wildcard character *, followed by a unique filename
extension, assigns the drawing filename to the output file. For example,
if the drawing filename is dsample.dwg and the device file you want to
use is hp2.dev, assign the name dsample.out to the output file by
entering

hp2=*.Out

For more information on spooling output to a file for later
printing/plotting, see "Using Spooled Output" in this chapter.

You are prompted with

Please   enter   paper   size    [size]:

The paper size refers to your choice of paper size for this drawing. The
default value [size] is determined by the contents of the selected .dev
file. Paper size may be specified as follows:

NARROW (N)         Largest possible paper size for 80 Column printers.

WIDE (W)                 Largest possible paper size for 132 Column printers.

A through E             American plotter paper sizes A, B, C, D, and E.

A0 through A5         European plotter paper sizes AO, A1, A2, A3, A4,
and A5.

hzxtJf [M][+][-I         Horizontal and vertical dimensions, where ha is the
width of the paper and tJf is the height of the paper.

M is an optional field indicating that the specified values are in
millimeters, rather than inches.

+ overrides the .dev file default paper type to specify continuous form
or roll-type paper.
-overrides the .dev.file default paper type to specify single cut sheet
Paper.
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Resolution (Dot
Density)

Scaling

You are prompted

Please  enter  resolut.ion  [LOW]  :

Resolution refers to the horizontal (X-axis) and vertical (Y-axis) dot
density of your output device. These options are listed below.

LOW (default)         The lowest available resolution, as specified in the
•dev file.

IIIGH                        The highest available resolution, as specified in the
•dev file.

0 through 9               The.dev file GRID statement identifies the
possible resolutions for your printer or plotter.
Entering 0 selects the first value specified in that
statement, 1 selects the second, etc.  Note that not
all drivers have 10 levels of resolution.

Appendix 8 describes the format of the GRID statement. For resolution
information specific to your printer or plotter, consult the supplemental
driver information for that device.

Note:   The largest number of points along the Xidris that DPLCIT can output
is 32,767 ; the largest along the Ynxis is 16383. Because higher
resolutions mean more points per inch, it may not be possible to pririt
large drawings (e.g. E stze) at your output device's high resolution
setting.

You are prompted

Please   enter   scale    [TOFIT]:

Scaling can be specified as follows:

TOFIT (default)      The drawing will be scaled down to fit on the
paper (if necessary) but not scaled up.

NONE

FurL

FILL

A through E

No scaling.

The drawing is scaled either up or down (as
necessary) to fit on the paper. Aspect ratio is
rmintained.

The drawing size is stretched to fit the full size of
the paper (minus any specified border area). Aspect
Ratio is not maintained. Values assigned at the
"Aspect Ratio" prompt (described later in this

section) are ignored.

The drawing is scaled to fit on an A, 8, C, D, or E
sized sheet with no border. If your printer/plotter
cannot print to the edge of the paper and you have
not made allowances in your drawing, these
options produce undesirable results.
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Running DPLOT

JIZxt'f [M]

percentage

Placement

Figure 2-1
Drawing Pl.acement Locations

a

Horizontal and vertical dimensions, where bz is the
width of the drawing and.z7f is the height of the
drawing. M, if used, indicates that the specified
values are in millimeters instead of inches.

A percentage value, either absolute, as in 100% or
75%, or relative to 100%, as in +10% or -25%. The
percent sign (%) is optional, but relative values
must be preceded by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign.

You are prompted

Please   enter   placement    [CC]:

Placement is the combination of horizontal and vertical values that tell
DPLOT where to place the drawing on the paper. These values assume
that the left edge of the paper is the area loaded into your
printer/plotter. The options are as follows:
TL                               Top Left comer (shown in Figure 2-1)

CL

BL

TC

CC

BC

TR

CR

BR

Centered top to bottom, left side

Bottom left comer

Top half of sheet, centered left and right

Center of sheet (default)

Bottom half of sheet, centered left and right

Top right comer

Centered top to bottom, right side

Bottom right comer

Append / to the value to rotate the plot 90 degrees. If you wish to use
the default placement with rotation, you must enter the two-letter code
followed by a /. A / alone is erroneous input.
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Aspect Ratio

Strip to Print

Figure 2-2
Strip Number Determination
Diagram Options

The DPLOT prompt for aspect ratio is

Please   enter   aspect   rat.io    [100%]:

Normally, the height and width of drawings are kept in proportion to
each other, even when scaled to different sizes. Changing the Aspect
Ratio allows you to alter these proportions so that drawings will fill an
entire sheet.

When altering the Aspect Ratio, the width of the drawing does not
change; only the height is affected. This change is specified as a
percentage of the original size.
This percentage can be either positive or negative. It can be an absolute
value, as in 100% or 75%, or it can be a value relative to 100%, as in
+10% or -25%. The percent sign % is optional, but relative values must
always be preceded by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign.

After the prompt, either enter a percentage value, or press  E to assign
100%. (1cO% means there is no adjustment to the X axis data.)

Note:   If FILL was selected as a scaring option, the Aspect Ratio parameter is
ignored.

You are prompted

Please   enter   strip   number    [AliL] :

Drawings sometimes require larger paper sizes than many printers or
plotters can accommodate. In these instances, DPLOT divides the
drawing into a set of horizontal strips, which may be pasted together
later to form the full-size drawing. For printers that use single out sheet
paper, each strip is subdivided into individual sheets.
As a default, DPLor prints all strips that make up your drawing. To
accept this default, press E .

To print a specific strip only, determine the strip number using the
diagram below, and then enter that number at the prompt.

A  size  single   sheet  paper
A Sbe a Stzo C Size D  SLz® E SZz®
8.5xl 111xl7 1 7x22 22x34 a4x44

EEEEE :  :  7o  :    :  :  :  :
9.        .loll...1.2...           9101112

13     1.       15       18

Continuous  form  feed   or  roll  paper
A Size  8 Sb!®8.5xl1llxl7 C Sb:a17x22 D Stz®22x34 ESb®34x„

12

? 3

Edo®olPaper
•.. . " Border o1 arty
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Running DPLOT

® Options You are prompted

Please   enter   sym   ref   nuns    (R),    boundary    (a),    disp
attribute    (D),    overscore    (0){    ]:

Any, all, or none of the following may be specified:

R    Print/plot symbol reference numbers.

8    Print/plot alphanumeric field boundaries.

D    Print/plot the display attribute of the alphanumeric fields instead of
the actual text.

0   Print/plot overscores down one dot unit on the plot.

Altemate Methods of Parameter Entry
In the previous sections of this chapter, you learned how to enter
DPLOT parameters by responding to a set of prompts. This section
discusses two alternative methods of entering parameters that can
make it easier to use the program. They are as follows:

•   Customiae DPLOT (using a Settings file) so that you are not

prompted for parameters that rarely change.
•   Type parameters directly on the command line.

Customizing D PLOT
With a Settings File

Many users consistently give the same response to one or more of the
DPLOT prompts. Through the use of a Settings File, you can customize
DPLOT so that you do not have to be prompted for these items.

You may create a file named dplot.set which stores standard responses
to prompts. DPLOT looks for this file first in the current directory, and
then in the directories listed in the system path (in the order specified).
DPLOT reads the contents of this file, if found, and then prompts you
for only those parameters not specified by the file.

The Settings File may contain any or all parameters except Drawing
Name. You must manually enter the drawing name each time you use
DPLOT.

Create your Settings file dplot.set using an ASCII text editor.

The syntax for parameters in dplot.set is: kcycoord=z7azwe. The
parameters and conesponding dplot.set keywords are:
Parameter                                     Keyword

Device name
Paper size
Resolution
Scaling
Placement
Aspect ratio
Strip to print
Options

DEVICE
PAPER
RES
SCALE
PLACE
ASPECT
STRIP
OPTS
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Rurming DPLOT

Each keyword=value statement must be on its own line and should
contain no blank spaces. Be careful to spell keywords correctly to avoid
ndsinterpretation.

The value assigned to device may be the name of any available device
.dev file. Valid values for the remaining keywords are determined by
the contents of the device file that you choose. For a list of these values,
consult the supplemental driver information for that device.

The following dplot.set file would bypass all program prompts except
Drawing Name:

DEVICE=hp2 . dev
PAPER-b
RES-high
SCALE=full
PLACE=cc
ASPECT=100
STRIP-all
OPTS=

Thus, with this file, all you would need to do is enter the command
dplot and then specify a drawing name when prompted.

Entering Parameters on the Command Line
lf you want to create a drawing using parameters with values that
differ from those in dplot.set, you can enter those parameters directly
on the command line, overriding the entries in dplot.set  To enter
parameters from the command line, use the following fom:
dp\ot [drawing] Lpams] b]

drawing - the drawing name

pans - one or more DPLOT parameters, specified in the form
keyword=value. Multiple parameters may be entered in any order, and
must be separated by commas or single spaces. No blank spaces may
separate a keyword and value, only the equals sign. PaLrameters that are
not specified default to the value assigned in dplot.set See Appendix A
for a list of valid keywords and parameter values.

; - the semicolon instructs DPLOT to use the system default value for
any parameter not specified on the command line or in the dplot.set
file. Otherwise, you are prompted for unspecified parameters.

The following DPLOT example uses a FutureNet drawing named
myfile and command line parameters:

dplotmyfile,PAPER=bpLACE=tl/,OPTS=b

Entering Command
Line Parameters
(Sun Only)

Due to a characteristic of the un`" operating rystem, the semicolon
must be preceded by an ESC character (\) as in the erample below:

dplot myfile, DEVICE = dmp.dev \;

This prints/plots the drawing myfile using all dplotset parameters or
system defaults, except those for paper size, placement, and options.
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Running DPLOT

Run Time Messages

SHE::egeatfon             get=ag`: :;r;Zest,e.Pnf:=:tgeryeodj #::tfnDBpbLeo8insraonc€sT:sftoa[|?ninpiace:
Creating   Output. . .numbers   Complete

Af ter plotting finishes, rystem control returns to the operating system.

Cut Sheet Paper
Message

a

If you are using cut sheet paper to print multiple drawings or
multi-page drawings, DPLOT waits after printing each page and
displays

Please   change  paper   for   next   plot.
Press   <Esc>   to   abort,   any   ot.her   key   to   continue   plotting.

After you have inserted a 'new sheet of paper, press  E to continue
or E to abort the plot.

Using Spooled Output
why sp0010utput?       :isiti;n&:#8nseti:golf::gewfty£: ::keel:htiT:'u%`:tgf:opmthaedYf:::esnit£°n

workstation, or have their workstation machine plot/print in the
background while they continue using the workstation in the
foreground.

Both of these options are possible by spooling your DPLOT output to a
file.

Creating a Spooled
File

When the DPLOT program requests a device name, answer in the form

device=filename

where Act)fee is the name of the desired device file, and A.!erzamc is the
name you wish to assign to a spooled outpLlt file. Any valid filename
may be used.

Then answer all other DPLOT prompts normally. When DPLor
executes, output is sent to the spooled output file instead of the
specified printer or plotter. This spooled output file contains all of the
control codes necessary for the plotter/printer to create the drawing.

When working with drawings that must be output in strips, one file is
created for each drawing strip. The last letter of the filename extension
is altered to represent the strip number. The first nine strips are labeled
1 through 9, while additional strips are labeled A through Z.

For example, if output for a two-strip drawing is spooled to dplot.out
the following files are created:

dplot.Oul
dplot.ou2

DPLOT User Manual 2-9
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Printing/Plotting the
Spooled File for the
PC

Printing/Plotting the
Spooled File for the
Sun

Once spooled, a file may be output at any time using the Das COPY
command with the fo parameter. This parameter tells RE that you are
copying a binary file.

For example, to print the spooled file myplot.out (created using
TDL.DEV) on a JDL-750 printer connected to device LFT1 (the primary
parallel port), enter copy fo myplot lptl.

Note:    on HP-GL and DMP plotte:rs, spooled files may be plo_f!Of in
background mode, using the DOS PRINT_ conrnqnd.. This. mo.de
emf f iles you to use you; computer for qrother t.asfe while plotting at t.f ie
sane tine. For more inforrninon on the use Of this conmand, consult
your DOS manual.

To print/plot a spooled file use the utility program dplotspl. To plot a
spooled file on a plotter that is attached to your machine, use the
following corrrmand :

dplotspl file.spl  /dew/ttyb

This will direct file.spl to serial port b.

To plot to a remote machine, you must specify the remote machine
name. For the example above, with the plotter attached to machine
"remote", use the following command:

dplotspl file.spl remote/dew/ttyb

Note:   There is no protection agalrst two users accessing the plotter at the
sane tine.

Batch File Processing
The following paragraphs describe a process that you can use to create
multiple output files from DPLOT and then at a later time print or plot
these files. This is not the only way to accomplish this, and it is not
meant to be an all-inclusive strategy.

1.   Change the OUTPUT specification in your .dev file to *.out.

2.  Create a dplot.set file containing all user interface entries except the
drawing name.

3.  Create a batch file with one line per drawing you wish to batch. The
line must include the DPLOT command, the name of the drawing
file, and any parameter for this drawing which does not match the
parameter in the dplot.set file.

4.   Run the batch file.

5.   Move the .out files to the proper devices (PRN, SER1, C9071, etc.)
one at a time or all at once if your paper is AUTO, or ROLL.
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Ruining DPLOT

Example #1
0utputtin8 to a
Plotter

These are the files to plot:

drl.dw8
sc2.dwg
dr3.dw8

This is the standard device file for the DMP41 Plotter:

NAME
NOTE
NOTE
DErmR
OtJTPUT
PAPER
BORDER
CHARACTER
CIRCLE
Cur
GRID

DMP 40/50 Series Plotters
Version 2.lob
Supports models 41, 42, 51, 52
\DPLOT\DMP.DRV
SERI
D' C, E
2.0 X 2.0

250

r\

Applying the steps mentioned above, take the following actions:

1.   Change the OUTPUT specification from SERl to *.out.

2.   Create the file dplot.set with the following lines:

DEVICE=DMP
PAPER=D
RES=LOW
SCALE=TOFIT
PLACE=CC
ASPECT=100
STRIP=ALL
OFTS=

3.   Create a batch file called d.bat, with one line per drawing.
(Parameters shown here are just for this example. In general, use the
parameters which you need that don't match the dplot.set file). Each
line ends with a ;.

DPLOT DRI ASPECT=90;
DPLOT SC2:
DPLOT DR3 RES=LOW PLACE=TL OPTS=B

4.  At the DOS prompt, type.D E to execute the batch file.

5.  If your plotter uses CUT paper, enter

copy fo drl.out serl(change the paper)
copy n> sc2.out serl(change the paper
copy fo dr3.out serl

If your plotter use AUTO or ROLL, enter

copy th ..out sell
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Example #2
0utputting to a
Printer

These are the files to plot:

drl.dw8
scat2.dwg
draw3.dwg

This is the standard device file for plotting to an EPSON printer:

NAME
NOTE
DRIVER
OuruT
PAPER
ROLL
GRID

Epson hex, FX, RX Printers
Version 2.10A
\DPLOT\EPSON.DRV
PRN
W (Wide, N (Narrow)

360' 540

Applying the steps mentioned above, you would take the following
actions:

1.   Change the OUTPUT specification from PRN to +.out

2.   Create the file dplot.set with the following lines:

D"CE=EPSON
PAPER=W
RES=HIGH
SCALE=TOFIT
PLACE=CC
ASPECT=100
STRIP=ALL
OPTS=

3.  Create a batch file called e.bat with one line per drawing.
(Parameters shown here are just for this example. In general, use the
parameters which you need that don't match the dplotset file.) Each
line ends with a ;.

DPLOT DRAWI PLACE=TL SCALE=NONE;
DPLOT SCAT2 PAPER=N
DPLOT DR3;

4.   At the Das prompt, type: E  E to execute the batch file.

5.  The EPSON printer uses ROLL, therefore:

copy ro *.OuT PRN
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Overview
This manual describes utilities that enhance FutureNet by translating
FutureNet designs to other CAD/CAE systems and back again.

•   FutureNet Part File Utility - Creates part files for FutureNet
utilities/translators.

•   FutureNet Part Library Utility - Translates and combines one or
more part files into a single library.

•   FutureNet Symbol Library Utility - Documents each symbol in a
FutureNet symbol library in the form of a FutureNet drawing.

•   FutureNet Symbol Identifier Utility - Documents the symbol
identifiers used in a design.

Read the "Understanding FutureNet" chapter of the FwfwrcNcf LJscr
MarzouJ before reading this manual.

The following five figures illustrate the FutureNet design development
processes and the relationships of the utilities. Reviewing these
processes and relationships will help you move easily from one design
phase to another.
•   Figure 1-1 shows an overview of the FutureNet Part File concept.

•   Figure 1-2 shows the relationship between the FutureNet Part File
symbol relationships. It's labeled 'The Mapping Concept".

•   Figure 1-3 shows how a custom translator can use the Part File.

•   Figure 14 shows the process for generating a Part File.

•   Figure 1-5 shows where each of the FutureNet Utilities fits into the
FutureNet design task.
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Overview

Figure 1-1
The Part File Concapt
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Figure 1-2
The Mapping Concept Part Name       ## [SN54LS00]  [74LS00]
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Figure 1-3
Custom Translators
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Figure 14
Generating a Part File

a
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Figure 1-5
FutureNct Uthities Flow Chart
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Overview

®
Definitions

Following is a list of terms you should become familiar with before
using the utilities.

Alphanumeric Field - A displayed line of text (of a given font) on a
drawing, with an associated attribute, layered text, justification,
orientation, and point of effect.

Attribute - A predefined property represented by a number and name
(n`nemonic) that is assigned to an alphanumeric field. The property is
characteristic of the schematic element with which the alphanumeric
field is associated.

Attribute Mnemonic - A 3- or 4{haracter name which identifies an
attribute.

Attribute Number -A number that identifies an attribute.

Device -An electrical component that is used on a Printed Circuit
Ebard (PCB).

Displayed Text -The single line of text in an alphanumeric field that
is visible on the drawing.

Drawing Set - A set of drawings at the top of a hierarchy or the
drawing(s) named in a functional block.

Function - An electrical operation performed by a set of pins in a part.

Functional Block -A symbol that is used as a placeholder in a higher
level drawing to specify a drawing set at a lower level in the design.

Functionally Defined I'art - A part that contains more than one slot.

Global Property -A property assigned to a part that occurs only in a
part file and applies to all instances of that part in a design.
Instance-Specific Property - A property assigned to a symbol in
FutureNet Schematic Designer using attributes or layered text. This can
be used to override a global property.

Layered Text - The text in an alphanumeric field that is not visible on
the drawing. Layered text is used to create property sheets to
supplement the alphanumeric field attribute.

Like - Equivalent.

Multiple Slots - Like Function - A part that contains more than one
slot with each slot having equivalent functions.

Multiple Slots -Mixed Function - A part that contains more than
one slot with the slots having different functions.

No Slots - Single Function - A part that contains no slots and has
either a single function or no function.

No Slots - Mixed Function - A part that contains no slots but has
different functions represented by two or more symbols. This is a
special case of the multiple slot - mixed function part.
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Part - A reference to a single symbol or a set of symbols that represent
an electrical device.

Part File - A database of part information. This information is not
present in the schematic symbols of the design and aids in detemining
the number of gates in a part, the correct pins for each gate, the number
of pins of a part, etc.

Physically Defined Part - A part that is not functionally defined and
is defined only by the number of pins for that device.

Pin Identifier - The displayed text (pin name or number) used to
establish cormectivity.

Point of Effect - A movable x,y coordinate that is used to associate an
alphanumeric field with a schematic element.

Property - A single characteristic of a schematic element.

Property Name - The name of a particular characteristic of a
schematic element.

Property dssignment Statement - The syntax required to assign a
property to a schematic element (used in layered text or in a part file):

[tcol]:propertyapalue.

Schematic Element - Any design element that belongs to one of the
following conceptual areas in the design: circuit, drawing, bus, signal,
pin, and symbol.
Scope - The extent of the connectivity that signals with the same
name have within a design.

Signal Aliasing - A signal that has been assigned more than one
name Q>us aliasing is not allowed.)

Slot - A specific position for a function within a part. For example,
pins 1, 2, and 3 of a 7400 part would be slot 1; pins 4, 5, and 6 would be
slot 2, etc.

Symbol - A single graphic representation of an entire electronic
device or a portion of one.

Tool - A specific post processor or translator.

Tool Identifier -A name that associates a property with a spedfic tool.

Value - The data assigned to a property.
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a
FutureNet Properties

It is especially important to understand how properties are derived
from attributes and layered text. A brief explanation of properties is
given here, but detailed information is provided in the F«f«rcNef user
Marzz«J. There is no limit to the number of properties that can be
spedfied in a design, but there are a basic set of properties that are
common to the utility programs. Target-specific translators might use
additional properties or extended definitions of the base set.

A property denotes a single characteristic of a schematic element. All
schematic elements have at least one property, most have more.
Properties identify things about an element such as:

Pin type, for example

tristate, output, or input

Signal /pin name, for example
GND
tsv
sigol

Ijocation reference designator, for example

U21
U0001
U15

Part
and/2
80486
244

AIl property information must be available before any post processing
tools or translators can interpret and process your design.
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Property Assignment
Properties are assigned using FutureNet attributes or property
assignnent statements. These statements take the following form:

|tool:\property=value.

There are two ways to assign properties:

•   Global property assignment using part files

•   Instance-specific property assignlnent in the FutureNet program

Global Property
Assi8-ent

Instance-specific
Property Assigrment

Symbol-related
Properties

GATE=gate_id
(Instance-specific,
attribute GATE, 155)

Global property assignment statements must be placed in a part file.
(See Chapter 2, Part File Syntax.) These properties are specified on a per
part and per pin basis. When you add a property to a part in the part
file, the FuturINet program adds that property to all parts of that type.

The FutureNet program assigns instanceLspecific properties by
attributes or by layering property assignment statements under a
symbol, displaying them with the symbol on the drawing, or using a
combination of layered and displayed text. Attributes and property
assignment statements are associated with an alphanumeric field.
Attributes are provided for the most common properties required in a
design, for quick and easy property assignment.

IustanceLspecific properties apply only to the symbol they are assigned
to and take precedence over properties assigned in part files. The
FutureNet editor does not allow you to add global property
inforrrration.

The properties associated with a part are used to determine if a part is
functionally or physically defined.

Symbol-related properties apply to the rymbol to which they are
assigned. Properties that relate to a part are global properties; these
properties are consistent for all ocourrences of a part, such as number of
pins, number of gates, or swap characteristics. Properties that relate to
an orourrence of a part are instance-specific properties and these vary
for each occurrence of a part in the design, such as location designator,
gate designator, or board location.
The following are definitions of the most common FutureNet
symbol -related properties.

The GATE property identifies a symbol as one of the eyIIhols of a
multi-symbol part. For a functionally defined part, the gate_id specifies
which slot the symbol should occupy. For a physically defined part, the
gate_id specifies which pin set in the part the symbol should occupy.
For erample

GATE=C

specifies that the symbol this property assignment statement applies to,
occupies the third pin set in a multi-symbol part.
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GCNT=n (Global,
no attribute)

LOC=location value
(Instancerspecific,
attribute LOC, 2)

PARTxpart_name
VA;Lxpart_value
STFLxpari_stress
TOL--part_tolerance
PC:m=part_characteristics

(Instancerspecific,
attributes PART, 3; VAL,
4; STR, 7; TOL, 6; pclm
property)

®

n

GATE=32

specifies that the symbol occupies the thirty-second pin set in a
multi-eymbol part. The gate property can also be obtained from the
LCX= property. See the LCX= property description for details.

The GCNT (gate count) property is for functionallyrdefined parts and
defines the number of symbols (gates) that make up a part, where n is
always an integer. This property is used when:

•   Multiple FutureNet symbols are used to represent a single part.

•   The part is functionally defined.

•   Each symbol that makes up the part must be a single gate.

The GO`IT property value is used to verify that you have not exceeded
the specified gate count. For example, if you tried to use the LCX=s
UIA, UIB, and UIC to represent three gates in one package, but
assigned the part a gate count of 2, GCNT=2, the translator would
generate an error message.
Note, however, that if your drawing uses fewer symbols than are
specified by GCNT, no error will be detected. Ensure that you have
specified the correct number of symbols for a complete part.

See the Scr`IT property description for using multi-symbol parts in
FutureNet that are physicallyrdefined.

LOC is the circuit location or reference designator for a symbol, such
as, U21, R18, and C81. Adding a letter suffix to the LCX= identifies the
symbol as one of the symbols in a multi-symbol part. The letter suffix is
treated as the GATE property unless you specify otherwise. For
erample, UIC could indicate the symbol ocoupies the third slot in a
device.

Parts with Gcr`IT=1 do not need the letter suffix "A".

For multi-rymbol parts, see the GATE, GCNT, and SO`IT property
descriptions.

These five properties identify the part depicted by a symbol. The
symbol identifier for a symbol is derived from the concatenation of
these five properties. At least one of these five properties must be
present on a symbol for a part (the PART property is the most
common). These properties are most commonly assigned via FutureNet
attributes.

The symbol identifier is used to access the part file for global property
information. See the "Symbol Identifier" entry section in Chapter 2 for
more information. You can create unique symbol identifiers by
changivg one of the five properties. For example, you could have two
different 10KW resistors by specifying two different tolerances with the
TOL (tolerance) property as follows:

VAL=10K
TOL=5%
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PCNI=n
(Global)

PRE=val
(Global)

Lclm=U I A
(Global)

Scrm=N I P
(Global)

VAL=10K
TOL=1%

The PCNT property specifies the number of pins for the part. The
number of pins is H. The count includes implicit pewer and ground
pins.

The PRE property specifies the prefix that should be used on location
designators.Forerample,PRE=Uimpliesthatthepreferredprefix for
this part is U.

u

The LCHR hation Designator (reference designator) characteristics
property specifies that a part is physically defined. If this property is
presentornoSampropertyispresent,thepartisphysicallydefined.
The value of the property is instancespecific and specifies whether the       _
reference designator for the associated symbol is assigned or
unassigned. The possible values are:

u     Eee=:Eoi: idas:=.t,|rtiiss::i?I:ri=£E:5#ur:c#ti#a;I, the
defined parts.)

A         The gate is assigned a lcx:ation designator. The Lac property is the
location designator the the part. (It is similar to Scrm=N for
functionally defined parts.)

rL°cEi=tt::i:ia5&£:r!##)CEra:ti:::,C£;rae;a.u+tot: :rmyseo!v¥¥de         u
this in the drawing for parts which have been assigned (LCHR=U) by
the property assignment statement LCHR=A.

Note:   The gate desigrator qn my]ti±yiribal, pkysieq!ly d.Ofinap .pe^#±m`¥f _Pe_
apediftedevefrif_theloc?ti_ondis.igne.tJr.±rotafsiqued..LCHP=_I?_:_La
±irihalIfamrilti-syrty4prriiinpl.i.esthe.sympal.isn?I.¥siqud=?u.trit
does rep;esent a srfecific win set of the part ds designated ly the GATE
property.

The Scm (swap characteristics) property specifies that a part is
functiormlly defined. If this property is absent, the part is physically
defined. The value of the property is instance-apecific and specifies
whether the associated symbol can be swapped with another part. The
possible values are:
N      #eth8eati::°ti!c¥reswthaep±inThede :a¥ #: g:t¥Si:ai:]aTd?up=:::ed

in the part. Ot is similar to LCHR=A for physically defined parts.)

The gate can be swapped with any other gate in any identical part
in the design. The pin numbers on the gate are any valid gate of
the part. The part location is unassigned and the Lac property is
ignored. (It is sinrilar to LcrR=U for physically defined parts.)
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Normally the swap characteristics are defaulted to (swappable)
(SCHR=P) in the part library. You may override this in the drawing for
parts which have already been packaged (SCHR=N). SCHR=N in the
part file will specify that a part is functionally defined but all the
packaging in the drawing is fixed.

SCNT=n
(Global)

Note:   When you use paris that have Peqi as_signed the SFHR propap|, the
parts innnot hinge un_coppeFt_e_4 pins. Uneonnected pins must be
connected to a signal called N|C.

The Scr`IT (rymbol count) property is for physically defined parts and
spedfies the number of discrete FuturINet symbols that make up the
part. Use this property for multi-symbol parts that are physically
defined. The SCNT property is used to verify that the correct number of
symbols are present for a part by comparing the Sa`IT property value
with the number of GATES for a LOC.

For example, you could use a transistor symbol and an LED symbol to
build an optoisolator part. The part would have SCNT=2 because there
are two symbols in the part. If you used the part on a schematic, two
symbols with GATh properties 1 and 2 would be required for each
occurrence of the part.
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Pin-Related Properties   Pin-related properties affect the pin to which they are assigned. They
can be global or instance-specific. The pin identifier assigned to a pin in
the drawing is used to map the pin into the part file for global pin
properties.

clm=pwR I CND I CoM
(Global)

PNUM=pin_number
(Global)

PNAM=pin_name
(Global)

The CIIR (characteristics) property specifies the characteristic of a pin
as either power, ground, or common. See your spedfic translator
manual for more information.

The PNUM (pin number) property specifies physical pin number. It is
required for all pins, but defaults to the pin identifier if that identifier is
numeric. For example, if the pin identifiers for a transistor eylhol are E
for the enritter pin, 8 for the base and C for the collector, the pin
numbers 1, 3, and 2 can be established in the part file using the PNUM
property. (See the "Mapping Pin Names and Numbers" section in
Chapter 2.)

The PNAM (pin name) property specifies the pin name. The pin name
defaults to the pin identifier if that identifier is alphanumeric.
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Part _File Syn|_g±

a

A part file is a database of symbol and pin properties for FutureNet
symbols or for the symbols in target system libraries. There is one entry
in the file for each rymbol type in the library or design. The property
data assigned to the symbols and pins in a part file applies globally to
all symbols and pins of a given part type, unless overridden by
drawing level property data. In addition to accepting global property
data, part files are used to map parts and their pins between systems.

Symbols are listed in the part file by a symbol identifier, which is
derived from the concatenation of the PART, VAL, STR, TOL, and
PCIR properties or from userdefined identifiers specified by the
attribute option. Note that a single eymbol identifier may apply to a
number of different symbols. For example, the FutureNet symbols COA
(2-input NAND, pins 1, 2, and 3) and 008 (2-input NAND, pins 4, 5,
and 6) have the same symbol identifier, 7400. Each symbol entry
includes the pins for that symbol, listed by a pin identifier.

Part files can be created automatically using one of the custom part file
utilities available with the FutureNet translators or with the part file
utility O'FU) that generates a part file from a design. AIL part file
utilities conform to the syntax described here, while the data required
from the user to complete the file varies between utilities.

Part files can be created manually using any Asal editor. Obviously,
part files created manually contain only the data you put in them,
though they still must conform to part file syntax. Creating part files
manually is practical for only a few parts because of the amount of data
required.

Part Types
There are four part classifications. Depending on the part type, a part
can be functiormlly or physically defined with single or multiple
FutureNet symbols. The next four sections describe the part
classifications: Multiple Slots - Like Functions, Multiple Slots - Mixed
Functions, No Slots - Single Function, No Slots - Mixed Functions.
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Part File Syntax

The definitions below are important to your understanding of the part
type discussion that follows.

Function - An electrical operation performed by a set of pins in a part.

Functionally-defined par( - A part that contains more than one slot.

Physicallyrdefined par( - A part that is not functionally defined. It is
defined only by the number of pins for that particular device.

Slot - A specific position for a function within a part. For example,
pins 1, 2, and 3 of a 7400 part would be slot 1; pins 4, 5, and 6 would be
slot 2, and so on.

FutureNet symbols       5£: F:ufus:e¥ettc£#eb°d]:fitEt:oyn°:fut=et#:E=t=:t#Eg°F?r]]eyxf:fi;#
when you are using parts with multiple slots, each slot must be
represented by a separate FutureNet rymbol. A connector functionally-
defined as 32 1-pin gates must be represented by 32 separate symbols.
Parts that are physicallyrdefined can be represented by multiple
symbols, but they will not have the swap characteristics of a
functiomllyrdefined part. Each symbol of a physicallyrdefined part
reflects some set of pins in the part.

If you are using FutureNet as an interface to another system, such as a
PCB layout system, the definition in the part file and coITesponding
FutureNet symbols must match the part definition in the target system.

Multiple Slots -
Like Functions

Multiple Slots -
Mixed Functions

No Slots - Single
Function

Tis part type contains more than one slot with each slot having
equivalent functions. This part type can be functiomlly or physically
defined and it is the only part type that can be functionally defined.

If the part is functionallyrdefined in the part file, then the part has swap
characteristics (SCHR=N or SCHR=P). You should use this approach
with comlron TIT devices such as the 7400, 7404, and 7406.

If the part is physically defined in the part file, it may be represented
by multiple symbols, but the part would not have swap characteristics.
You nright use this approach with resistor packs or a 7474 flip-flop.

This part type contains more than one slot and each slot has different
functions. Currently it must be physically defined (LCHR=U or
LCHR=A) and the gates within the part cannot be swapped. This part
type can be defined with multiple FuturINet symbols. The SN74265,
which contains two buffers and two NAND gates, is an erample of this
part type.

This part type contains no slots and has either a single function or no
function. It dues not contain gates and must be physically defined
(LCHR=U or LorR=A). It is usually represented by a single FutureNet
symbol. The MC68000 hicroprocessor IC, a 16R8 PAL IC, and a custom
gate array are examples of this part type.
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Part File Syntax

No Slots - Mixed
Functions

Part File Example

This part type contains no slots but has different functions represented
by two or more symbols. This Part is a special case of the multiple slot
- mixed function par(. This part type must be physically defined and
could consist of multiple FutureNet syntools which are combined to
form one part. For example, you could use a transistor symbol and an
LED symbol to create an optoisolator part. Another example of this part
type is a multi-eymbol cormector.

The part file example on the following page shows a typical FutureNet
database of symbol and pin properties. Following the example are
detailed descriptions of the elements in the part file.

###[4164]
PCNT-16
PRE-U

### I 2N2222A]
PCNT-3
PRE-Q

##1,   [E]
##2,  [8]
##3,   [C]

###  I 1N4148  }
PCNT-2
PRE=CR

###  I ,10UF]
PRE=C

##1,   [A]
##2,  [8]

###[7400]
SCHR-P
GCNT-4
PCNT-14
PRE-U

##1' 4'  9,12
##2,  5,10' 13
##3,  6, 8,11
##7

CHR=GND
##14

CHR-PWR

### I 7404 ]
SCHR=P
GCNT=6
PCNT-14
PRE=U

##1,  3,  5,  9,11,13
##2,  4,  6, 8,10,12
##7

CHR=GND
##14

CHR-PWR
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Part File Syntax

Syntax

Syntax Conventions

Symbol Identifier
Entry

The part file is made up of part identifier entries and their associated
pin identifiers. Property information can be added to the part and pin
identifiers using property assignment statements of the form:

property=value

Or

tcolproperty=wle

Tool and property values are not casesensitive.

Comment lines, which begin with a single #, can be placed anywhere.
Blank lines are permitted.

Lines may be continued by using a back slash (\) before the new line.

Part file syntax uses the following conventions:

( }                   optional entry
{ }                  zero or more repetitions of an optional entry
#and[]       literals

#                   cornlnent
##              symbol identifier
#                pin identifier

The stylized part file erample below demonstrates part file syntax,

#   This   is   a   comment
### [symbol_ident.ifier]     {  [symbol_ident.ifier] }...
{property_assignment_stat.ement}

##pin_identifier    { I,pin_ident.ifier] } . . .
{property_assignment_st,atement}

##pin_identifier   { I,pin_identifier] } . . .
{property_assignment_statement}

#   next,   part   entry
### [symbol_identifier]    { [symbol_ident.ifier] }...

Symbol identifier entries are derived from the concatenation of the
PART, VAL, SIR, roL, and PalR properties or from usendefined
identifiers as specified by the attribute option. Symbol identifiers are
unique. They are used to identify parts in the part file and should not
be confused with the part property on a FutureNet synhool, which is
only one of the five properties comprising the eymbol identifier.
FutureNet symbols must have at least one of these properties or a
userrdefined identifier to be included in the part file. The symbol
identifier takes the following form:
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a

1

{part_prop}{,vat_prop}tstr_prop}(,tol_prop}{,pchr_prop}

where part_prop, val_prop, str_prop, tol_prop, and pchr_prop are the
property values for the PART(2), VAL(3), SIR(7), TOL(6), and PCHR
(no current attribute) properties from the symbol in the FutureNet
drawing. These properties cannot have embedded commas.

Missing leading entries must be indicated with a comma. For example,
symbols identified by VAL and PCIR would be listed as:

###[,1K,,,CARBON]

Symbols identified by PART and PCHR would be listed as:

###[8088,„NIEL]

Missing trailing entries do not use a comma. Symbols identified by
VAL and TOL would be listed as:

###[,10K„5%]

Symbols identified by VAL, SIR, TOL, and PCIR would be listed as:

###[,10uFjov,10%,TANT]

A symbol identified by VAL, only the symbol identifier would have the
following form:

###[,10K]

WARNING: The -anffm option (attribute number) is not supported
by the FutureNet to Edif Netlist Writer. See Chapter 3,
the "Command Line Options" section, for a description
of  -am"in. Alternatives to -a#zf„ include changing the
symbol identifier for a symbol in the FutureNet
prograln or using the PID property in a part file to
specify a different identifier for a symbol.
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Pin Identifier Entry        FoempiEstpd,:;t£!ear,;££;Sn::epr££:Sf£°eTdas pthaartt.hpa£:efdkn:fi:::arid::£evf the

pin attributes used to assign an identifier.
Pin identifiers are either numeric or alphanumeric. In most cases, they
will be a number.  Alphanumeric pin identifiers must be enclosed in
brackets I ].

For many physically defined parts, pin entries are not required if the
FutureNet symbol contains valid numbers for the pin identifier.

Pin identifier entries are listed in the part file under a symbol identifier
entry.

Functionally D efined
Parts

Figure 2-1
7400 Part

Pin identifiers for functionally defined parts form a matrix in which
columns correspond to a spedfic gate symbol and rows correspond to a
single input or output pin. The last column on the right may be the
logical pin identifier (alphanumeric chamcter) and does not correspond
to a specific gate.

Note:   The order in which pins appear is important anl must matc4 th? order
specified in the datd book. If this ord_pr .is Pot adhered to, packaging or
back annotation may not be accomplished
correctly.

Alter the gate pins are defined, power and ground pins for the part can
be specified.

Symbol and pin properties are added to the part file as property
assignment statements. Symbol properties follow the ### symbol
identifiers line entry. Pin properties follow the ## pin identifiers line
entry.

Figure 2-1 shows a 7400 package and the individual symbols that can
be used to represent it. Notice that the last gate in the column on the
left is a logical representation of a gate and dues not correspond to a
specific gate in the 7400.

EiE
EiE
EiE
EiE
EiE

ri  rl  TI  Ti  rl  ri  rivcc  LH   LH

Hpi    nET  GNDLI  LJ  LI  LI   LI  LI  LJ
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Multiple gate parts like the 7400 are listed in,the part file with pins in
rows and gates in columns. The first entry is the symbol identifier,
described earlier. Pin identifiers are listed after the symbol identifier,
with inputs first (pins 1 and 2) and outputs last (pin 3). There is one
row for each pin on the symbol. AIl of the pins on a symbol are listed
in one column, which corresponds to the gate. Since each of the gates in
a 7400 has three pins, there are three rows. Since there are four gates
there are four columns, in gate order, and one extra column to list
logical pin identifiers. The global properties required are SCHR and
GCNT. A complete entry for a 7400 looks like this:

###         [7400]
SCHR-P
GCNT=4
##         1,4,9,12,[A]
##        2,5,10,13,[8]
##        3,6,8,11,[Y]

##14
CHR=PWR

##7
CHR=GND

Alphanumeric Pin
ldentifier

Multiple Power and
Ground

Co-on Pins

1
Note that numeric pin identifiers are separated by commas and that
alphanumeric pin identifiers, in addition to being separated by
commas, are also enclosed in brackets. Pin identifiers enclosed in
brackets are treated as names and must therefore have an alpha
component. The example below is not legal because the pin identifier
enclosed in brackets dces not have the required alpha component.

## 1, [2]                                                                INCORRECT

Duplicate pin identifiers are not allowed. Under a part, a given pin
identifier can be specified only once.

However, the same values for the PNAM and PNUM properties can
appear under different pin identifiers. The following is not be a legal
method of associating ground with two pins.

## 1, [GND]                                                       INCORRECT
##7,[GND]

The following example shows the correct way to specify two ground
pins using the PNAM  property and  property assignment statements.
##1

##7
PNAM=GND

PNAM=GND

CORRECT

Parts that use common pins cannot be functionally defined using gates.
The following error is reported if you try to define the part using gates,
because the common pin is detected as a duplicate pin.
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ERROR - File A.Jc7z4mc, line Jz.»enzJmber
Duplicate pin specification.

For example, an SN74LS244 is defined with the following pin entries
for each gate:

Gate 1:   12,18
Gate 2:   1,4,16
Gate 3:   1,6,14
Gate 4:   1J},12

Pin number 1 is common to all four gates.

The following is not a conect part file definition for this part.

##[LS244]

#1,1,1,1,[G]
##2,4,6j),[A]
##18,16,14,12,[Y]
##10,[GND]
##20,Vcc]

INcORREer

u

Mapping Pin Names
and Numbers

The correct part file definition for this part would be:

###[LS244]
##1[G]
##2[A]

CORRECT

in20[Vcc]

The pin identifier on the FutureNet symbol can specify only a PNAM
or PNUM property. If a pin name (or number) is missing or the pin
name (or number) on the symbol is not valid for a utility, PNAM (or
PNUM) properties can be added to the part file. For example, suppose
a transistor in Futurer`let uses pin number 1 or pin name E for the
emitter, pin number 2 or pin name 8 for the base, and pin number 3 or
pin name C for the collector. The following statements in the part file
cause the translator to substitute pin number 1 for the FutureNet pin E
or 1, pin number 3 for the FutureNet pin 8 or 2, and pin number 2 for
the FutureNet pin C or 3. Note that for the emitter pin a PNUM=1 is
not required because the Part Library Utility provides a default PNUM
propertyofpNUM=1.
##1,[E[
##2,[8]

PNUM=3
##3,[C]

PNUM=2

CORRECT
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FutureNet Part File U±i|i±±
The FutureNet Part File Utility (PFU) is used to create part files for
FuturINet utilities/translators. Part files are used as input to the Part
Library Utility (PLU), converted, and then used by the target utilities or
translators. See Figure 3-1 for a flow chart of the Part File Utility.

The FutureNet Part File Utility takes the Drawing Prepracessor .dcm
file as input and creates a part file template of the FutureNet design.

+    PLU    i
---~,,,,,,,I

8mrsJP,

Figure 3-1
Part File Utility Flow Chart

FutureNet to EDIF
Netlist Writer

Other Translators and
Utilities

Note:   The part file created by the FutureN_i Pa.ri .File .¥tility is.on.1.y q.
tenrfue.of the symbofis in a FutureN.ct dest.gn. roy must edit the fr]?
toihelud;symb6landpinprope.rtydata.relevantt?y?ursyster!!and
design. See-Chapter 2 for inore irrformativn on part ftle cowentious
and syntax.

If you intend to use the FutureNet to EDIF Netlist Writer and want to
create an optional part file, use the FutureNet Part File Utility to ereate
the .pf file. Use that .pf file as input to the Part Library Utility. The Part
hibrary Utility creates a .pl file as an output. Then run the EDIF
translator using the .dcm and .pl files as input.

If you intend using other FutureNet translators, create the required part
file from the target system library(s) using the part file utility described
in your translator -ual.
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Optionally, you can use a part (.pf) file created from your FutureNet
design using the FutureNet Part File Utility or you can create it
manually using an ASCII editor (suitable for small designs or a few
parts).

Create a part library using the part (.pf) files as input to the Part
Library Utility. The Part Library Utility creates a .pl file.

Run the translator/utility using the .dcm and .pl files as input.

The FutureNet Part File Utility uses FutureNet drawings as input and
creates a template of the parts in a FuturchJet design.
Translator-specific part files are created from target system library(s)
and create a template of the parts in the library(s).

U

Conventions

Symbol and Pin
Identifiers

Symbol identifier entries are derived from the concatenation of the
PART, VAL, SIR, TOL, and PCIIR properties or from userdefined
identifiers as specified by the -anum option.

Two eymbols can have the same symbol identifier but different sets of
pin identifiers. The part file utility assumes these are symbols for a
functionallyrdefined part. For example, the standard FutureNet parts
7400A and 74008 have the same identifier (7400), but the pin identifiers
are (12?) for the 7400A and (4j,6) for the 74008. When this occurs,
pins with the same location relative to the symbol origin are grouped
together in the output as shown below.

###

This part file definition is incomplete because gates 3 and 4 are missing,
as well as power and ground pins.

Editing Requirements    If the part file is being generated from a drawing set where the pin
ordering does not match the data book, the part file entry will be
erroneous. This can occur as a result of pins being swapped on a
symbol. If all gates of a part are not present in a drawing, you must
edit the part file to add the missing gate information.

Symbols That Do Not
Have Identifiers

Symbols must have at least one of the five properties that make up the
symbol identifier or a userrdefined attribute (via the -anum option) in
order to appear in the part file. See the -anum description under
Utility-specific Options. Symbols that do not meet this requirement, like
title blocks, are ignored.
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FutureNet Part File Utility

Properties

a

a

The Part File Utility outputs the symbol properties GCNT, PCNT, PRE,
SCHR, SCNT, and the pin property CHR based on the data provided in
the design. Option -x is provided to exclude these default property
definitions. GCNT, Pcr`IT and SO`IT have values of the number of
gates, pins, or symbols encountered in the design. SCHR has a value of
P and PRE a value of U.

Running the Utility
To create a part file, the minimum command line entry is:

pfu dcmftle

Command Line Options
The Part File Utility uses the basic command line options in addition to
several system-specific options.

Basic Command Line
Options

Basic command line options are summarized below.

Option
-Ifilename

-Oftlename

+0

-Ofilename

+e

-S

+S

-q

+q

Option
-aoum

Utility-Specific
Options

Definition

Specifies input file(s) (.dcm)

Specifies output file name (.pf)

Resets output file name to default.

Specifies output file for errors (.pfe).

Resets error file name to default.

Sets program to silent mode.

Resets program to non-silent mode.

Sets program to query mode.

Resets program to nonquery mode.

Definition

Attribute Number - The -a##m option allows you
to specify your own symbol identifier for a symbol
by instructing the utility to take the identifier for
the symbol from the displayed text field with the
specified attribute number.
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Option
-ao¢um

Definition

Symbol identifier entries are by default derived
from the concatenation of the PART, VAL, STR,
TOL, and PCIR properties and can be overridden
using this option.

When using this option, use the same attribute
number for all symbols. For example, if you want a
symbol to be identified by your company part
number, then use FutureNet to create an
alphanumeric field containing the company part
number in the symbol and assign the attribute
number to the field.

The symbol-related attributes listed here are the
legal attributes available for use with the -a option:

3
4
6
7
55-99
109-113
116-127
131
135
140
142-144

Attribute numbers above 99 are non-printing,
displayed text attributes; they are probably the best
choice since they do not print on the schematic buc
do appear on screen. Other symbol-related
attributes will work, but we recommend that you
use the attributes listed here.

Note:    We reco:irnmend that you do rrot use attributes 3, 4,_6, and_7 ?ince.they
already have specific-mewings to FutureNet translators. Using.thap
for arty other the their clef tped purp_ose cor¥_titutes a.norrst.a_ndard us,e'and wiay cause problems with oihe; FutureNet trandtors. Use any of

the other attributes listed instead.

Note..    If you already have libra_ties that yse these attribut.es, you qo nqf.negp
i;change theel'n, but realde that they may rrot work properly with other
translators.

CAUTION:    The -anwm option is not supported by the FutureNet to
Edit Netlist Writer. Alternatives to -aL%«„ include
changing the symbol identifier for a symbol in the
FutureNet program or using the PID property in a part
file to specify a different identifier for a symbol.
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FutureNet Part File Utility

Option

-n

-8

Description

Symbol Identifier Only - The -n option causes the
Part File Utility to list only symbol identifiers and
properties in the part file. No pins will be output.
Generate Power and Ground Pins - The -g causes
the Part File Utility to include power and ground
pins in the part file. Note that this option is Nor
compatible with -n.
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4PF±Libraryut±dy
The Part Library Utility (PLU) translates and combines one or more
part files (.pf) into a single library (-pl) file. Figure 4-1 shows the
relationship of the Part Library Utility to the FutureNet design process.
The part library file is a non-text file and cannot be edited.

Figure 4-1
Part Library Utility Flowcharta

®

Running the Part Library Utility
To create a part library, the minimum command line entry is:

pha partftle

Multiple input files can be specified if you want to combine a number
of part files in a single part library.

- p\u partftlel partf rle2 partf tle3...partfilen

Note:    If there is a daplieate d?ftndtjop qf _a pa{f in tfe.e part file., FLU_.issue,s a
inarndng and does the frost defthition, disco.rdfng ike others. Tpe. :pf
ixput foes are process-ed in the order spectfted on the command line.
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Command Line Options
The Part Library Utility uses the basic command line options in
addition to several system-specific options.

Basic Command Line
Options

Utility-specific
Options

Basic command line options are summarized below.

Option
-Ifilename

-ofilename

+0

-Ofilename

+e

-S

+S

-q

+q

Definition

Specifies input file(s) (.pf)

Specifies output file name (.pl)

Resets output file name to default.

Specifies output file for errors (.ple).

Resets error file name to default.

Sets program to silent mode.

Resets program to non-silent mode.

Sets program to query mode.

Resets program to nonquery mode.

Two additional options are available for exclusive use with the Part
hibrary Utility. The options are specified on the command line and
explained below.

Option
-P

-V

Definition

Path - The -pprf# option specifies the path to
search for .pf files when your files are not all in the
current directory. The current directory, which is
the default search directory, will always be
scorched.

Verbose - Selecting verbose mode with the -v
option causes the utility to display the name of the
part file it is reading and the name of each part as
it is added to the part library. Note that these
messages are always placed in the error (.ple) file.
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5 F¥fprfNet Symbol Library
url'Zt'fty

Figure 5-1
Sgivbol IJibrary Utility Flowchart

The FutureNet Symbol Library Utility (ENLIB) documents each symbol
in a FuturINet symbol library in the form of a FutureNet drawing. See
Figure 5-1 for a flow chart description of the Symbol Library Utility.

a-I
ThesymbolsfromthespecifiedlibraryareloadedintoFutureNet
drawing sheets. Included in the documentation are the name of the
symbol in the FutureNet library, the symbol identifier for the part
library, and the symbol-related and pin-related alphanumeric fields
with associated layered text. Drawing sheets are assigned page
numbers, and indexes by symbol library name and by symbol identifier
are created on the last drawing sheets. The symbol identifier is derived
from the concatenation of the following five properties: PART, VAL,
SIR, TOL, and PCHR.

The output of the FuturINet Symbol Library Utility consists of two
FutureNet command files: owfpzz giv.Zc.cnd and owfpr{ffIZc.prt. When the
FutureNet command script, owfpr¢.Jc.cnd, is run through FutureNet

g:ree=g;#efg::*:;t£:€:an*nu¥£vde:young:nfng«t#fFe#;:££:%r
sheets with symbols and owfprfJ.Jc.1.#wmber for the indexes. The
o«fprf+.Zc.prf is a FutureNet command script that loads and prints the
drawing sheets. See the FutureNet AUTO and EREC commands and
inforrmtion on comlnand files in your FwfwreNcf Lrscr Ma#urJ.
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Running the Utility
To create eymbol library documentatiori, the minimum command line is:

f rolib libraryrurme

Note:   If the fndb erwiroronerit vargivble fe s4 (s_4 f rtliv=e:\da_tap\fyltp.), the
fndb irecutal7le only _lcofe_ther?_f or ire lf a_I.any n?me. It cfrecfe i.ke'ourrerit directory only if the fnth or dqs_Nib envirourpen.I p.Friable is

rrot set. If the frltb edvirorinerit variable is net_ set[ th? fhib expeutable
defaults -to the old dashlib endroprnerit v?viable. If rtyther erwironment
vdTiatle is set, the fnlib euecutable uses the current directory.

u

u

Command Line Options
The Symbol Library Utility uses the basic command line options in
addition to several utility-specific options.

Basic Command Line
Options

Basic command line options are summarized below.

Option
-iftlename

®filename

+0

ngftlename

+e

-S

+S

-q

+q

Definition

Specifies input library (.sym). If a fully qualified file
name is not given, the FNLIB environment variable
specifies the directory path for the library.

Specifies output file name (.end)

Resets output file name to default.

Specifies output file for errors (.Ibe).

Resets error file name to default.

Sets program to silent mode.

Resets program to non-silent mode.

Sets program to query mode.

Resets program to nonquery mode.
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FutureNet Symbol Library Utility

Utility-specific
Options

Option
-dsize

Definition

Drawing Size - By default, symbols are loaded
onto a D-size drawing sheet. The -dsizc option
allows you to specify a different drawing sheet
size. The si.zc specification is a letter A through E,
for drawing sheet size A through E.

For example, if you want symbols documented on
a C-size drawing sheet, specify -dc on the
corrrmnd line.

Note:    ^rsizf drawings are often too small _to. quow dooumendation of the
alphanumeric symbol and pin text ftalds.

-t[s I p I n])

rt

I    Option

-th

•ts

-tp

•tsp

-V

Text - The -t option allows you to choose which
type of alphanumeric field text is documented, as
shorn below.

Definition

No alphanumeric text documented.

Symbol-related text only.

Pin-related text only.

Symbol-related and pin-related.

The default mode is to document symbol-related
and pin-related alphanumeric text.

View - The -v option allows you to watch the
documentation of the symbols as they are loaded
onto the FutureNet drawing sheets.
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a

U¥6 F¥f.4rfNet Symbol Ideutif ter

The FutureNet Symbol ldentifier Utility (FNSID) documents the symbol
identifiers used in a design. You can use this document to verify that all
the symbols used in a design have an entry in your part file. See Figure
6-1 for a flow chart of the Symbol Identifier Utility.

Figure 6-1
Syi'nbol Identifter Utility Flowchari

F`eferoree
F3Oport

Running the Utility
To create a symbol identifier listing, the minimum command line entry
is:

bas]\d donftle

Command Line Options
The Symbol Identifier Utility uses the basic command line options in
addition to several utility-specific options.
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Basic Command Line
Options

Utility-specific
Options

Edsic command line options are summarized below.

Option
-Ifilename

•Ofilename

+0

ngfilename

+e

-S

+S

-q

+q

Option
-amum

Definition

Specifies the input library (.dcm)

Specifies output file name (.sid)

Resets output file name to default.

Specifies output file for errors (.sde).

Resets error file name to default.

Sets program to silent mode.

Resets program to non-silent mode.

Sets program to query mode.

Resets program to nonquery mode.

Description

Attribute Number - The -a"#m option allows you
to specify your own symbol identifier for a symbol
by instructing the utility to take the identifier for
the symbol from the displayed text field with the
specified attribute number.

Symbol identifier entries are by default derived
from the concatenation of the PART, VAL, STR,
TOL, and Pclm properties and can be overridden
using this option.

When using this option, use the same attribute
number for all symbols. For erample, if you want a
symbol to be identified by your company par(
number, then you would use the FutureNet
Schematic Designer to create an alphanumeric field
containing the company part number in the symbol
and then assign the attribute nuinber to the field.
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FutureNet Symbol Identifier Utility

a Option
-aoum

Description

The symbol-related attribute listed here are the
legal attributes available for use with the -a option:

3
4
6
7
55-99
109-113
116-127
131
135
140
142-144

Attribute numbers above 99 are non-printing,
displayed text attributes; they are probably the best
choice since they do not print on the schematic but
do appear on screen. CIther symbol-related
attributes will work, but we recommend that you
use the attributes listed here.

Note:    Attributes 3, 4, 6, and 7 already have specifro Teanipgs to. F.utureyet
translators. .Wb ;ecorrmend tndt you hot irse them since their use for
anyotherthantheiT.dofineqpul|5ose_coTrstit`u.t?S.anor-.Stayq€TIq¥_:f.-irfd-inaycauseproblghsp.iihoiperFutureNettrausletors.Useanyof

the othdr attributes listed instead.

Ifyoualrcadyhapelibra.¢es!ha.i.ysetheseatt.ribut.esiy_ou_4?.I.3!,.ys±
;;changeth'em,butrealtzethattheyi'i'Iayrrotworkproperlywithother
translators.

WARNING:   The -a#w" option is not supported by the FutureNet to
Edif Netlist Writer.

Option                       Description

•t                          foTt]h=s¥:iat±°°tJo:Ptt°i# £=££:: ¥ohiicehxE:°pTe:¥fes

a symbol has the PART attribute on display text
7400 and layered text PCB:PART=SN7400, with the
option -t, the value SN74cO would be used as the
symbol identifier instead of 7400.

Note:   You may spedfy only one tool with the -t option.
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Error Me§ng

a

®

The error messages listed here are for all utilities described in the
manual. There are three levels of error messages; Fatal, Error, and
Warning. Errors are listed here by level, and then alphabetically within
levels. Words in italics, such as f.!c7ramc, represent information supplied
by the utility. Messages that are selhexplanatory are listed but not
described.

Fatal Errors Terminate the program. The message provides information
about the problem that caused the error. No data is lost
when fatal errors occur.

Errors          Do not terminate the program. The translator continues to
run, but no files are created. Because errors do not
terminate the program, they help you find design problems
that need to be corrected before continuing.  Cince the
errors have been corrected, run the translator again.

Warnings   Indicate that design problems may be present or that your
design is not what you expected it to be. For example,
warnings can occur when two conflicting attributes refer to
the same signal. Warnings do not prevent output files from
being created.
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Error Messages

Fatal EITors
Attribute x is not a symbol attribute

Attribute af frz.Z7z/ferzar»c is not a valid
attribute

File A.Je7tamc is not a valid DCM file.

Invalid part library f.Jc»amc

Options -n (part names only and -g
(power/ground pins) are not
compatible

Unable to open DCM file A.Jerzame.

Unable to open error file A.Jerzamc

Unable to open input file f.Zcmmc

Unable to open output file A.Jerzame

Unable to open par( library f.Jcurmc

Unable to crea(e part library f.Zerzamc
due to enors.

Errors
Frle filenLrme, line linenurfefn
Duplicate property specification
property"me lgno-ed
Frle ftlenane, time liner}umbex.
Maximum number of symbol
identifiers exceeded.

Eke ftlenane, It"F linequrpbgrs_
Maximum number of pin identifiers
exceeded.

#]i:sfi#i¥ef'o)rizF*Zrfe»#mber

You have specified a valid attribute, but not a symbol
attribute.

You have specified an attribute that does not exist in the
FutureNet system.

The specified file is not a valid rm4 file.

The specified file is not a valid part library file.

You have specified two mutually exclusive command line
Options.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read-protected, or the file is corrLipted.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read protected, or the file is cormpted.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read protected, or the file is corrupted.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read protected, or the file is corrupted.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read protected, or the file is comipted.

Errors occurred during processing that prevented creation
of the part file.

While running plu, the same property was specified twice
for a symbol or pin identifier.

Maximum is 1000.

Maximum is 1000.

There is a missing bracket ) in the indicated line in the part
file.
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Error Messages

#ppr#d:i,iifeer'#=",m#ce

E:]oepfi#1:a'?oeo'{.:g:,mpbr?;erty
propertyrrmeignoted

File filenane, lin_€ I_inenu_mben.
Property exceeded 80 characters

File f uenane, line linenunben.
Syntax enor

FL\e ftlenane, line linenumben.
Syntax enor property propert!pramc

I.i\e ftlenane, ume linenuxppeT
Syntax error, too many #s for line.

Syntax error for plu part property
propertyname

Tool list exceeded limit of 50 toots

Ei] Unable to open part file A.Jcurmc

Wa-ings
File f'Jenamc, line Jf.ne»z/mbcr: '[ ]' found
with no symbol identifier present.

File A.Je..lame, line Zf.ne»wmbcr: Ignoring
duplicate part prrfrome

I.l\e filenane, Hme lixpurpben.
Duplicate pin specification

FL\eftlenrme,liras_lipenutr!ber,
Duplicate specification for property
propertynane

Fr\eftlemme,lir¥.Iipenumben.
Duplicate specification property
prrfertynane tool tcolnane
EI\eftlena:me,\LPE_lipenumben.
Duplicate specification property

#o#erm#:°„]„fmco#mcsymboi

## was found, but no pin identifier was specified.

The properties data specified for the indicated symbol or
pin identifier exceeded the maximum allowed. Property
data for a given part or pin (tool:property=value) is limited
to 4cO6 characters.

The indicated property entry exceeded the 80 character
lindt.

There is a syntax error in the indicated line.

Can't parse property entry for indicated line. Check for
nrissing equal (=) sign.

Maximum is 3.

Can't parse property entry for indicated line. Check for
missing equal (=) sign.

The indicated file is not in the current directory or on the
path, the file is read protected, or the file is corrupted.

The same symbol identifier is specified in different part
files.

Two identical pin identifiers were specified for the same
symbol identifier.

While running pfu, the same property was specified twice
for a symbol or pin identifier.

The same property was specified twice for a symbol or pin
identifier and a particular tool.

The same property was specified twice for a symbol or pin
identifier and a particular tool for the designated symbol
reference number.
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Error Messages

FLle ftlenane, line linenuprbe13
No symbol identifier after '#

FL\e ftlenane, line linemmbon.
sytito{ enor p\Opengr propertynLrme
tool toolname

More than one alpha field with
attribute number X found

ss¥""#ofe=#=5erertyenefrn%m#e

A ### was found, but no symbol identifier was specified

Can't parse property entry for indicated line.  Check for
missing equal (=) sign.

The -amwm option has been used to assign the same
attribute to more than one alpha field on a single eymbol.
The translator uses the first text found.  See the Command
Line Options section of the Part File Utility for details on
the -anz/in  option.

There is a syntax error in a property entry for the indicated
sylrfrol.
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Ixp±
A Alphanumeric field, 1-7

Alphanumeric pin identifier, 2-7
Assignment statements, 1-10

case sensitivity in, 24
Attribute, 1-7
Attribute option

as substitute for symbol identifier, 3-3
restrictions, 34, 6-3

Classification, part, 2-1
Corr-nd line options

part file utility, 3-3
part library utility, 4-2
symbol identifier utility, 6-1
used by translator, 3-3, 5-2, 6-2

Comments
in part files, 24

Common pins, 2-7
Control lines, common, 2-7
Conventions, FutureNet part file, 3-2
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DG                   Definitions, 1-7alphanumeric field, 1-7
attribute, 1-7
device, 1-7
displayed text, 1-7
drawing set, 1-7
function, 1-7
functional block, 1-7
functionally defined part, 1-7
global property, 1-7
instance-specific property, 1-7
layered text, 1-7
like, 1-7
multiple slots, 1-7
part, 1no
part type' 2-2
pin identifier, 1no
pin-related properties, 1-14
point of effect, 1no
property, lug
schematic element, 1no
scope, lug
signal aliasing, 1no
symbol, 1no
symbol-related properties, 1-10
tool, 1no
value, lug

EDIF, using part files with, 3-1
Editing requirements, 3-2
Element identification, 1-9
Error messages, types of, 7-1
Errors, 7-2
Example part file, 2-3

Fatal errors, 7-2
Functional part, 1-7
Functionally defined part, 2i
FutureNet part file

conventions, 3-2
FutureNet part file utility

FutureNet to Edif Netlist Writer, used with, 3-1
rurming, 3-3

FutureNet eymbol identifier utility
mnning, 6-1

FutureNet symbol library, 5-1

GATES, common control lines with, 2-7
Global property, 1-7
Global property assignment, 1-10
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Instance-specific
property, 1-7
property assigrment, 1-1o

Layered text, 1-7

M         #::££;g,2#sof,7-1
Multiple power and ground, 2-7
Multiple slots, 1-7

Part
common control lines with, 2-7
functionally defined, 2i

Part file
comments in, 24
described, 2-1
erample, 2-3
FutureNet to EDIF Netlist Writer, used with, 3-1
other translators, used by, 3-1
pin identifier entries, 2nd
purpose of, 2-1
symbol identifier, 3-1
symbol identifier entries, 2J
symbol identifiers in, 3-1
symbols, 2-2
symbols, how listed, 2-1
syntax, 24
syntax conventions, 24
ways to create, 2-1

Part file utility
-n option, 5-3
basic command line options, 3-3
files required for, 3-1
running, 3T3

Part library
command line options, 4-2
rurming, 4-1

Part types
how defined, 2-1

Pin identifiers
adding properties to, 24
alphanumeric, 2-7
illegal duplicate, 2-7
numeric, 2-7
PNAM used with, 2-7
PNUM used with, 2-7
syntax, 2-7
syntax rules, 2nd
types Of, 2-7
variability of, 3-2
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Pin-related properties, 1-14
Post processing, requirements, 1-9
Property

adding to symbol and pin identifiers, 24
assignment statements, 1-10
element identification, 1-9
general, 1-9
global assigning, description of, 1-10
instance specific, precedence over global, 1-10
instance-specific, assigning, 1-10
instance-specific, described, 1-10
instance-specific, scope of, 1-10
symbol related, 1-10
ways to assign, 1-10

Schematic element, 1no
Slots, 1-7
Symbol identifier, 3-1

entries, 3-2
adding properties to, 24
commas used in, 2-5
embedded comma restriction, 2-5
how derived in FutureNet part file, 3-2
requirements for, 3-3
specifying with attribute option, 6-2

Symbol-related property, 1-10
Symbols, 2-2

no identifiers, 3-2
Syntax

part file conventions, 24
pin identifier, 2nd
symbol identifier, 24

Terms, 1-7
Translators, 3-1

UUtilityFutureNet part file, 3-1
FutureNet part library, 4-1
FutureNet symbol library, 5-1
FutureNet symbol identifier, 6-1

W            Warnings, 7-3
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Introduction
The Electronic Design Interchange Format (EDIF) has been developed
for users of computer-aided engineering and design tools to facilitate
the transfer of data about a design between electronic design systems.

The FutureNet® to EDIF Netlist Writer (referred to as the Netlist
Writer) accepts FutureNet drawings that have been processed by the
Drawing Preprocessor and translates the resulting drawing connectivity
model (.dcm file) into an EDIF version 2 0 0 netlist file.

This document describes the operation of the Netlist Writer:  Keyword
level 0, EDIF level 0.

EDIF Statement of Intent
The Netlist Writer is intended to produce a valid EDIF netlist that
correctly describes the connectivity of the FutureNet drawings from
which it was produced.  No assumptions about target system
requirements, configuration, or interpretation of the EDIF file are made.

Drawing Prerequisites
Requirements

PID (Part
Identification)
Property

The PID property is used to map part names between FutureNet and
the target system.  When a part in FuturINet has a different part name
than the same part has in the target system, the PID property can be
used to map the part names. The PID property can be specified in a
part file or using property assignment statements in FutureNet,
depending on which is easier.

When the PID property exists for a part, that property will be used as
the EDIF part (cell) name.

EDIF Netlist Writer User Manual



Introduction

Signals that Go On
and Off the Design

Symbol Use
Restrictions

Restrictions

Symbol
Compatibility

Hierarchical
Designs

Properties and Nets

Bus and Signal
Names

Signals in hierarchical designs that are used as design ports, that is,
signals that go on or off the design, must appear in the top level
drawing(s) and must be assigned one of the following FutureNet
attributes:

SIGI
SIGO
SIGU
SGNU
SIGB
Pvvrs
CND

Signals assigned these attributes are recognized as signals that enter
and/or exit the design.  The netlist writer creates logical design pins
(ports in EDIF terminology) for these signals.

The use of these attributes must conform to the rules outlined in the
chapter "Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwrcNef LJscr MaHwaJ.

Before discussing use restrictions, a brief description of the information
in the EDIF file is needed.

The first section in the file is a definition section.  Each uniquely named
part (symbol) in the design is listed in the definition section.  An
occuITence section follows the definition section and contains one entry
for each occurrence (instance) of the parts defined in the definition
section. An occurrence definition references the definition section for a
description of the part, but adds information specific to the occurrence,
like pin numbers and pin names. Obviously, you would expect to find
more occurrences than definitions.

Since the translator uses the first occurrence of a uniquely named
symbol (part) as the definition symbol, all occurrences that reference
this definition must have the same number of pins and they must be in
the same location.

The Netlist Writer accepts both hierarchical and flat designs as input,
but ercates only flat netlists.

Properties are not generated for NE'rs. Refer to the chapter
"Understanding FutureNet" in the fwfwravcf User Ma#wa! for

information on how properties are used in FuturINet.

Bus and signal names of the form unsigk and unbusk, where I is an
integer, are system generated nalnes used to identify unnamed signals
and buses.  Do not use names of this form for signals and buses.

1-2 EDIF Netlist Writer User Manual
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Lrsl.ng the Netlist Writer

Before You Begin

Figure 2-1
Netlist Writer System Flow

a

Note that the Netlist Writer takes the following files as input:

1.   Drawing Preprocessor .dcm file.

2.   Optional Part Library Generator .pl file.  The .pl file can be created
using the FuturINet Part File Utility or it can be created manually
See iihe FutureNet Companion Progrdms and Reference maoual tor
details.

System flow is outlined in Figure 2-1.
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Using the Netlist Writer

Running the Translator
The EDIF netlist writer is run from the system command line.  It takes a
.dcm file as input and is invoked by entering:

edi inputftle Lttoolname\ +aauthormamd Lpftlenamd

followed by the appropriate command line options.  The minimum
entries are:

edilf inputf ale

The translator uses two sets of command line options. The first set
consists of the basic command line options available to all FutureNet
Post processing tools. The second set consists of translator-spedfic
Options.

Basic Command Line
Options

Translator-specific
Options

Basic command line options are summarized here.

Op tion               D efinition
-if.Jc7zamc             Specifies input file, the design to translate (.dcm)

of.Jc7zamc            Specifies output filename (.ent).

+o                        Resets output filename to default.

€f.Je7zar#c            Specifies output file for errors (.eel).

re                        Resets error filename to default.
-s                         Sets program to silent mode.

+s                        Resets program to non-silent mode.

q                       Sets program to query mode.
+q                       Resets program to nonquery mode.

Additional options available for exclusive use with the translator are
explained below, along with instructions on how to activate or
deactivate the option. These options are specified on the command line.

Tool option (-tfool%me)         ±:¥tf£Sffteh:FDe[:ffit,::£tn:`dfd°j:i:nhi::hthp:°g¥nretii:cS ;::j:r¥es.  No

tool-specific properties are translated by default.  Refer to the chapter
'Understanding FutureNet" in the FwfwreNcf ldser M¢7iwaJ for

information on how properties are used and assigned in FutureNet.

Author Option
(aauthomame)

-a specifies the author string to be used for the EDIF author constmct.
The default author string is Data I/O Corporation.
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Using the Netlist Writer

a Part Library Option
(-Pfilename)

-p specifies the filename for a part library (.pl) file. The default is no

part library file.
You can specify a file that exists in the current directory or give a fully
qualified file path name to a file in a different directory.

Pinpointing Problems
The flat EDIF netlist makes it difficult to tell in which drawing of the
design an error occurred, or where a particular instance or net was
defined.  Nevertheless, the target system reading the EDIF file may
generate warnings that may require you to find the relevant drawing.

To help you locate a particular instance of a part, a drawing
cross-reference table is generated and placed in the error (.eer) file and
also as comlnents near the top of the EDIF (.ent) file.  The
cross-reference table lists the drawing names, their drawing number,
and their drawing reference number(s).  Since all instances of a part
include the FutureNet drawing reference number in their names, this
table helps you locate the correct drawing.
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Oufqu File Format
The netlist file is an ASCII file that conforms to EDIF standard 2 0 0.

EDIF File Format

a The following is a stylized example of the EDIF file format with
descriptions.  Note that this example is abbreviated and that not all
levels of nesting are shown.

Note that property names are output in the EDIF netlist in uppercase,
irrespective of how they were specified.  Property entries are not caseL
sensitive in FuturchJet.
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Output File Format

EDIF File Format                                      Description

(edif
(st.at.us
(comment   "reference   data
(library

(cell
(port
(port
(port

(cell
(port
(port
(port

(cell
(instance

(portRef
(portRef
(portRef

(instance
(portRef
(portRef
(portRef

(net
(portRef
(portRef

(instRef
(portRef

(instRef
)

(net
(portRef
(portRef

(instRef
(portRef

(instRef
)

(design    ...
)

Drawing  cross-reference  table

€:E  Sartrt)dgfi£[rti:i:a

¥s:£=eced[:finition
Instance  ports

Netlist
Connected  ports

Instance  reference

Netlist
Connected  ports

Instance  reference

design  construct

General Terms

Cell

Port

Property

This is the EDIF name for a symbol or part.  Also, a single cell is used
to represent the entire design.

This is the EDIF name for a pin.

Properties for instances and their pins are generated purely from
properties in the drawing; the parts library file is not used.  Note that,
in EDIF, instance property values override cell property values.

Properties for the cell and port definitions come exclusively from the
part library; properties in the drawing are not considered.
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Output File Format

File Format Terms

Drawing
Cross-reference
Table

Cell Definitions

Cell Port
Definitions

Design Cell

Instance Definitions

This table cross-references drawing names to drawing numbers and
drawing reference numbers.

This section defines all of the unique cells (parts) used in the design.
The cell name is the Post symbol identifier, which is the concatenation
of the following properties:  part, val, str, tol, and pchr.

Many symbols can have the same symbol identifier. When generating
the cell definition, each symbol in the design is looked at by the
translator; each time a symbol is found with a symbol identifier that
has not been seen previously, a cell definition is created.

Note that when two different symbols have the same symbol identifier,
they are treated as the same cell by the translator, as in a 7400 NAND
and its Demorgan equivalent, which looks like an OR gate but has
inverted inputs.

For symbols that do not have a symbol identifier, the translator
generates a name. The generated name takes the form part_sy„Z7oJ
rc/ere%ce »zforber_drazo..»g »zfmber.    For example, a symbol with
symbol reference number 3 on drawing 6 would be named parL3_6.
Note that the drawing number referred to here is a unique number that
is assigned by the Drawing Preprocessor to each drawing file in a
design.  In strucfured designs, root level drawings are assigned
numbers first.  Compare this to the drawing reference number in the
Instance Definition entry of this section.  Refer to the fwfwrcNef Post
Usc7. Ma#w4J for more infom`ation on the Drawing Preprocessor.

Properties for the cell and port definitions come exclusively from the
part library; properties in the drawing are not considered.

A cell definition is generated each time the translator finds a symbol
with a unique symbol identifier.  This symbol is also used to generate
the port (pin) definitions for the cell.  This means that the pin identifiers
from that symbol are used to name the cell ports.

Note that not all symbols with the same symbol identifier will have the
same pin identifiers,

The actual design is described in a cell construct at the same level as all
the other cells.  The design cell is always the last cell.

The design cell will contain instances, which reference cells from the
cell definition section, followed by nets, which reference the instances'
ports.

Each symbol in the design will cause an instance to appear in this
section.  The instance will reference the cell definition that has its
symbol identifier.

The instance name is the location designator (LCX= property) followed
by the symbol reference number and the drawing reference number.
For example, a symbol with location designator U22, symbol reference
number 5, and drawing reference number 9 would be named U22_5_9.
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Output File Format

Instance Ports

Netlist

Cormected Ports

For symbols that do not have a LCX: property, the translator generates
an identifier.  The generated identifier takes the form inst_sy7«boJ
re/ere#ce #w"ber_dractJI.#g re/erei.ce #wmber.  A symbol with no location
designator, a symbol reference number of 6, and drawing reference
number of 5 would be named insL6_5.  Note that the drawing
reference number referred to here is a unique number assigned to each
drawing occurrence in the design.  Compare this to the drawing
number in the Cell Definition entry of this section. Refer to the
FwfwrcNcf Post Ltser Md#w4J for more information on the Drawing
Preprocessor.

Properties for instances and their ports come exclusively from the
drawing; properties from the parts library are not considered.  Note,
however, that according to the rules of EDIF, the instance inherits all of
the properties of the cell definition.  If the same property is specified in
both places, the instance property overrides the cells.

The LOC property, if it exists, is output as an EDIF designator
construct, not as a property.

An instance port is a pin on a particular instance of a symbol.  Recall
that two symbols with the same symbol identifier may have different
pin identifiers.  When this occurs, the instance's pin identifier is output
in an EDIF designator construct.  To EDIF, the pin identifier is the pin
identifier specified in the cell definition, not the pin identifier specified
on the instance.

Note:   The iustanee symbol must have the sane rramber of pins ape th_e_ pins
must be in thc sane place as the symbol used to generate the cell
dofirition.  If rrot, an error will be gourated.

All nets (signals) are listed here, including a list of all the instances on
each net.

The form for net names varies, depending on whether the net is named
or unnamed, or whether it is on a named or unnamed bus.  The four
forms for net names are:

Nets

•   Named Nets              nef"me_d

•   Unnamed Nets          unsigLk

Nets onBuses   `

•   Named Buses             busriame_A_nefmmc

•   Unnamed Buses        unbus_A_nefmr»c

where A is the drawing reference number and A is an integer beginning
at 1 and inereasing by 1 with each new signal or bus found.

This section refers to all of the ports (pins) on a net by name.  If the
port being referenced is on an instance rather than a top-level (design)
port, then an instanceRef constnict will be included so you can identify
which instance it is that owns the port.  Refer to the description of
Instance Ports above for more information.
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Output File Format

Instance Reference

D esign Construct

This construct refers to an instance by name.  Refer to the section on
Instance Definitions above for more information on instance names.

The design construct simply states which cell represents the design.
Design level properties are output here.

Implementation Conventions

Name Mapping

Overbars

String Mapping

EDIF restricts the characters that can be used in names, for example, in
cell, instance, and port names.  When an illegal name is encountered, a
new name is generated.  AIL further reference to the object must use the
new legal EDIF name.  For a complete description of legal EDIF names,
refer to the EDIF standard.

Legal names are generated by mapping illegal characters as follows:

Illegal chaLracter             Mapped To

+P
N

(corrma)                         _ (underscore)

AIl other illegal characters are mapped to their heradecimal
representation of the ASCII code, and appear in the form _dd, where dd
is a hexadecimal value.

Pin and signal names with overbars will have a hyphen (-) appended to
them by the Drawing Preprocessor.  When the hyphenated names are
run through EDIF, the hyphen will be napped to an N, as described in
the preceding section.

EDIF strings can contain any ASCII characters except the percent sign
(%) and double quotes ("). When these are encountered, they are
converted to %dd%, where dd is the hexadecimal value of the ASCII
character codes.

Non-printable characters, like the ohm symbol (a), are napped to ~ddd,
where ddd is the octal code for the character.  If this string is then used
as an EDIF name, the tilde (~) will be mapped as an ASCII character.

EDIF Netlist Writer User Manual
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File Formatter

EDIF File Formatter -Utility
The default output from the netlist writer is a human readable netlist
file, that is, a formatted and indented file.  These files can be large,
requiring considerable storage space and processing time.  The File
Formatter can be used with the -p option to pack the file by removing
white space and carriage returns.

Compressed files can be reformatted by running them through the File
Formatter without specifying the -p option.

To compress a file, enter:

ef inputfile outputftle -p

If you are using the default filename extensions, .ent for input files and
.for for output files, you will need to specify a different input or output
name or extension when you unpack a file.  If you do not make one or
the other names different, the formatter will be trying to write to the
same file it is reading from. To reformat  a packed file, enter:

ef inputfile outpurfele
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File Formatter

Command Line
Options

Formatter-specific
Options

Pack (-p)

The File Formatter uses the standard FutureNet user interface.  You
must specify an input file or you will be prompted for one. The output
filename defaults to the input file with a Jor (for forlnat) extension. An
error file (if needed) also uses the input filename with .efe extension.
Basic command line options for the interface are:
Op tion                      D efinition

iftlerame
®filerurme

to
€ftlerame
te
-S

+S

1
q

Spedfies input file (.ent).
Specifies output filename (I:or).
Resets output filename to default.
Specifies output file for errors (.efe).
Resets error filename to default.
Sets program to silent mode.
Resets program to non-silent mode.
Sets program to query mode.
Resets program to nonquery mode.

The -p option packs the netlist file by removing white space and
carriage refums.
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ErrorMess_ang±
There are three levels of error message: Fatal, Error, and Warning.
Errors are listed here by level, and then alphabetically within levels.
Words in italics, such as f.Jcurmc, represent information supplied by the
Prooram.
•   Fatal Errors -Terminate the program.  The message provides

information about the problem that caused the error.  No data is lost
when fatal errors occur.

•   Errors -Do not terminate the program  The translator will continue
to run, but no files are created.  Because errors do not terminate the
program, they help you find design problems that need to be
corrected before PCB layout.  Once the errors have been corrected,
run the translator again.

•   Warnings-Indicate that design problems may be present or that
your design is not what you expected it to be.  For example,
warnings can occur when two conflicting attributes refer to the same
signal.  Warnings will not prevent output files from being created.
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Error Messages

Fatal
Drawing file fl.Jc"¢"c not used to
create the named model.

Error(s) detected in drawing.  No
EDIF file generated!

Fatal format error detected.

File /I.fename may not be a legal EDIF
file!

File fz.Zc7tamc does not exist.

File /I.Je»ame is not a valid DCM file.

Illegal file names, input and output
files must be different.

Part library /iJc7ta7«e obsolete, rerun
part library utility.

Out of memory.

Unable to open DCM file fi.Je7'z4mc.

Unable to open drawing file /I.Jeffame.

Unable to open error file /1.Jc7Iame.

Unable to open input file fi.Jc7tfl"c.

The named drawing file was not used to create the drawing
connectivity model.

If errors are detested during EDIF processing, this message
is generated just prior to program termination; the output
file is deleted.

An attempt to format a non-EDIF file was made.
Specifically, the parentheses in the file did not follow legal
EDIF nesting.

The named file has not been properly specified or has not
been created.

The named file may have the correct name, but is not of the
correct format for a DCM input file.  You must provide a
valid .dcm file for input.

The Netlist Writer was unable to allocate sufficient
memory.

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified .dcm
input file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist,
was not in the cuITent directory or specified directory path,
or has the wrong protection.

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified
drawing file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist,
was not in the current directory or specified directory path,
or has the wrong protection.

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified error
file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist, was not
in the current direr:tory or specified directory path, or has
the Vlong protection.

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified input
file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist, was not
in the current directory or specified directory path, or has
the Vlong protection.
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Error Messages

Unable to open output file JI.Je"¢"e.

Unable to read drawing file /1.Je%4me.

Error
Instance ..#sto%cenamc has fewer pins
than ,cell defintion.
Instance ..#sf4#cc#¢me was used to
generate the definition.

Pin pr.7zriqmber on instance
I.«sfa»ce7.amc not found in cell
definition.
Instance I.#sfa#ce#fl"e was used to
generate the cell definition.

Warning
Duplicate specification for prop erty
propertyname

Duplicate specification for property
prd:pertyname toot toolname

Duplicate specification for property
properfty#¢mc tool too J#ame symbol
symbol ref ereace

Duplicate specification for property
prbipertynqine tool _toolf tqp.e S¥.T\bol'syihoo{roferencepinpinidentifier

No properties found for tool tooJ#¢"c

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified output
file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist, was not
in the current directory or specified directory path, or has
the VIong protection.

The Netlist Writer was unable to open the specified
drawing file.  It is possible that the named file did not exist,
was not in the current directory or specified directory path,
or has the wrong protection.

Symbols with the same part name are required to have the
same number of pins.  The symbol used to generate the cell
definition and the instance symbol had a different number
of pins.

Symbols with the same part name are required to have
their pins in the same relative location.*  The instance
symbol had at least one pin in a location where there was
no pin on the defining symbol (the symbol used to make
the cell difinition).
*     The "sane rewiive location" means the POE of the pin name must

be in the same location rchtive to the symbol origin.

You have tried to specify two values for a property on a
given obiect, for example, two PART properties on a given
symbol. Note that this can also occur when the same
fcoJ..prapcrfy combination is specified more than once.

;:Oupei::sshape::fi£:tso#£}:::aotptt::I,butno
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Error Messages

Syntax error property z7roperfy»amc

Syntax enor property praperfty»ame
tool fooJn4me

Syntax error property proz7erfty»47«e
t6Of toolnahe s:ymi.bo\ symbol reference

Syntax error property properfty»amc
t6ch toolname sryml.bo\ symbo l reference
pin pinidentifier

Property specification syntax is properf!/=tJaJz#  or
toolxproperty=calue,

Refer to your FutureNet documentation for information on
specifyingproperties.

Property specification syntax is properfty=tJaJ«c  or
tcolxproperty=wlue.

Refer to your FutureNet documentation for information on
spedfyingproperties.

Property specification syntax is prapcrfty±zJflJwc  or
tcol:property=wle.

Refer to your FutureNet documentation for information on
specifying properties.

Property specification syntax is properfty=z)4Jz" or
tool:prapertyEwlue.

Refer to your FutureNet documentation for information on
spedfyingproperties.
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Ixp±
-a option, 2-2
-p option, 2-3
-t option, 2-2

Author command line option, 2-2

Bus
name restrictions,1 -2

DCell

described, 3-2
Cell definitions, 3-3
Cell name, 3-3
Cell port definitions

significance of, 3-3
when generated, 3-3

Command line option
-a, 2-2
-t, 2-2

Connected ports
significance of location, 34

Conventions
implementation, 3-5

Cross-reference table
used in locating drawing errors, 2-3

Design
locating errors on a particular drawing, 2-3
requirements for signals that go on and off,1-2
signals that go on and off, 1-2

Design cell
contents of, 3-3
described, 3-3
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Design Construct
described, 3-5

Design errors
locating on a particular drawing, 2-3

Designs
type created, 1-2
types accepted,1 -2

Dra wing cross-reference table
described, 3-3

Drawing errors
cross-reference table used to find, 2-3
locating, 2-3

Drawing number
described, 3-3

EDIF file format
described, 3-1
stylird erample, 3-1

EDIF File formatter
command line options, 4-2
compressing a file, 4-1

Errors
locating drawing errors with cross-reference table, 2-3
locating on a particular drawing, 2-3

File formatter
-p Option, 4-2
-p option with, 4-1
command line options, 4-2
compressed, described, 4-1
default file extensions with, 4-1
default output, 4-1
described, 4-1
filename requirements, 4-1
human readable, described, 4-1
reformatting a compressed file, 4-1

Flat designs
restrictions, 1-2

FutureNet to EDIF Netlist Writer
bus and signal name restrictions, 1-2
command line options, 2-2
described, 1-1
drawing cross-reference table, 24
drawing prerequisites, 1-1
hierarchical design restrictions,1 -2
implementation conventions, 3-5
name mapping, 3-5
output file format, 3-1
PID property defined,1-1
PID property requirements, 1-1
problems, pinpointing, 2-3
property and net restrictions, 1-2
requirements,1 -1
running, 2-2
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signals that go on or off the design, 1-2
string rrmpping, 3-5
symbol compatibility, 1-2
symbol use restrictions, 1-2
translator€pecific options, 2-2

Hierarchical designs
restrictions, 1-2

Instance definition
purpose of, 3-3

Instance name
described, 3-3

Instance ports
described, 34

Instance reference
described, 3-5

LoC property
as EDIF designator, 34

M             Mapnpj:.gprintab|echaractersand,3-5
strings, 3-5
strings, restrictions, 3-5

N0Namesbus name restrictions,1 -2
character restrictions in, 3-5
generating legal names, 3-5
mappin8' 3-5
mapping of illegal characters, 3-5
mapping of legal characters, 3-5
signal name restrictions, 1-2
with overbars, 3-5
with overbars, mapping of, 3-5

Net names
described, 34
forms of, 34

Netlist
described, 34

Nets
property and net restrictions,1 -2

Non-printable characters
mapping of, 3-5

0verbars
described, 3-5
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Part
see cell, 3-2

Part library command line option, 2-3
PID property, 1-1

specifying, 1-1
when used for EDIF Part name, 1-1

Port
described, 3-2

Ports
cormected, 34

Properties
cell and port properties generated from part library, 3-2
cell definition, derived from, 3-3
for instances, derived from, 34
for ports, derived from, 34
LOC, as EDIF designator, 34
PID and name mapping, 1-1
PID required,1-1
PID used as EDIF part name, 1-1
PID, specification of, 1-1
pin and instance properties generated from drawing only, 3-2
port definition, derived from, 3-3
property and net restrictions,1 -2

Property entries
no case requirements for, 3-1

Property names
appearance of in output file, 3-1

Signal
name restrictions,1 -2

Signals
requirements when going on or off the design, 1-2
that go on and off the design, 1-2

String mapping
restrictions, 3-5

Strings mapping
described, 3-5

Symbol
see cell, 3-2

Symbol identifier
derived from, 3-3
see cell definitions, 3-3
symbols without, 3-3

Symbol identifiers
generated, 34
multiple, 3-3

Symbol reference number, 3-3
Symbols

name and pin restrictions, 1-2
pin and name compatibility, 1-2
without symbol identifiers, 3-3
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Terns
file fo-t, 3-3

toolname command line option, 2-2
Translator

command line options used, 2-2
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